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PREFACE 
\This Tennessee Municipal Handbook is intended for use as a reference 
guide by Tennessee municipal officials. It is priwarily a summary of the state's 
laws affecting municipalities under a r'6\igb:'l<ind· of subject matter classifica­
tion, with a sprinkling of other information considered to be relevant/It is 
not a textbook on municipal government. / 
It is hoped that sufficient information has been included to make the 
publication informative, but the complete laws (codified in the Tennessee Code 
Annotated) should always be examined before taking any action. The numbers 
interspersed in the text refer to sections of the Tennessee Code Annotated 
(TCA). Subsequent legislative acts affecting municipalities will be summarized 
in the annual publications issued by MTAS. 
No effort has been made to deal with the myriad variations found in the 
private act charters of most Tennessee cities (according to the Tennessee Blue 
Book, 226 cities-over two-thirds of the total-have such charters). The charter 
of such a city is a primary reference source that should always be consulted, 
but many general laws, as outlined in this handbook, are also applicable, and 
some may modify or even supersede the provisions of private act charters. 
Dr. Victor C. Hobday, formerly the Executive Director of MTAS and prin­
cipal draftsman of the two previous editions, has been called back from retire­
ment to prepare this edition. He wishes to acknowledge the contributions of 
Jackie Kersh, special projects consultant, for writing chapter 9, Eugene Puett, 
consultant, municipal law, for preparing chapter 20, and other past and pre­
sent MT AS consultants for reading the manuscript of previous editions and 
making helpful suggestions. Dr. Hobday has conscientiously and capably 
prepared this Third Edition of the Municipal Handbook, an accomplishment }for which he should be commended. 
I am sure that this edition will be as useful to municipal officials as the 
previous editions. The Handbook is one of the most important publications 
produced by MTAS. Suggestions and comments for its further improvement 
will be welcome. 
C. L. Overman 
Executive Director 
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CHAPTER 1 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 
Municipalities are creatures of the state and subject to control by the state 
legislature except as limited by constitutional provisions (as interpreted by the 
courts). All of their powers must be delegated by the legislature, except a few 
"self-executing" powers defined in the state constitution. Until 1953, when 
two "home rule" amendments were adopted, the legislature was in complete 
control-by general laws, and by private acts that in some instances had 
abolished cities, removed existing officers and installed new officers by name, 
and changed the organization without any consultation with municipal officers 
("ripper bills"). 
Local approval, prohibited acts and home rule 
One of the 1953 amendments (No. 6) established a local veto over private 
acts, by requiring approval of two-thirds of the city governing body or a ma­
jority vote in a referendum (as specified in each act) to make any such act 
effective. Prohibited outright are any acts which would remove an incumbent 
from office, abridge a term of office, or alter a salary prior to the end of a 
term. (These provisions are also applicable to county governments.) These 
provisions become inapplicable if a city elects to be covered by the other amend­
ment (No. 7), which provides for optional home rule municipalities. The follow­
ing summary of the advantages and disadvantages of these two amendments 
are excerpted from another publication:* 
Advantages of No. 6 
1. Interference with the term or salary prior to end of term of any 
municipal officer by private act is prohibited. No such private act can 
be passed. 
2. Needed charter amendments can be obtained by private act very 
simply through a cooperative local legislative delegation in the General 
Assembly. 
3 .  Taxing powers may be conferred on a city by private act. Little 
difficulty is usually encountered on such an act sponsored by a local 
legislative delegation, as contrasted with general tax laws that often 
provoke statewide opposition in the Legislature. Cities under Amend­
ment No. 7 must rely on general tax laws. 
4. The general public may be uninformed or apathetic on charter 
changes that are complicated and technical. In such cases more 
reasonable, intelligent action might be taken by a small group 
(legislative delegation and city legislative body) who can and will 
*Victor C. Hobday, An Analysis of the 1953 Tennessee Home Rule Amendmet1ts (Bureau of Public 
Administration and MTAS, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Second Edition, May 1976, 
pp. 5-9. 
devote more time and study to such matters, as compared with the 
election procedure under Amendment No. 7. 
Disadvantages of No. 6 
I. Private acts may be passed which affect the tenure or salaries 
of employees (as distinguished from officers); however, a�y su�h act 
would not be effective until given local approval as provided m the 
act, by one of the two methods prescribed in this amendment. 
2. No charter amendment can be obtai�ed if th� loc�l legislative delegation refuses to sponsor it. Cooperauve. relat1onsh1ps betwee� a city administration and a legislauve delegation will be necessary 1f 
legislation needed by the city is to be passed. 
3. A legislative delegation could pass private acts which may create 
serious problems for a city. Poor legislation could result from an at­
titude that "the final decision is to be made by th� city-let them 
worry about it." Multiple elections also could be.requrred by the ter,ms of private acts, which might create undue p�bhc controversy havmg 
unnecessarily divisive effects on a community. 
4. The General Assembly could determine the sa!aries of �unicj�al 
officers and employees by general a�ts, a':1d any pnvate acts mcons1s­
tent therewith probably would be mvahdated. 
5. The possibility exists, though remote, that private bills sponsored 
by a cooperative legislative delegation would not be passed by the 
General Assembly or would be vetoed by the Governor. 
6. Effecting charter changes through private acts subject to approval 
by the legislative body would be viewed by some people as less 
democratic than the election method under Amendment No. 7. 
7 . The prohibition against removal from office or abridging the t�rm 
of an officer, if literally applied, could complicate desrrable reorgamza­
tions (such as changing the form of government). 
Advantages of No. 7 (home rule) 
1. No private acts of any kind may be passed. Therefore, a private 
act affecting the tenure or salary of an employee, as well as that of an 
officer, is prohibited. 
2. The city may amend its own charter, by popular vote, and is 
not dependent on the lo�al legislativ7 ?�legation in the qeneral 
Assembly. The city legislauve body can 1muate changes by ordmance. 
3. The General Assembly could fix the salaries of municipal officers and employees by general acts, but such general ac�s wou\d apply. m home rule cities only to the extent that they are not mcons1stent with 
charter provisions. 
4. Charter changes can be accomplished without requiring approval 
by the General Assembly and the Governor. 
5 .  It can be said that the charter changes are truly democratic, because they must be approved in elections open to all voters in a home rule municipality. · 
6. Reorganization of a municipal government could be accomplished 
by locally-approved charter changes, free of possible restrictions in 
Amendment No. 6 on ·removing incumbents or abridging terms of 
officers. 
Disadvantages of No. 7 
1 .  The city loses the relatively simple procedure of securing desired 
charter changes through private acts. 
2. Amendment of the charter is fairly cumbersome, especially if a 
charter commission is elected instead of proposal by ordinance. 
3 .  A city's taxing powers may not be enlarged by private acts. For 
example, had Memphis then been a home rule municipality the 1955 
private act empowering that city to levy a 3 per cent tax on liquor 
and a cigarette tax of 1 ¢ per package could not have been enacted. 
4. Public interest is notably apathetic in referendum elections on 
details of governmental operations. Frequent referendums and low 
voting percentages can pennit special interest groups to dominate such 
elections. 
Consolidation of city and county functions 
Another amendment (No. 8) adopted in 1953 deals with consolidation of 
city and county functions. Under its terms, merging any function (such as 
schools) or a complete consolidation of city and county governments (as in 
Nashville and Davidson County) must be approved in a referendum by a ma­
jority in the principal city and by a majority in the remainder of the county. 
Implementing legislation for complete city-county consolidation is found in 
TCA 7-1-101-7-3-312. 
Municipal officers also members of General Assembly 
The question is sometimes asked whether a municipal officer may also serve 
as a member of the General Assembly, as the Tennssee constitution (art.2, 
sec. 26) prohibits "any person in this State" from holding "more than one 
lucrative office at the same time." This question has been answered affrrmative­
ly by the Tennessee Supreme Court, on a basis that "in this State" means 
"in the State government." Boswell v. Powell, 163 Tenn. 445, 43 S.W.2d 
495 (193 1) .  That case involved a member of a county school board who had 
been elected to the General Assembly. In a subsequent case involving a coun­
ty school superintendent, the court re-affirmed a statement in the Boswell 
opinion: "It has not been supposed in this jurisdiction that a municipal office 
was reached by the provision so as to render the tenure of such an office in­
compatible with the tenure of a State office." Phillips v. West, 187 Tenn. 57, 
213 S.W.2d 3(1948). 
CHAPTER 2 
ELECTIONS 
In 1972 the General Assembly enacted a comprehensive law (ch. 740) to 
regulate all elections (codified in TCA title 2). The apparent intent was that 
this law would supersede provisions in private act charters relating to the con­
duct of municipal elections. The introductory provisions include the following: 
The purpose of this title is to regulate the conduct of all elections 
by the people so that . . .  Internal improvement is promoted by pro­
viding a comprehensive and uniform procedure for elections. 
[2- 1- 102(3)] 
All elections for public office, for candidacy for public office, and 
on questions submitted to the people shall be conducted under this 
title. (2- 1-103) 
Municipal officials should, therefore, look to this law, and to county elec­
tion commissions, for guidance on the conduct of all municipal elections. An 
example is found in TCA 2-5-101 : "Candidates in municipal elections will 
file their nominating petitions no later than twelve o'clock (12:00) noon, prevail­
ing time, on the fortieth day previous to the election . . .  Nominating peti­
tions shall be signed by the candidate and twenty-five (25) or more registered 
voters who are eligible to vote to fill the office." 
The general law requires a county election commission to publish a notice 
of all elections not less than 10 days before the qualifying deadline for can­
didates, which, in the case of municipal elections, would mean not less than 
50 days before the election. In another law, codified in TCA 6-53- 101 , the 
time for publishing notice of an election for municipal offices is fixed at not 
less than 60 nor more than 75 days before the election; this section also 
authorizes posting of notices in towns of 125 population or less, in lieu of 
newspaper publication. Publication in full of any question to be voted on is 
required, not less than 20 nor more than 30 days before the election. (2-12- 1 1 1) 
Candidates for municipal offices should pay particular attention to the Cam­
paign Financial Disclosure Act of 1980 (ch. 861). All candidates for the chief 
administrative officer (mayor), a candidate for any office who spends more 
than $500, and candidates for other offices that pay $100 a month or more 
are required to file reports. (2-10-101-2-10- 1 1 1) 
A recall petition under any city charter must contain "one or more specific 
grounds for removal." (6-53-108) The city attorney is required to summarize, 
in no more than 200 words, any question submitted to the voters that exceeds 
300 words in length. [2-5-208(5)] 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of general law, private act or a : 
municipal charter, a maximum minimum age of 21 is fixed for a person to 
assume a municipal office and a minimum age of 1 8  is fixed to be a candidate · 
for such an office, but an age between 18 and 21 for assuming office can be • 
fixed by a private act, charter provision, or ordinance if authorized by a ch t Th. J d l · . ar er. is aw oes not app Y m a county with a metropolitan form of government (6-53-109) . 
CHAPTER 3 
GOVERNING BODIES 
This chapter deals with provisions of general application to municipal 
governing bodies and members thereof, not coverd elsewhere under subject 
headings. TCA 7-31-102 codifies an old law (from the Acts of 1859-60) that 
is interesting, to say the least: if a municipality fails to keep its governing body 
"functioning . . .  for six consecutive months," the residents thereof are sub­
ject to work on the public roads for 12 months thereafter or until a board is 
elected, organized and functioning! 
Form of government 
The governing body can play a major role in determining the form and 
structure of the municipal government.# Its members may influence legislators 
to make changes in a private act charter, and its approval of private acts, by 
a two-thirds vote, may be required (the other method-by referendum-may 
be specified in a private act). In a home-rule city, charter amendments may 
be initiated by ordinances to be voted on by the people. 
General law chartm 
Two general laws are available for incorporation of a new city or for adop­
tion by an existing city: TCA 6-1-101 et seq.* (mayor-aldermen form), and 
TCA 6-18-101 et seq. (commission-manager form). A third law, TCA 6-30- 101 
et seq. (council-manager form), is available only for an uninc01po1'ated area with 
5,000 or more population. To become a city under either of the first two laws 
an area must have a minimum population of 200 and real estate ''worth not 
less than $5,000. ' ' If an area of 500 or more residents proposed for incorpora­
tion is within five miles of a city over 100,000 or within two miles of a city 
between 5,000 and 100,000, the city has 15 months to block the incorporation 
by annexing at least 20 percent of the land area or 3 5 percent of the popula­
tion. (6-1-205, 6-18-103) 
Since adoption of constitutional amendment No. 7 in 1953, which ended 
the former practice of incorporation by private acts by providing that 
municipalities can by "created" only by laws which are "general in terms 
and effect," the foregoing general laws are the only means of incorporating 
new cities. Another statutory restriction is that a new municipality cannot in­
clude the property of any person, firm or corporation, ''unless by consent, ' ' 
if the purpose is to collect therefrom "the majority of the revenues of the said 
municipality. "  A waiting period of eight years also is required, "unless by 
#The three major forms are discussed and compared in Fon11s of Municipal Goven1ment (The · 
Bureau of Public Administration, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, October 1973). City 
officials may obtain copies of this publication from MTAS. 
*Sec. 6-1-217 indicates that chapters 1, 2, 51-57 of title 6 and chapters 31-37, 51, 52, 54, 61-63 .' 
of title 7, TCA, are to be regarded as constituting this general law charter. 
consen'.," to include the prope11y of any person, firm or corporation that would be eqmvalent to 35 per cent or more of the city's total assessed valuation 
(6-1-102, 6-1-103) 
. 
An election on whether an existing city should adopt the mayor-aldermen 
g_ener�l law may be called by a resolmion of the governing body or by a peti­llon stg�ed by at least 20 per cent of the city's registered voters (6- 1-301). An elecllon on wheth�r to �dopt the commission-manager general law can be 
called only by a peuuon signed by registered voters of the city numberin 
at le�st 20 per cent o'.the city's registered voters who voted in the last genera1 
elect10n (whether this means the last "general election" for state or county 
officers or the last "general municipal election" is not clear) (6- 1 8-104). 
The mayor-aldermen general law provides for the "weak mayor form " 
under a board of mayor and aldermen consisting of the mayor and two alderm�n 
elected from each ward. The initial application for incorporation may establish 
the number and boundaries of wards; thereafter the board of mayor and 
aldermen ma� ch?nge the number an� boundaries (6-1-202, 6-54-101, 
6-54-102). A city with one ward may provide by ordinance for election of four 
aldermen, two to be elected every two years for four-year terms, and may 
change from two-year to four-year terms (for mayor also) staggered or non-
staggered (6-1-401, 6- 1-403, 6-1-405). ' 
. TC��-18-101. et seq. provides for the council-manager form, under a "com­m1ss1on cons1st1n� or three o� five "commissioners" elected from the city 
at large; the comm1ss1on appoints and may remove a city manager. 
".'-ltho;igh TCA 6-1-217 indicates that certain chapters of titles 6 and 7 apply 
to cities n;corporated u?der TCA 6-1-101 et seq., in reality only chapters 1 and 2 of tltle 6 are applicable only to these cities, and even a few sections in 
these chapters expre.ss the common law generally applicable to all cities-for example, the followmg: 
Th� �ublic property of every municipality, of every character and de.scnpuon, used for strictly municipal purposes, shall be exempt from seizur� by attachment" execution, or other legal process; nor shall its f'!nds m the hands of ns treasurer or depository, be subject to gar­
rushment or o:h�r legal process, except as is elsewhere provided. There (g�J���z)o pnonty, by pledge of property or taxes, given to creditors. 
. Al� persons .dealing with municipal corporations, shall be put upon mqmry; and !n all cases the �urden of proof shall be upon them to 
show the law is pu�sued as tons powers; and every act, contract, and agreement ultra vires shall be null and void. (6-2-103) 
�lso inserted by. the codifiers is the following, from a 195
'
7 act which is 
applicable to all cities under 25,000 in population: 
It shall be lawful for two (2) or more. municipalities, none of which lxceed twent{'-�Ve '.housand (25,000) m population, to engage joint­[{ one (I) �mldmg mspector, and to make an agreement specifying 
ow such mspector shall be paid for his services and how his time 
or services shall be allocated to the respective municipalities. 
Municipalities shall have this authority regardless of any other law 
or charter provision to the contrary. 
11Municipalities" shall be defined to mean incorporated cities and 
towns. (6-2-203) 
The remaining chapters of titles 6 and 7, TCA, are generally applicable 
or available to all cities, and are summarized elsewhere in this handbook. 
Annexation 
Municipal governing bodies are empowered to annex territory by ordinance, 
under TCA 6-5 1 - 101-6-5 1-1 14. This subject is fully discussed in the Annex­
ation Handbook, published by MTAS. MTAS' Municipal Technical Report 
No. 16, Outline for Making an Annexation Study, is a shorter treatment of the 
subject and should provide all information needed for most annexation under­
takings. City officials may obtain either publication from MT AS. 
Two contiguous cities may adjust a common boundary by contract to 
eliminate confusion and uncertainty as to its location or to conform it to a ter­
rain feature; several conditions of compliance are specified. (6-51-302) 
Contraction of boundaries 
A city may contract its boundaries by ordinance, after notice and public 
hearing, providing such action is approved by a majority of the total member­
ship of its governing body. If 10% of the voters in the deannexed area sign 
a protest petition, within 75 days a referendum must be held in the area and 
a majority vote determines the result. Another procedure for contraction re­
quires approval by a % majority in a referendum, but whether this is to be 
held in the entire city or only the area affected is not specified. (6-51-201) 
Newly incorporated city taking over services 
The provisions giving an annexing city priority in providing public ser­
vices is applicable also within a newly formed city. The governing body must 
declare its desire to take over existing services, and arbitration, subject to court 
review, is prescribed in the absence of agreement. (5-16-1 10) 
Open meetings 
The "Sunshine Law" requires "adequate public notice" and open meetings 
of "any governing body." The Tennessee Supreme Court, in the case of Dor­
rier v. Dark, 537 S.W.2d 888 (1976), indicated that this law will be given a 
broad interpretation, probably applying to public bodies of type. Actual labor 
negotiations must be conducted in public, but strategy sessions of a govern­
ing body involved in labor negotiations are not required to be open to the 
public. Every question must be decided by a public vote. Questions about 
application of this law may be referred to MTAS' consultant on municipal 
law. (8-44-101-8-44-201) 
"Conse1vators of the peace" 
An interesting delegation of power and duty is found in TCA 38-3-103: '' . . .  and the mayor, aldermen . . .  of cities and· towns . . .  are also conser­
vators of the peace, and required to aid in the prevention and suppression 
of public offenses, and for this purpose may act with all the power of the 
sheriff. " These officers are named in addition to the usual police officers but 




ORDINANCES AND CODES 
The legislative enactments of municipal governing bodies are termed ''or­
dinances, ' '  and comprehensive enactments, such as regulations governing 
building, plumbing and electrical work, are called "codes." A compilation 
("codification") of all of a city's ordinances is usually referred to as "a code 
of ordinances. "  Charters usually spell out the procedures for adopting or­
dinances, including the number of "readings" (one to three, with two most 
common; exceptions are sometimes authorized for ' 'emergency' ' ordinances). 
The mayor-aldermen Jaw requires three readings for ordinances involving 
money or the levy of taxes and two readings for all others (6-2-308). The 
commission-manager Jaw prescribes three readings for all ordinances, but a 
city by ordinance may establish a procedure to read only the caption on the 
first two readings and the complete ordinance on the third (6-20-215). Two 
readings are required by the modified council-manager law (6-32-202). 
A 1983 act requires that certified copies of any ordinances affecting the 
operation of trains within a city's limits ' 'or newly extended limits'' (annexa­
tion ordinances would therefore seem to be included) must be sent to the ex­
ecutive director of the public service commission. Within seven days the ex­
ecutive director is to mail copies to the registered agent for service of process 
of a railroad involved, and such ordinances shall be effective 1 5  days after 
receipt by such registered agent. An ordinance becomes effective when received 
by the executive director if a railroad has failed to register an agent for service 
of process. (7-51-801-7-51-804) 
Adoption of model codes 
A number of model codes prepared by professional organizations, such as 
building, plumbing and electrical codes, are available for adoption by municipal 
governing bodies. Such a code may be identified in an ordinance adopting 
it by reference, which avoids the necessity of publication; the same procedure 
can be used for any federal or Tennessee Jaw, mle or regulation, or other 
"public record." Three copies of any such material adopted by reference must 
be placed on file with the city clerk, to be available for public inspection, at 
least 15 days prior to passage of the adopting ordinance. However, any penal­
ty provisions must be set out in full in the adopting ordinance, which must 
be published in the manner prescribed for .ordinances. If a model building 
code has been adopted, any subsequent amendment thereof inust likewise be 
adopted unless the governing body, by a vote of at least two-thirds of its total 
membership, elects n.ot to incorporate the amendment. (6-54-501-6-54-505) 
TCA 6-54-507 specifically authorizes adoption of "the model traffic ordinance" 
by reference; presumably the foregoing procedure would apply, except for 
the requirement to adopt subsequent amendments. 
Adoption of code of ol'dinances 
. The proc�dure for making effective a codification of a city's ordinances 1s spelled out m TCA 6-54-508 and 6-54-509: published notice of a public hear­
inp on the propos�d code, holding the public hearing, adoption in accordance with charter reqmrements for adoption of ordinances publication of notice 
of adoption and availability of a copy for public inspecti�n in the city recorder's 
(cle�k's) offic�. Ne:nspaper J?Ublication of the code is specifically not required, but 1fthe codification contams any new penal provision this must be explicit­
ly stated in the published notice. 
Publication of ordinances 
Cities organized under the mayor-aldermen general law have an option of 
publishing .e.ach ordinance �r the �aption and a complete summary thereof. ( 6-2-102) .c1t1es under the urnform city manager �commission Jaw must publish each ordmance of a penal nature or :he caption and a complete summary thereof. (6-20-218) Both statutes provide that such publication must be in a 
newspaper ?f general �irculati?n in the city and is necessary for an ordinance t? be effective: N?tw1thstandmg any charter provisions to the contrary any city need publish m a newspaper only the caption and a complete summary 
of a comprehensive zoning ordinance. (13-7-203) 
The Munici".al Techn�cal Advisory Service will codify a city's ordinances 
upon �equest of 1�s gove�nmg body. Usually there is a long list of cities waiting for th1� free s�rv1ce (a city pays only reproduction costs), so a city should not delay m makmg a request (by resolution or motion of the governing body) 
when a codification is desired. 
CHAPTER 5 
CITY COURTS 
A constitutional provision empowers the state legislature to "vest such 
jurisdiction in Corporation Courts as may be deemed necessary." (art. 6, sec. 1) 
TCA 16-1-103 gives "every court . . .  power to punish for contempt," and 
the Tennssee Supreme Court, in May v. Krichbaum, 152 Tenn. 416, 278 S.W. 
54 (1925), held that a city court may exercise such power (that case involved 
a charter provision vesting powers of a justice of the peace in the mayor or 
any other person named by him as city judge and confirmed by a majority 
of the governing body). However, TCA 29-9-103 limits punishment for con­
tempt in a city court to a maximum fine of $10.00. 
The state constitution (art. 6, sec. 14) requires a jury to levy any fine over 
$50.00. Since city courts cannot have juries, this effectively establishes a max­
imum fine of $50.00 in such courts. City courts also lack power to commit 
persons to jail except for nonpayment of a penalty for an ordinance violation, 
up to 10 days (at the rate of one day for each $5.00 of the penalty); however, 
an indigent person cannot be jailed for this reason. (40-24-104) Tate v. Shon, 
41 U.S. 395, 28 L.Ed. 2d 130 (1971). 
TCA 16-17-101-16-17-105 empower the governing body of a home rule 
municipality to create additional divisions of a city court and permits filling 
such a division judgeship by appointment (by mayor, concurred in by gover­
ning body) until the next election. This statute also empowers the governing 
body of a home rule municipality to fix court costs by ordinance, not to exceed 
those assessed in general sessions courts. 
TCA 16-18-101 and 102, quoted in full below, is applicable under the con­
\. ditions stated in the first paragraph: 
In any municipality in this state having a mayor's court or a 
municipal court presided over by the mayor of the municipality and 
having no other provision for a municipal judge for such municipali­
ty, the governing body of the municipality is authorized by ordinance 
to provide for the office of municipal judge. 
The ordinance providing for the office of municipal judge shall pro­
vide (!) that the municipal judge shall be vested with the judicial 
powers and functions of the mayor or city recorder of such municipali­
ty, and shall be subject to the provisions of law and the municipali­
ty's charter governing the mayor's court or the municipal court 
presided over by the mayor or city recorder, (2) for qualifications of 
the municipal judge, (3) that the municipal judge shall be appointed 
by the governing body of the municipality, to serve at the pleasure 
of the governing body, (4) that vacancies in the office shall be filled 
for the unexpired term by the governing body, (5) for oath of office 
and bonding of the municipal judge before he shall enter upon the 
duties of this office, (6) that the cost of making the bond of the 
municipal judge shall be paid by the municipality, (7) that the salary 
of the m?nicipal judge shall be fixed by the governing body before his appomtment, a!'d shall not be altered during his term of service, and (8) for the des1gnat10rr of a person to serve as judge during the absence or disability of the municipal judge. 
City iudges i1,1 cities over 160,000 in population must be lawyers authorized to practice law m Tennessee courts. [17- l -106(d)] 
The judge of a court is required "to keep or cause to be kept" records 
o? tra.ffic charges that reflect "every official action by said court or the traffic v.1olat10ns bureau . . .  including but not limited to a record of every convic­tion'. forfeiture . of bail, judgme.nt of acquittal and the amount of fine or forfeiture resultmg from every said traffic complaint warrant or citation ' ' 
(55-10-306) 
, . . . 
T�e . gen�ral law de?nes "magistrates" to include "the mayor or city or mum�'.pal 1udge or chief officer and the record�r of any incorporated city or 
town.. (38-4-101). The� are vested with authonty to "require persons to give se�unty for good behav10r, and to keep the peace in the manner provided in 
this chapter. " 
F!nes and costs imposed by the judge of a municipal court which remain 
unpaid after 30 days may be collected by execution issued by the court's clerk, 
usmg the procedure prescribed for general sessions courts in TCA Title 26 
chapters l'. 2 and 3, and a police officer is authorized to serve necessary paper� 
anywhere m the county. (6-54-303) 
Detail�d inform�tion relating to c!ty courts is contained in the Municipal 
Court Gutde, by Will Swanner, published by and available from MTAS. 
CHAPTER 5 
CITY COURTS 
A constitutional provision empowers the state legislature to "vest such 
jurisdiction in Corporation Courts as may be deemed necessary." (art. 6, sec. 1) 
TCA 16-1-103 gives "every court . . .  power to punish for contempt," and 
the Tennssee Supreme Court, in May v. Krichbaum, 152 Tenn. 416, 278 S.W. 
54 (1925), held that a city court may exercise such power (that case involved 
a charter provision vesting powers of a justice of the peace in the mayor or 
any other person named by him as city judge and confirmed by a majority 
of the governing body). However, TCA 29-9-103 limits punishment for con­
tempt in a city court to a maximum fine of $10.00. 
The state constitution (art. 6, sec. 14) requires a jury to levy any fine over 
$50. 00. Since city courts cannot have juries, this effectively establishes a max­
imum fine of $50.00 in such courts. City courts also lack power to commit 
persons to jail except for nonpayment of a penalty for an ordinance violation, 
up to 10 days (at the rate of one day for each $5.00 of the penalty); however, 
an indigent person cannot be jailed for this reason. (40-24-104) Tate v. Short, 
41 U.S. 395, 28 L.Ed. 2d 130 (1971). 
TCA 16-17-101-16-17-105 empower the governing body of a home rule 
municipality to create additional divisions of a city court and permits filling 
such a division judgeship by appointment (by mayor, concurred in by gover­
ning body) until the next election. This statute also empowers the governing 
body of a home rule municipality to fix court costs by ordinance, not to exceed 
those assessed in general sessions courts. 
TCA 16-18-101 and 102, quoted in full below, is applicable under the con­
ditions stated in the first paragraph: 
In any municipality in this state having a mayor's court or a 
municipal court presided over by the mayor of the municipality and 
having no other provision for a municipal judge for such municipali­
ty, the governing body of the municipality is authorized by ordinance 
to provide for the office of municipal judge. 
The ordinance providing for the office of municipal judge shall pro­
vide (I) that the municipal judge shall be vested with the judicial 
powers and functions of the mayor or city recorder of such municipali­
ty, and shall be subject to the provisions of law and the municipali­
ty's charter governing the mayor's court or the municipal court 
presided over by the mayor or city recorder, (2) for qualifications of 
the municipal judge, (3) that the municipal judge shall be appointed 
by the governing body of the municipality, to serve at the pleasure 
of the governing body, ( 4) that vacancies in the office shall be filled 
for the unexpired term by the governing body, (5) for oath of office 
and bonding of the municipal judge before he shall enter upon the 
duties of this office, (6) that the cost of making the bond of the 
municipal judge shall be paid by the municipality, (7) that the salary 
o!· the m_unicipal judge shall be fixed by the governing body before 
his appomtment, a�d sh.all not be altered during his term of service, and (8) for t�e d��ignauon of a l'.e�son to serve as judge during the 
absence or disability of the mumc1pal judge. 
City judges i� cities over 160,000 in population must be lawyers authorized to pracl!ce law m Tennessee courts. [17- l-106(d)] 
The judge of a court is required "to keep or cause to be kept" records o� tramc charges that �eflect ."every official action by said court or the traffic ".10lat10ns ?ureau . . . . mcludmg but not limited to a record of every convic­llon'. forfeiture. of bail, 1udgm�nt of acquittal and the amount of fine or forfeiture resultmg from every said traffic complaint warrant or citation " (55-10-306) ' . . . 
T�e . gen�ral law de?nes "magistrates" to include "the mayor or city or mum��pal 1udge or chief officer and t.he recorder of any incorporated city or town.. (38-4-101). The� are vested with authority to "require persons to give se�unty for good behavior, and to keep the peace in the manner provided in 
this chapter. " 
F�nes and costs imposed by the judge of a municipal court which remain 
u�paid after 30 days may be collected by execution issued by the court's clerk, 
usmg the procedure prescnbed for general sessions courts in TCA Title 26 
chapters l ,_ 2 and 3, and a police officer is authorized to serve necessary paper� 
anywhere m the county. (6-54-303) 
Detail�d inform�tion relating to city courts is contained in the Municipal 
Court Guide, by Will Swanner, pubhshed by and available from MTAS. 
CHAPTER 6 
MUNICIPAL REVENUES 
A primary responsibility of a city's governing body is to determine the func­
tions and activities to be undertaken by the city government and how they 
shall be financed. Balanced budgets are a necessi:y. This f�vol.v�s �.great deal of interplay between municipal officials. and . cmzens ( .polmcs ) and the resulting mix of revenue sources in each �lty will reflect th1� process. It seems 
reasonable to expect that cities will continually be faced with the problem of 
raising revenues to match rising expenditures. A revenue prog�am based on 
research and planning may tend to make the pr�c.ess more rat10nal and less 
likely to incur strong adverse reactions by the cmzenry. The following is a 
general treatment of the major sources of revenue available to Tennessee c1ues. 
Property tax 
The mainstay of municipal revenue for nearly all T�nnessee cities is the 
property tax (some small cities make no levy). Many cmes denve substantial 
revenues from other sources, but even in those cities the property t�x is �he 
primary "budget balancer" because the tax rate is subject to the. d�scretrnn 
of the governing body. A 1973 act (Ch. 226, sec. 6) wiped out all existing max­
imum tax rate limitations, whether imposed by general or pnvate act or home 
rule charter, but re-imposition of such a limitation by a subsequent charter 
provision is not prohibited. 
Local assessments generally are made by county assessors; 'TCA 67-1-513 
directs that a property assessment roll be furnished to each city at cost of 
reproduction, but TCA 67-5-807 requires_ that a c?PY of the.assessor's annual aggregate statement showing assessments m each city be certified_ to t_he mayor by the first Monday of November. The county board of equahzauon is the 
only body in each county to hear al".pe�ls fr?m assessme�ts (67-1-513). The property of privately-owned public utilmes (railro�ds? bus lin�os, gas co�pames, etc.) is assessed by the state public service commission, sub1ect to .review and revision by the state board of equalization; assessed valuatrnn� sub1ect W local taxation are certified to each city recorder or other tax collecting official, and 
the city bills the company for the amount of property tax due. (67-5-1331) 
Beginning January 1, 1981, and continuing over the next 7 years, an_d then every 5 years thereafter, a reappraisal of all real pr?perty and an equahzauon of assessments of every county in Tennessee is required, unless the state ?oard 
of equalization shall determine that reappraisal is unnecessary for a parucular 
county. Upon approval by the board, said program may be_ ':'ndertaken by the county assessor of property and his staff, or by the state div1s1on of property 
assessments, or a professional firm may be employed to carry out this work. 





and have a board of equalization; it may contract with the state board of equahzat1on for assess­
ment services. 
The costs of the program are prorated among the state, counties, and cities; 
state loans may be made to counties and cities to fund their share of the costs. 
Reassessment of localized and nbnoperating real property of public utilities 
in each county must be accomplished in the same year as other locally assessed 
properties; operating properties shall be re-assessed by the public service 
commission in accordance with TCA 67-5-1301, et seq. The state board of 
equalization shall establish a priority and sequence of reappraisal on the basis 
of need, whereby those counties with lower prevailing levels of appraisal shall 
be the first to be reappraised. (67-5- 1601) 
Under legislation implementing the "Question 3" constitutional amend­
ment of 1972, the following percentages of full value are used to determine 
assessments: public utility real and tangible personal property, 55 per cent; 
industrial and commercial real property, 40 per cent; industrial and commer­
cial tangible personal property, 30 per cent; residential and farm real proper­
ty, 25 per cent; other tangible personal property, 5 per cent (67-5-801 ,  
67-5-901) . The railroads won a case upholding a federal statute requiring that 
their property be assessed at the same level as other commercial and industrial 
property. ' TCA 67-5-215(b), authorizing county governing bodies to place 
a zero value on tangible personal property owned by businesses subject to the 
business tax law, was repealed by ch. 793 of the 1984 Acts. 
Intangible personal property is to be classified and assessed as the legislature 
may direct. Banks and other financial institutions may be taxed in such man­
ner as the legislature may provide, and such taxes are to be in lieu of the 
property tax on shares of stock, customers' accounts, or any other type of in­
tangible property. (Const., Art.2, sec. 28) 
After completion of a general reassessment of all property, a city must deter­
mine the tax rate on the new total assessment that would produce the same 
amount of property tax revenue that was produced in the preceding year, if 
it intends to increase such revenue. It must submit a tentative new rate and 
supporting calculations to the executive secretary of the state board of equaliza­
tion for review and consider that officer's report before finally fixing this rate; 
after advertising its intention to increase such revenue, it may then adopt a 
higher tax rate than the rate so determined. (67-5-1701-67-5- 1703) 
Supervision and technical assistance for the counties' assessment functions 
are provided by the state board of equalization. (4-3-5103, 4-3-5 105,67-1-307) 
In the absence of charter provisions to the contrary, the general law pro­
vides for collection of municipal property taxes by the county trustee on the 
same schedule which applies to county property taxes: due and payable the 
first Monday in October; delinquent on the following March 1 
(67-1-701-67-1-705). The commission to be retained by the trustee is 2 per 
cent of the total collected for all units of government above $20,000; 6 per 
cent on the first $10,000 and 4 per cent on the next $10,000 is authorized, 
*State of Tennessee v. L. & N. Rat1road Co. et al., U.S. District Court for Middle Tenn., 
478 Fed. Sup. 194 (1979) 
to be pro-rated among all units of government (8-11-110). TCA 67-5-190l(b) 
provides that a trustee shall "execute such bonds as may be required . . . by 
the law or any ordinance of any city or town, for the collection and prompt 
payment of all taxes due said city or town." A municipality's governing body 
may establish discounts for tax payments of 2% within 30 days of the due date 
and 1% within 30 to 60 days. (67-5-1804) 
The purchaser of a business is required to withhold an amount to cover 
any taxes payable on personal property until the seller produces a receipt from 
the municipal collector that all taxes, interest and penalties have been paid; 
failure to do so makes him jointly liable for any such unpaid amounts. 
(67-5-5 13) 
Delinquent property taxes may be collected under a general law procedure 
(6-55-201-6-55-206) or as may be provided in a city's charter. TCA 67-5-2005 
provides for collection of delinquent taxes by a county trustee; sec. 67-1-1501 
fixes a time limit for filing suit at six years from January 1 of the year in which 
the delinquent tax accrued. Joint action with a county is possible and would 
seem generally to be the preferred approach. If the trustee collects a city's 
taxes, a delinquent penalty of 5% immediately attaches and rises monthly to 
a maximum of 10%; in addition interest of 1 % per month is added until paid. 
[67-1-SOl(c)] TCA 67-5-1512 sets out conditions for payment of taxes and in­
terest when taxpayers are pursuing appeals, to avoid former situations of cities 
receiving no tax payments from such taxpayers during the entire time con­
sumed by the appeal process. A publication, Collection of Delinquent Real 
Property Ad Valorem Taxes in Tennessee, by Griffith and Stokes, is available 
to cities from the Institute for Public Service. 
Excise tax on banks 
Ch. 227, Acts of 1983, provided for a new basis of taxation of banks for 
the benefit of counties and municipalities, replacing the former tax levied by 
TCA 67-751-67-763, which the courts had invalidated. Generally the tax is 
3% of net earnings (excluding interest from state bonds), less 10% of ad valorem 
taxes, with a complicated formula for determining a minimum tax based on 
a bank's capital stock. A complicated formula is prescribed for allocating such 
revenue if a bank has branches in more than one city and/or in more than 
one county. (67-4-813) 
Tax relief for elderly and disabled 
A constitutional amendment approved in August, 1972, mandated relief 
from property taxes on residences of persons over 65 years of age, on not less 
than $5,000 of the full market value, and who receive a total annual income 
of $4,800 or less. The amendment also authorized the legislature to provide 
tax relief to home owners totally and permanently disabled, irrespective of 
age, in the same manner as provided for the elderly. 
Implementing legislation has granted relief to persons 65 or older, and to 
homeowners who are totally and permanently disabled as determined under 
rules and regulations of the state board of equalization and have an annual 
income of $6,000 or less (subsequent appropriation acts can raise this amount; 
sec. 47, ch. 1002 of the 1984 Acts, .raised it to $8,500 for 1984-85), on the 
j first $12,000 of full market value (67-5-702, 67-5-703). Disabled veterans have 
: been granted relief from property taxes due on the first $120,000 of full market 
value of their homes, irrespective of their total annual incomes; disability for 
. this purpose was re-defined by ch. 690 of the 1980 public acts. (67-5-704) 
To obtain such relief the taxpayer must apply at least 45 days before the 
tax delinquent date to the state division of property assessments for a credit 
voucher in the amount of the tax relief to which he is entitled. He then presents 
this credit voucher to the collectors of county and municipal property taxes; 
the county or city presents the credit voucher to the director of the division 
: of property assessments and payment thereon is made by the state to the county 
, or city. (67-5-701) 
A city's governing body may freeze the property taxes on the residence 
i of a taxpayer at the amount of taxes paid in the tax year when he/she reached 
•· 65 if the taxpayer's combined annual income does not exceed $12,000. Addi­
tional taxes must be paid on any improvements to such residence. (67-5-705) Legislation in 1980 (chs. 659 and 831) authorize a city's governing body to 
prov!de by resolution for deferral of certain property taxes owned by certain ·Jaw mcome (under $12,000 per year) people on their residences; such taxes must be paid, with 10 per cent annual interest, when a beneficiary dies, or sells or ceases to use the residence. Apparently a municipality can choose either of these two similar acts. (7-64-101-7-64-108, 7-64-201-7-64-212) 
When delinquent if mailed 
''Any tax report, claim, return, statement, remittance, or other tax docu­
ment required or authorized to be filed with or any payment made to the state 
or to any political subdivision thereof, which is . . .  Transmitted through the 
United States mail to the state or political subdivision and postmarked no more 
than twenty-four (24) hours subsequent to the last date for the timely filing 
of such document or payment, shall not be considered delinquent." (67-1716) 
, Local option sales tax 
The local option sales tax is a spin-off from the states sales tax which was first le�ied in 1947 at a rate of 2 per cent. In 1963 the General Assembly authonzed local governments to levy a 1 per cent sales tax (one-third of the state rate then in effect). The 1976 session of the legislature increased the state rate from 3.5 to 4.5 per cent and raised the maximum local rate from 1 .75 to 2.25 per cent. A 1% increase in the state rate in 1984 raised'the maximum local tax to 2.75%. 
. Whateve! th� amount of the local levy, it must be approved by a majority :: o� those votmg m � refere!'dum in the affected area (city or county). An or­·1 �inance or resolut10n calling for such a referendum can specify a period of 'i lime for the tax to be effective. (67-6-708) 
, 
State law requires that half of any county levy be distributed. on .the same '.67-4-714, 67-4-715, 67-4-719). Possibly the older distress warrant procedure basis as the county property tax for schools (ADA) . . The other half is distnbutedunder TCA 6-55-301-6-55-304 would also be available. to the jurisdictions where collection took place; if 1n a city to that city, and; 
if outside cit�es to the c?unty; �owever, an �greement between a county �nd!''City tag" city can provide otherwise. A cay-only levy is a general fund revenue, subiectl . . . . · · b h · b d b t ·t ould termi·nate at the end' This term is commonly used to describe the regulatory fee levied by some to appropnat10n y t e governmg o y, u i w i .  . . . . Al h h TCA 6 55 501 "d f h · • fi l "f th t akes a levy at the same or highercllles on motor vehicles usmg city streets. t oug - - provi es o t e ctty s current isca year 1 e coun y m l· • • • • h" 1 rate (67-6-701-67-6-712) .that "no tax [for the pnvllege of dnvmg any motor ve. ic e upon streets] under · . . . . �ny guise or shape shall hereafter be assessed, levied or collected by any As of July 1 ,  1984, a local sales tax was effe�tive m all counlles, rangmgfu.unicipality," sec. 6-55-502 somewhat equivocally provides that the law shall from . 75% in one county (Anderson) to 2.25% m 51 cm�nties. The rate waspot "abridge their right to require city automobile tags ."  In 1969 35 cities 1% in three counties, 1 . 5% in 23, 1 .75% in 5, and 2% m 12. The rate was/evied such fees· 19 of these continued to do so in 1980, ranging from Par­higher in nine cities, ranging from .25% in the part of Kingsport in Hawkinssons' $3.00 to Memphis' $17.75 for passenger cars; 16  of these cities were county to 1 . 5% in Lake City and Clinton. \n West Tennessee ( 1  in Middle and 2 in East). Memphis increased its rate 
Despite its regressiveness, the local sales tax has enjoyed widespread ado $30. in 198� and contracted with th_e county clerk �or collection. The 
ceptance. A strong administrative advantage accrues from piggy-backing theNa�hv1lle-D�vidson Metro government ii: 1984 was le��mg. fees �f $36 per 
tax on the state tax, which avoids setting up duplicating administrative andb�smess vehicle a.nd $25 for a personal vehicle. Several c�lles' .mcludi�g �ox­
enforcement machinery. The tax appeals to many city (county) voters becausefille, dr?pped this so.urce after a 1977 act (ch. 190) limited its apphcat10n to 
it lightens the load of the property tax and is a means of extracting revenueonly· residents of a city· 
from non-resident shoppers, tourists and visitors. I A city may contract with the county clerk of the county in which it is wholly 
pr partially located for the collection of its motor vehicle regulatory fees, at 
Business taxes the same times that motorists obtain their state licenses from the clerk. ' 
The general law providing for privilege taxes on vari�us busine�ses andf?-51-703) 
activities was comprehensively revised in 1971 and 1972, m the busmess tax• . 
act (codified in TCA 67-4-701 et seq.) The former ad valorem tax on inven-,Refuse collection fees 
tories of merchants was repealed by this act. Five classifications are estabhshed,i; Many cities charge fees for the collection of garbage and other refuse (71 and the first four are taxable by cities at gross receipts rates ranging from l/8�ere doing so in 1975)-some charge only for pickups from commercial enter­
to 1/60 of one per cent, in addition to a minimum tax of $15.00, unless thegrises. Memphis, for example, lev!e� fees on all residen�al and commercial city fixes lower rates or establishes the mmimum tax rate of$15.00. (67-4-704,austomers and collects about $13 million annually from this source. Such fees 
67-4-708). Any other "regulatory fee, inspecuon fee, or special tax or fee of�re usually justified on a basis that they are directly related to a tangible ser­
any type or kind" on beer is explicitly prohibited (67-4-728). An annual reportvice performed and are desirable as a variation from an over-used property 
to the state must be made by June 20 for each year ending May 31 ,  and 15\ax. However, about the same people pay such fees as those who pay property 
per cent of the total amount collected by the city in the year must be paidfaxes (though not in the same proportion), and arguments favoring an increase 
to the state (this is due with the report, but the department of revenue wd\1µ a property tax rate as an alternative include: (1) refuse collection fees are 
accept quarterly or monthly installments if a city prefers to pay on such basis).\pore regressive, (2) the property tax is a deductible item on federal income 
Penalties can be waived under the same criteria a.nd reqmre�ents used by the)ax returns, b':1t the fee� are not, and (3) no extra administrative costs are in­commissioner of revenue. TCA 67-4-726 authonzes collecuon by the depart·�urred by an mcrease m the property tax rate. 
ment ofrevenue on behalfof a city, but the department's costs of such callee-! 
tion were determined to be too high to make this procedure feasible. �ocal wholesale beer tax 
A "rental tax" of 25 cents may be levied "on each telephone and telegraph'.: A tax for all cities (and counties) is levied by TCA 57-6-l01-57-6- l l8 on 
pole standing on the streets, or along the streets" [67-4-407(e)] . Vendin�)yholesale deliveries of beer to retail outlets in a city (or county), at a rate of 
machines may be taxed at the following annual rates per machme: $1.00 i�7 per cent of wholesale prices (excluding state and federal privilege taxes levied 
a penny machine, $3.00 ifit dispenses soft drinks or cigarettes, and $7.50 fo�j�ter May 3, 1983). The tax is paid by each beer wholesaler directly to the 
other machines, unless the owner exercises an option to pay a state gross receiptsr,ity (or county), and monthly reports on such sales are made to the state depart­
tax instead (67-4-503). �ent of revenue and to each city and county. A city should check to assure 
Due and delin uent dates are fixed and provision is made for collectingJiat tax payn_ient.s are being r�ceived from b�er who�esalers s�rving t�e area, 




I ,  
1 1  
doubt about administration of the tax an investigation by the department ofl admission charge in Knox County and Knoxville (ch. 413, Private Acts of 
revenue may be requested. i 1957). 
Tax equivalents I State-shared taxes 
Tennessee cities that operate electric distribution systems are empowered : The distribution of state-shared taxes (except the income tax) is made on 
to take tax equivalents up to prescribed maximums under the standard provi- a basis of population data certified by the Tennessee state planning office as 
sions of TVA power contracts, unless a city's charter provides lesser amounts of July 1 each year. A city may take, at its expense, two city-wide censuses 
(and some do). Most cities have been receiving the maximum amounts, but . between federal decennial censuses, and may add the census of any annexed 
some have been taking substantially lesser amounts (any city can determine area as of the following July 1 (if certified by TSPO). A newly incorporated 
how it stands in this respect by contacting MTAS). The general law (7-52-302) city is eligible for a share on July 1 following (1) election and installation of 
empowers a city's governing body to prescribe the amount, up to the max- its officers and (2) certification of a special census by the Tennessee state plan­
imum, after consultation with a power board, but private acts provide other- . ning office (67-6-103, 54-4-203) 
wise for some cities. J '  When the original 2 per cent state sales tax was levied in 1947, 12Vz per 
48 V2 per cent of the increase each year above the amount of tax equivalent! ; cent was allocated to cities and towns on a population basis; as the state rate 
paid by TV A to the state in 1977-78 is allocated to counties and cities-7oll has been subsequently increased the fractions of the total rates have been chang­per cent to counties and 30 per cent to cities. Cities share in this distributio� ed so that cities would continue to receive 12¥2% of the proceeds of a 2% tax. on a population basis. Three per cent of such increases is allocated to cities IO 05"' f th t t t b ($3 90 b I d 57 5 201) · . . 1 . 1 • 10 0 e s a e  ax on eer . per arre , un er - - 18 and c�unt1es impacted by TV A power P ant c�nstrucuon; any amount not usedq distributed to cities, less .41 per cent reserved to the department of mental for this purpose is added to the foregomg 48 Vz per cent. C67-9-lO l-67-9- l03)1 ! health for assistance to cities in administering the comprehensive alcohol and Tax equivalents not to exceed the taxes that would be payable on propert� i .drug treatment act of 1973 (57-5-205). within the city li�its may be taken by resolution of a city's governing bodYi ! Three-eighths of the state tax of 6 per cent on dividends and interest from any public work� fmance.d. ��der the ,;evenue bond la"j i  (dividends from out-of-state corporations, and all interest from bonds) paid (7-34-101-7-34-1 15) .  Housmg authormes shall agree. to pay m heu oftaxe1 i by a taxpayer who resides in a a city is remitted by the state to the city. Pay­or �i;�cial ass,,ssments not to exceed the cost of services, improvements 0 >.;·. ment is made for all such taxpayers, based on taxes collected in the preceding fac1hues provided (67-5-206). j fiscal year, no later than the following July 31 .  (67-2-1 19) 
Other sow·ces j'f Counties of more than 250,000 population (by last federal census) are re-
. . . . . . l quired to pay to cities of more than 150,000 in such counties 30 per cent of Insp�ctJOn fees under buildmg, pl�mbmg, gas, ele�tncal and hous�ng code !
. 
the portion of a state tax on wine and s irits distributed to the counties. and zonmg ordmances produce varymg amounts of mcome-someumes !es j [57-3-306(d)] 
p 
than the costs of the services involved. An analysis of fees and costs of sue ! 
services should be made and a fee structure should be established to plac i T.h� funds from the foregoing sources can be used for any permissible 
such services on a self-supporting basis; to the extent that this is not do i mumc1pal purpose. 
such services will be subsidized from general tax funds. J The proceeds from one cent of the state gasoline tax are distributed to cities, 
Another source of revenue is parking meters, on streets and in off-stree I to be used for street purposes (MTAS will provide a summary of decisions 
parking lots. Estimates of income vary from $1 .00 to $2.00 per capita, an j that have been made on allowable and non-allowable uses). The law requires 
operating costs run from 10 to 20 per cent. Consistent enforcement is necessar I 
most purchases ov"r
· $2,500 �rom such funds to be made only after advertise­if time limits are to serve their purpose of forcing turnover in parking spacesjl ment and competl!Jve b1ddmg. (54-4-201-54-4,-205). TCA 67-3-905 also 
which can be helpful in maintaining the viability of central business district j allocates for street purposes only, from the special tax of 1 ce
. 
nt per gallon 
in sm�ll to medium �ize cities. Skilled maintenance is also mandatory. to kee j on petroleum produc�s,,the sum of$619,833 (_less. $5,000 allo�a:e\l to the Center them m good working order. Acceptance by the pubhc has been high, b I f?r Gov,,rnment Trammg) per month for d1stnbut1on to c1t1es on a popula-
occasional!y removals have occurred. i uon basis. 
Some cities have sources of revenue authorized by private acts. Exampl State assistance 
are a 1¢ per package tax on cigarettes in Memphis (ch. 295, Private Acts o.I 
1955), a 1 per cent tax on the gross receipts of all businesses in Gatlinbu , 
(ch. 328, Private Acts of 1955), and an amusement tax (.6¢ per 20 cents ol 






in ascertaining whether proper local taxes are being paid. (67- 1-1704) Any pet 
son who divulges or uses such information and data for any purpose othe 
than the collection of municipal revenues can be convicted of committing : 
felony, which carries a penalty up to a $5,000 fine, or imprisonment up t' 
five years, or both. (67- 1-1709) 
CHAPTER 7 
CAPITAL FUNDS 
Cities frequently need to obtain large sums of money to undertake major 
construction projects. Dependent on the type of project involved, usually a 
number of options are available. Large amounts have been provided by the 
federal government in recent years, through grants and loans, and, to a lesser 
degree, by the state; the availability of such funds normally should be ascer­
tained first by a city considering a capital project. 
For those projects that must be financed by city funds, and to obtain funds 
to match federal grants, the statutes provide several options. These will be 
discussed in the sections that follow. Three overriding provisions apply for 
all general obligation bonds; (I) must be sold for not less than 98 per cent of 
I' par value and accrued interest at a public sale (6-57-302), (2) no fee for selling the bonds can be paid except for legal and fiscal services by a fiscal agent (6-57-304), and (3) advertisement of sale must be placed in a local newspaper, 
I and, if the issue is for $400,000 or more, in a New York financial paper hav­ing national circulation. (6-57-301). Registered bonds without coupons are authorized by TCA 9-1 - 1 1 1 .  A 1979 act limits any loan agreement to a period I of 40 years. (9- 1 - 1 15) 
Post war public works act 
This short title has, in general usage, been applied to the "municipal 
recovery and post war aid act of 1945," codified as TCA 7-36-101-7-36-133. 
Eligible projects listed in 7-36-102(9) include virtually all public works that 
a city could undertake. This partially explains why this is probably the most 
extensively used bond authorization act. 
Another reason for the wide usage of the act is that a referendum is re­l ' quired only when 10 per cent of a city's registered voters sign a petition pro-1, testing is�uan�e of bonds to be retired with tax f�nds (a majority voting on · the quest10n 1s then necessary). Bonds to be retired exclusively by project 
I revenues, or for waterworks or sewerage purposes to meet an emergency declared by a % vote of all members of the governing body, are not subject j to a protest petition. Terms cannot exceed 40 years; no maximum interest rate · is prescribed. Notice must be published of a meeting to consider sale of bonds 
not exclusively secured by revenues to a federal agency. (7-36-117) Bond an-1. ticipation notes, and refunding bonds for bonds maturing or callable within , 10  years, also may be issued under this act. ' The issuance of refunding bonds 
, , is made subject to certain conditions, including review by the director of local I, finance if the prime purpose is to effect cost savings. [7-36-103(17)(H)] 
i, . •A I �76 �ct may supersede this and other laws as to capital outlay and anticipation notes-see 
�
,
this section 1n chapter 8.  
' 
l 
TCA 6-57-201-6-57-212 i 
These sections authorize bonds for many purposes; approval by referen-! 
dum is required for refunding or funding bonds and for the purpose of shar- i 
ing in construction of or equipping a state educational facility or institution. i 
Terms up to 30 years are authorized; no maximum interest rate is prescribed. ; 
Such bonds cannot be issued to the extent that the gener�l obligation debt[ 
would be increased above JO per cent of the assessed valuauon m a  city under! 
290,000 or above 1 5  per cent in a city over 290,000. A sale of such bonds toL. 
a federal agency does not need to be advertised. (6-57-301) i 
Special assessments 
T.CA 7-32- 101-7-32-141 empowe� any city, unless its private ac.t charter! provides otherwise, to construct or improve (or reconstruct or re1mprove)i 
streets, alleys, or other public places by assessing two-thirds of the costs against! ' 
abutting property owners on a front-footage basis. The upper limit of any suchi' 
assessment is one-half the cash value of a lot and improvements thereon ("the' 
fair sale price . . .  if sold at a voluntary sale"); any excess must be paid by! 
the city. The owners of at least 75 per cent of the front footage involved maY: 
petition for an improvement and agree to pay the entire costs, but in this eventH 
the maximum assessment is one-half of the assessed value of each lot. TCAi ' 
7-33-101-7-33-124 authorize issuance of two types of bonds: (!) terms ofone' 
to five years, payable from the special assessments (but the city's full fait�; 
and credit also must be pledged), and (2) terms not to exceed 20 years to pm;: 
vide funds to pay the city's share of such improvements; no maximum in·;_-i 
terest rate is prescribed. j_) TCA 7-33-301-7-33-318 authorize special assessments for streetslf 
sidewalks, other public ways, and sanitary sew.ers, based on as�essed �alues:1 of benefited properties. Bonds up to 30 years m term may be !Ssued; if the.i special assessments are the only security no more than 75 per cent of the total,; 
costs can be charged to property owners, but if the city additionally pledges] 
its full faith and credit the entire costs may be so charged. Annual assessmenti,j 
are made, payable at the same time city property taxes are due, or propert»i 
owners may elect to pay in equal monthly installments. The law somewha\ i 
ambiguously seems to require the governing body to act if the owners of 51J 
per cent of total assessed value of property to be benefited petition for an imi 
provement (7-33-303). ij 
Commission-manager charter 
Cities organized under the commission-manager general law charter ma)'.{ 
issue bonds under TCA 6-23-101-6-23- 1 13 for a wide range of purposes, bull 
a majority vote in a referendum is required to approve any such issue. Thij 
law does not prescribe a maximum term or rate of interest. ;I " 
Electric plants 
·1i 
Bonds to acquire or improve an electric system may be issued under TCA 
7-52- 1 18-7-52- 134 if approved in a referendum by a majority voting thereon;
_ ll 
A maximum term of 30 years is fixed; no maximum interest rate is prescribed. 
The bonds may be secured by revenues only, or by revenues and taxes. 
CED improvements 
The creation of central business improvement districts by ordinance is 
authorized in an extensive and detailed 1971 act (codified as TCA 
7-84- 101-7-84-420). The act grants sweeping powers to municipal governing 
bodies for this purpose and sets out detailed rules for making assessments and 
otherwise paying the costs of such districts. 
Wate1warks and sewerage systems 
Bonds secured by revenues only may be issued under TCA 
7-35-401-7-35-432 to acquire, construct, extend, equip, improve, operate and 
maintain a waterworks and/or sewerage system within or without a city's cor­
porate limits. A city may also issue bonds under these sections to exchange 
for outstanding bonds (7-35-422). The maximum term is 40 years, and there 
is no limitation on the interest rate. 
State grants for sewage treatment works are authorized, up to the reasonable 
costs not paid by federal funds, and an amount sufficient to complete a non­
.federal project. (68-13-201-68-13-206) The state department of health and 
environment administers this program. 
Variable amounts of state grants for sewerage systems, dependent on 
availability of federal funds, are authorized by TCA 68-13-207-68-13-212. 
To provide funding a procedure is outlined for issuance of state bonds by the 
state funding board and imposition of a "sewer users fee" by a city receiving 
such a grant to produce an amount sufficient to pay the debt service on the 
bonds; such fee collections are to be remitted by the city to the state funding 
board. Included in these provisions is authority to require connection to the 
sewerage system wherever service is available, to refuse water service if such 
connections are not made, to impose connection charges, and to levy other 
charges necessary to raise funds needed to maintain and operate the sewerage 
system. Increases in the sewer users fee cannot take place automatically when 
base water charges are increased, but must be separately adjudged reasonable 
and justified. 
State loans, funded by the issuance of state bonds, may be made to cities 
for construction of waterworks, under the ' 'waterworks construction loan act 
of 1974" (68-13-501-68-13-5 18) .  Such loans are administered by the state 
department of health and environment, which is given authority to issue 
necessary rules and regulations and to enter into agreements , with cities in 
respect to such loans. 
Wastewater treatment works grants 
T.he wastewater treatment works construction grant act of 1984 (ch. 768) provides for grants to cities for construction of wastewater treatment works 
Grants will be 55% of the eligible portion of the project; if innovative technolo� 
is used the grant will be 75%. Grants for preliminary engineering are also 
authorized. The department of health and environment will develop priority 
lists for awarding the grants, and is requird to promulgate rules which assure 
selection of appropriate technology, cost effective design, and use of value 
engineering. Municipalities receiving grants must maintain user rates that will 
fund operation, maintenance, principal and interest obligations, and an ade­
quate depreciation account. (63- 13-801 et seq.) 
Housing 
Local housing authorities are authorized to purchase mortgages and make 
mortgage loans to nonprofit entities or corporations, and to sell bonds therefor 
by public or private sale; a maximum interest rate is not fixed ( 13-20-104, 
13-20-602). Such authorities are also empowered to issue tax increment bonds 
to finance redevelopment projects. (13-20-202, 1 3-20-205) An authority may 
delegate its urban renewal powers in an area or its rights and interest in urban 
renewal projects to a municipality or other public body. (13-20-213) 
Revenue bond law 
l' 
Bonds secured by revenues only may be issued to acquire, construct, 
reconstruct improve or extend water, sewerage, gas or electric systems, and 
parking fadilities, within or without a cit.y's corporate limits, �?der !�A 1 7-34- 101-7-34- 1 18. No referendum is reqmred-only approval by a majority ! ,  
of all members [of the governing body] then in office. " The maximum term 
is 40 years, and there is no interest rate ceiling. Revenue anticipation notes 
with terms up to five years, and refunding bonds, are also authorized. 
Industrial development corporation 
Three or more persons, being both electors and taxpayers of a city, may 
obtain a charter of incorporation from the secretary of state after their proposed 
application therefor has been approved in a resolution of a city's governing 
body. Such a corporation shall have at least seven directors, elected by the 
city's governing body for staggered terms of six years (initially for two, four 
and six-year terms), who must be both electors and taxpayers of the city; no 1 
director can be an officer or employee of the city. The statute declares the , 
purposes to be "inducing manufacturing, industrial, governmental, educa­
tional financial service, commercial, recreational and agricultural enterprises 
to Ioc�te in or �emain in this state and further the use and production of its 
agricultural products and natural resources . . .  [and] to promote the control 
and elimination of all types of pollution which may result from the existence, ' 
development or expansion of commerce and industry within the state. "  
Bonds may be issued by the corporation for terms up to 40 years (no max­
imum interest rate is fixed), payable solely from its revenues and receipts. A 
city's governing body is authorized to pledge additionally its full faith and 
credit for the bonds after two prior conditions have been met: (I) a certificate 
has been issued by the building finance committee of the industrial develop­
ment division of the state department of economic and community develop-
ment, and (2) approval has been voted by a three-fourths majority in an elec­
tion on the question. The committee's certificate fixes the amount of bonds 
that may be so secured, the purposes for which the bond funds may be ex­
pended, and the method of lease, rental and operation of the project. 
(7-53-101-7-53-31 1) 
Enterprise zones 
The enterprise zone act of 1984 (ch. 993) creates an enterprise zone manage­
ment board with authority to designate enterprise zones and to administer the 
act. Local governments wanting an enterprise zone within their jurisdiction 
must apply to this board. In order to be designated as an enterprise zone an 
area must consist of underutilized or vacant lands and be an area of poverty. 
The local government must indicate its willingness, among other things, to 
make tax concessions and to improve public safety within the area. If a zone 
is established the local government may establish a nonprofit enterprise zone 
development corporation empowered to own property, to solicit and accept 
grants, and to make loans and grants. Various incentives to encourage develop­
ment of the enterprise zone are provided. 
Local development authority 
The Tennessee local development authority is composed of the governor, secretary of state, state treasurer, comptroller, commissioner of finance and administration, an appointee by the speaker of the Senate from three persons nominated by the Tennessee County Services Association, and an appointee by the speaker of the House of Representatives from three persons nominated by the Tennessee Municipal League. This body is empowered to issue notes or bonds "payable solely from and secured solely by moneys derived by the authority from payments made by local governments pursuant to the loan pro­gram agreements with such local government units. ' ' These funds are to be used for making loans to counties, cities, metropolitan governments, arid special districts to finance construction of sewage treatment facilities, waterworks, and resource and energy recovery facilities; although prior legislation authoriz­ing any other means of financing such projects was preserved, the legislature declared its intention that this program should be used preferentially. The loan agreements are made between the department of health and environment and the local government unit. (4-31-102-4-31-1 17) 
Industrial Development 
Municipal governing bodies may issue bonds for industrial buildings located 
not more than 1 0  miles from their city limits, under TCA 7-55,101-7-55-1 16. 
Such bo��s may be secured only by rentals from such buildings, or the city 
may add1t1onally pledge its full faith and credit. The same two prerequisites 
as under TCA 7-53-101-7-53-31 1  must be met: a certificate from the state 
�uilding finance committee, and a three-fourths majority approval in an elec­
tion thereon. Terms up to 40 years are authorized, with no limit on the in­
terest r�te. The.state's certificate fairly well covers how such a project shall be earned out; It must require payments in lieu of taxes equal to taxes that 
would be paid if the building were privately owned. The provisions of this 
act are incorporated by reference in TCA 13-16-203(2) to provide a method 
of obtaining bonds for industrial parks. 
Bonds secured by revenues only to construct, acquire, improve or extend 
"industrial buildings" no more than 10 miles from the city's limits [defined 
in 7-37-102(2)] may be issued under TCA 7-37-106-7-37-116 if approved by 
a three-fourths majority of those voting in a referendum thereon. The governing 
body of a city is responsible for assuring that rentals from such a building 
are sufficient to pay the debt service on the bonds. The maximum term is 
40 years; no limit is fixed for the interest rate. 
The state funding board and the Tennessee local development authority 
are authorized to approve an application made to the department of economic 
and community development for a loan up to $250,000, by a city of less than 
25,000 population or by a county with no city over 50,000 which has had an 
unemployment rate for 12 months in excess of the state average or an average 
per capita income under the state average for the previous 12 months. Such 
a loan must have as its primary purpose an increase in manufacturing jobs 
and may be used for water and sewerage facilities, acquisition of land and site 
preparation, extension of utilities, road access, and environmental monitor­
ing equipment. (4-31-301-4-31-308) 
Parking authority 
In counties over 50,000 in population a public corporation (designated as 
a "Parking Authority") may be formed by the county or a city therein to con­
struct and operate off-street parking facilities, after approval by the govern­
ing body. Such an authority would be under control of a board of not Jess 
than five directors, appointed by the mayor or county executive with the ap­
proval of the governing body. A governing body may amend the certificate 
of incorporation, to provide for perpetual existence, a fixed time period, or 
for renewal by its resolution. If bonds extend beyond duration of an authority 
the municipality shall assume their obligations. Revenue bonds up to 40-year 
terms may be issued, and may be additionally secured by mortgages on facilities 
and/or on-street parking meter revenues. This act is not applicable in coun­
ties with a metropolitan form of government. (7-65-101-7-65-124) 
Refunding bonds 
Outstanding general obligation bonds may be refunded with bonds having 
terms up to 30 years, at any interest rate, under TCA 9-10- 101-9-10- 107. 
Minimal conditions are prescribed for the refunding process. 
Revenue bond refunding 
The Revenue Bond Refinancing Act of 1937 is codified in TCA 
9-12-101-9-12-126. Such bonds can be secured only by revenues from enter­
prises. Terms up to 40 years are authorized; no maximum interest rate is 
prescribed. The act also prescribes the manner of taking bids, giving notice, 




As a prior condition the governing body of the municipality shall make 
a finding, which finding shall be conclusive, that one or more of the following 
purposes will be accomplished by the refunding: (I) cost savings to the public, 
(2) removal or modification of one or more restrictive covenants, (3) payment 
or discharge of all or any part of an issue or series of outstanding obligations, 
including any interest thereon, in arrears or to become due and for the pay­
ment of which sufficient funds are not available. 
The refunding plan plan must be submitted to the state director of local 
finance (in the office of the state comptroller) for review and his comments; 
after receiving his report, or after 1 5 days without such a report, the govern­
ing body may take final action on the proposed refunding. If the report is un­
favorable on a refunding issue for the sole purpose of effecting cost savings, 
its full text must be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the 
city; the bonds cannot be issued if within 10 days thereafter a protest petition 
is filed signed by 10% of the registered voters. (9-2-103) 
(Also see "Public building authority, " p. 100) 
CHAPTER 8 
FISCAL ADMINISTRATION 
Most private act charters contain provisions respecting fiscal administra­
tion, and these would normally prevail. However, some general laws have also 
been enacted in this area, and, if more restrictive or demanding, may occa­
sionally take precedence over some provisions of private act charters; for ex­
ample, the general law requiring annual audits would supersede a private act 
requiring only biennial audits. 
Audits 
TCA 6-56-101-6-56-104, requiring biennial audits, from a 1917 law, has 
been superseded by section 6-56-105, which codifies a 1972 act. 
TCA 6-56-105 makes the governing body of each municipality responsible 
for having annual audits made of' 'all departments, boards, and agencies under 
their jurisdiction which receive and disburse funds . . .  [including] general 
funds, highway funds, school funds and public utilities," to be completed "as 
soon as practicable after the end of the fiscal year. " Such audits must meet 
minimum standards prescribed by the state comptroller and shall be subject 
to approval by his office. The audits may be made by certified public 
accountants, public accountants, or auditors of the comptroller's office, and 
if a city fails to have such an audit made the comptroller may direct that one 
be made, the cost thereof to be paid by the city. Copies must be furnished 
to the mayor, the "chief executive officer," each member of the governing 
body, and the comptroller, and "shall also be made available to the press." 
The department of audit of the comptroller's office is empowered to 
establish minimum standards for audits by the internal audit staffs of local 
governments and requires all such audits to contain a statement of compliance 
with such standards. (4-3-304) 
Accounting System 
A 1975 act (ch. 173, codified in TCA 9-2-102) imposes on the department 
of audit in the office of the state comptroller "the duty . . .  to prescribe a 
uniform system of bookkeeping . . .  in all state, county, and municipal of­
fices." In January 1976 the state comptroller promulgated a Unifmm Accounting 
Manual for Tennessee Municipalities, which is available from that office. This 
manual outlines a system that will meet requirements under this law. The act 
also contains a proviso that ''the comptroller may approve any existing system,' ' 
and requires the concurrence of the state commissioner of finance and ad­
ministration in the approval of any system. 
MT AS will provide assistance in interpreting and utilizing this manual and 
will also help a city tie into the computerized accounting service (which also 










Optional budget system 
A 1982 act outlines a complete budget system for optional adoption by a 
municipality. Adoption can be by a 'h majority of the governing body or a 
majority vote in a referendum. A referendum can be called for by a resolution 
of the governing body or by a petition to the county election commission signed 
by voters of the city in number at least 10 per cent of the total vote cast in 
the city for all candidates in the most recent election for governor. 
(6-56-201-6-56-212) 
Registation of securities 
.A 1983 act outlines procedure and requirements for registering bonds and 
other public obligations, following the federal requirement that all municipal 
securities must be registered after July 1 ,  1983. (9-19-101-9-19-1 10) 
Approptiated funds required 
A general law provides that "no person shall be entitled to have made 
available to them or otherwise be entitled to any program or any services . . .  
unles� funds remain available for such program or service from moneys ap­
propnated for that purpose by . . .  the appropriate governing body of a political 
, s11bdivision." (9- 1-1 16) 
Investment (deposit) of municipal funds 
Funds temporarily not needed, up to 80 per cent of "any and all funds 
of the municipality," may be invested in U.S. government bonds (6-56- 106 
6-56-107), �VA ob.ligati?n� (35-3- 1 19), public housing authority obligation; (35-3;1 15), mdustrial bu1ldin� bonds (7-55- 1 14), industrial development cor­porat10n bonds (7-53-309), savings and loan associations (9-1-107) water treat-
ment authorities [68-13-6l l (h)]. 
' 
. Any city un_der the commissi�n-.manager general law may deposit funds in a bank or savings and loan assocmuon up to the amount insured by an agency 
?f the federal govern_ment. (6-22-120) All cities may invest or deposit funds in state or fe?eral savings and loan associations providing certain specified col­
lateral requirements are met for amounts above such insurance coverage 
(9- 1-107) 
. 
. � 1980 act (ch. 545) created a "pooled investment fund," to be ad­ministered by the state treasurer, for the investment of idle public funds in 
the hands of local governments. (9- 17-101-9-17,105) 
Appropriations to charitable organizations 




Cash basis law of 1937 
This law was enacted to assist cities (and counties) in coping with serious 
financial problems brought on by the Great Depression of the l 930's. It may 
be used to fund notes, warrants or other debts not secured by bonds, to re­
fund any existing bonds and accrued interest thereon, and to pay bond redemp­
tion premiums and other expenses deemed necessary by the governing body. 
The governing body is specifically empowered to take final action at one 
meeting (one reading only) "notwithstanding the provisions of any public or 
private statute. ' ' The bond order must include a pledge to levy property taxes 
sufficient to retire the bonds, and it becomes effective on passage by the gover­
ning body. Publication of the bond order in a newspaper published in the city 
(or county) "once in each of two consecutive weeks" is required. Maximum 
terms are 20 years for funding bonds and 30 years for refunding bonds, but 
the state director of local finance (in the office of the state comptroller) may 
extend these terms by 10 years. Registered bonds, as to principal only or as 
to principal and interest, are authorized. No maximum interest rate is specified. 
The prior approval of the state director of local finance is required for is­
suance of bonds under this law, and for this purpose a detailed financial report 
is specified (9-1 1 - 108). As long as any bonds issued under this law are 
outstanding, complete annual budgets for all operations of the city (or coun­
ty) must be submitted to the state director oflocal finance at least three weeks 
prior to adoption, and each such annual budget must have his approval before 
being adopted. Bonds or notes issued under this statute are exempted from 
the provisions of any other law, public or private. (9- 1 1-101-9- 1 1 - 1 19) 
Some cities utilized this law as they wrestled with serious debt problems, 
and a general belief prevailed that it would bring lower interest rates because 
of the state director's oversight and prior approval requirements. In the 
mid-19SO's at least 16 cities were known to be subject to the law (the number 
could have been higher). As time passed such bonds were retired, and cities 
discontinued using it because of less financial pressure and to avoid subor­
dination of budget power to the state director; in recent years few cities have 
elected to operate under its provisions (Bartlett and Waverly were under it 
in 1984). 
Capital outlay and anticipation notes 
Under TCA subsection 7-36-103(18) the issuance of capital outlay notes 
and bond anticipation notes is subject to prior approval by the state director 
of local finance. The former can be issued for terms up to three years, which 
may be extended by the state director for two periods of three years each; if 
solely for the purchase of land a term up to seven years is permissible with 
an extension of three years permitted. Bond anticipation notes cannot exceed · 
two year terms unless the state director approves an extension up to two periods 
of two years each, but such notes to acquire land "or an interest in land" 
can run up to seven years. The foregoing provisions of the cash basis law of 
1937 respecting submission of annual budgets and prior approval by the state 
director are incorporated in this subsection and apply "during the life of the 
� 1! 
ll . d " ff ates issue . . , . . Ii Tax anticipation notes up to 60 per cent of a city s total appropnauons �, r a current fiscal year are authorize�, likewise subject to prior approval b,Y 
e state director. These must be paid by the end of the fiscal year, and if 
is is not possible application must be made to the state director ''within ten 
1 ays prior to the close of the fiscal year" for permission to issue funding bonds. 
The law states that all "notes or obligations of any municipality," except 
hose outstanding on June 30, 1976, and any extension or renewal of such 
rior·notes shall be subject to its provisions and those of the cash basis law 
f 1937. A "clincher" is found in subsection (18)(E) (vii): "No note or promise 
0 repay money issued or made contrary to the provisions of this section, 
hether described herein or not, shall constitute a legal obligation of the 
unicipality, but the same shall be illegal and void. " 
More information about this law, including forms, can be obtained from 
he division of local finance, office of the state comptroller, Nashville. 
roducts from state agencies 
The Tennessee prison system operates several industries that turn out 
roducts usable by city governments (e.g., office furniture and equipment, 
tree't signs, paint, envelopes and letterhead stationery). A catalog is available 
rom Tennessee State Industries, Station A., Nashville, TN 37203. 
A general law makes it mandatory for "political subdivisions" (this term 
csometirnes is interpreted to include cities and towns) to purchase articles "pro­
tluced .or manufactured" in prison industries to meet all of their requirments 
"if the articles are certified by the board of standards as being of satisfactory 
quality, being reasonable in price, and available." (41-22-1 19) This board is 
also empowered to make exceptions. (41-22-120). 
Municipalities are required to buy products available from a state agency 
or workshop for the blind operating under approval of the department of 
human services and the division of services for the blind, unless delivery within 
· a specified time cannot be made or another law requires procurement from 
. another state agency. (14-14-104) 
Life-cycle costing 
"Except where private act or state law prohibits" cities are required to 
incorporate in their procurement policies the energy efficiency standards and 
life'cycle costing employed by the state in its procurement policies, unless a 
city desires to use higher standards. (12-3-601-12-3-612) , 
Purchasing under state contracts 
<_)n request the department of general services will purchase supplies and eqmpment for a municipality. Cities can also make purchases from those con­
!racto�s who have indicated a willingness to sell to cities at the prices established 
m their state contracts. The general law provides that such purchases can be 
made notwithstanding any provisions in local or private acts that require com�ll purchases (complete documentation and a report to the municipali­petitiv� bidding (12-3-1001). A cata�og detailing t�e provisions of state co� ,:��%ing body and chief executive are required for each such purchase), tracts 1s issued and kept up to date m loo�e-leaf bmders by the state depar,1 leases or lease-purchase agreements requiring payments of le�s than $2,500 ment of general services, and a copy of this catalog 1s available free upon � . fiscal year (with some provisos to prevent abuse of this exception), quest to the "chief fiscal officer" of each city. (4-3-1 105(8)] , �1(fo) �urchases of fuel and fuel products on the open .market when ap-
oved by the governing body (with the same documentation and reportmg Contractor's bond quirement as in the case of emergency purchases). Purchases of ui;der $2,500 
On any public works contract for more than $10,000 the contractor mu, t more than $1 ,000,
!n a fiscal year .maz, be made without adverusemen.t .on post a bond equal to 25 per cent of the contract price to secure payment e open market, but wherever possible shall be based on th1ee competitive 
all costs for labor and materials (12-4-201) ds. "When required" no purchase can be made .m exce�s of funds ap­
Bids prohibited for professional services 
opriated for a department, office or agency. Notw1thstandmg any �harter 
quirements a city is authorized to purchase used materials and eqmpment 
om another governmental unit or agency without advertisement and public 
dding. A local governmental unit is empowered to purchase for another local 
vernmental unit. (6-56-301-6-56-306) 
The taking of bids is prohibited "for legal services, fiscal agent or fina 
cial advisors or advisory services, educational consultants, and similar servic 
by professional persons or groups of high ethical standards. ' '  Contracts £ 
such services "shall be awarded on the basis of recognized competence an , integrity." A 1984 amendment (ch. 822) specifically permits "interviewi , 
eligible persons or groups to determine the capabilities of such persons 
groups. "  (12-4-106) 
uy Ame1'ica" restrictions 
A municipality is prohibited from buying materials for highway or road­
y construction, resurfacing or maintenance from any foreign government 
company wholly owned and controlled by a foreign government unless 
Lease-purchase contracts , tisfactory American-made materials are not available in sufficient quantities 
the use of American materials would increase an overall project cost by 5 Agreements for up to 40 years can be made to lease-purchase real or tang r cent or more (54-5-135) ble property needed for a governmental purpose and having a useful life 
one year or more. A contract up to 5 years can be approved by resolution 
ordinance; if over 5 years 7 days published notice of the meeting to consid 
it is required. (7-51-901-7-51-908) ' 
Purchasing motor oil 
Specifications for purchasing motor oil by competitive bids must inclu 
re-refined or recycled lubricating motor oil unless documentation is provid ' 
that equipment requires specialized treatment, and invitations to bid must 
sent to all businesses on the department of general services' list of business 
that distribute such oil. (12-3-531) 
Statutory limitations 
The Municipal Purchasing Law of 1983 (ch. 451), as amended in 1984 (c 
765), establishes minimum requirements for all cities without charter or priva. 
act provisions governing competitive bidding and purchasing. Public adve' 
tisement and competitive bids are required for all purchases except the folio 
ing: (I) purchases through state contracts under TCA 12-3-1001, (2) i 
vestments in or purchases from the pooled investment fund under TC 
9-17-105, (3) purchases from instrumentalities created by two or mo 
cooperating governments, (4) purchases of goods and services from nonpro 
corporations formed to specifically serve municipalities, (5) purchases, leas 
or lease-purchases of real property, (6) purchases, leases or lease-purchas 
from other governments, (7) when there is only one source of supply, ( 
e1gency purchases 
A 1 974 act (ch. 713) made the following grant of general power: 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of law a municipality may 
provide by ordinance for regulations to allow emergency purchases 
within maximum amounts established by said municipality in said 
ordinance. A municipality by ordinance may authorize the purchas­
ing agent or such other person designated for the purchase of sup­
plies and materials in such municipality to purchase in the open market 
any supplies, materials or equipment for immediate delivery in ac­
tual emergencies arising from unforeseen causes including delays by 
contractors, delays in transportation, unanticipated volume of work, 
the failure to receive competitive bids from prospective bidders and 
other similar emergencies. The provision for purchases in emergen­
cies shall not be exercised until bids have been advertised and there 
has been a failure to receive any bids. The ordinance shall provide 
that permission must be received for such emergency purchases from 
the, chief executive officer of the city or the regulatory board of any 
agency of such municiality if applicable. The purchasing agent shall 
attempt to receive competitive quotations from suppliers before mak­
ing said emergency purchases and a report of such emergency pur­chases in writing shall be made together with a record of the prices secured together with a full and complete account of the circumstances of such emergency. Such report shall be made within two (2) work­ing days following the date of such purchase or purchase order and shall be kept on file in the office of the city clerk or comptroller or 
such other person having charge of the records of said municipality 
or municipal agency and shall be open to public inspection. (12-3-1002) 
on of "public records" subject to the jurisdiction of such a cm?mission in-
d " II documents, papers, records, books of account and mmutes of the u es a . · · h' 'd f f · body of any municipal corp�ral!on wit m sa1 county or o any o -overnmg · · I · " Th · · b S l P l d Partment of such mumc1pa corporallon. e comm1ss10n, y a urp us state pro ery ce or e . . b · h f · · ote can authorize the destruction of records, ut 1n t e case o State surplus property can be sold "on the basis of fair market value" aJO!l�Y I
v ' rds the concurrence of the municipality's governing body is fi 1 fi 1. d · . t d r b umc1pa reco . d . . 'od . nonpro 1t vo unteer ire, po ice, an rescue organizations opera e ior a pu . d After making such a determination, a 90- ay waiting pert 1s purpose. " Another section authorizes "the transfer of surplus person eqmr�b ·d to permit a representative of the state librarian and archivist to ex-. h . h fi . I 'd . , , 'f , rescr1 e d property to local government, wll or wit out mancia cons1 erat�o?, 1 t . h ecords to determine whether any should be permanently preserve . property was originally acquired from the federal government for civil defen �ne t de r truction takes place the law requires that two copies be d ffi · I d · h h ' '" · th · t ' e.ore es ' · " b  h purposes an state o cia s etermme t at sue trans1er is m . .  e m er , h hed microphotographed, filmed or microfilmed y a process t at of the state." Transfers are also authorized to "governmental enllt1es and co �l otogJape "�ermanent records of a quality at least as good as is prescribed porations organized and conducted not for profit whose chartered activiti 1 J;"0 'clmum standards of quality for permanent photographic records made are related to health and/or education. ' ' These programs are administered ' ' Yd e �lished by the bureau of standards of the United Staes government. ' '  the commissioner of finance and administration and commissioner of gene n es a ·s to be stored in a place protected "from fire and all other hazards, "  . • ne copy 1 . . . services. (12-2-403, 12-2-407) d the other copy is to be stored m a place where it can be viewed by the 
Exemption from gasoline taxes 
Municipal exemption from the federal excise tax on gasoline is authoriz 
by subsection 422l(d)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code. This exemption 
possible on any quantity of gasoline purchased (even as low as five gallo 
bought from a service station). However, a federal exemption certificate mu 
be filed with the gasoline supplier. Exemption certificate forms are availab 
from the oil companies, not from the federal government. 
. . �blic "during reasonable office hours. "  The costs of reproducing and stor­
g municipal records must be paid by the municipality. (10-7-401-10-7-413) 
Each city should check with its oil dealer on handling the exemption dedu 
tion. If the city is buying from a local service station, it might be necessa 
to obtain a credit card and get monthly billings directly from the oil compan 
Billing practices vary with different companies. Some will automatically ta 
off the federal tax, while others leave it on. In the latter case, the city shoul 
deduct the federal tax before making payment. Also, some oil companies ma 
require than an exemption form be filed with each payment while others ma 
use a yearly blanket form. Under federal law an exemption certificate is n 
valid for more than four calendar quarters. If buying several brands of gasolin 
a separate certificate is needed for each company. For additional informatio 
city officials should contact the field audit division of the Internal Reven . 
Service. 
Municipalities are exempt from state taxes on gasoline or other motor vehic. 
fuel purchased in quantities of at least 500 gallons, with delivery into cit) 
owned or leased tanks within a 72-hour period, and used exclusively for gove . 
mental purposes, in equipment either owned or leased by a governmental age 
cy, and operated only by governmental employees. To qualify for this exem� 
tion a city must apply to the commissioner ofrevenue for a 2-year, number 
tax exemption certificate. (67-3-401-67-3-405) ; 
I 
' 
Records preservation and destruction ; A statutory basis exists for making determinations in this area if a coun 
legislative body creates a "county public records commission. "  The defi , 
1 
The County Technical Assistance Service of the .University ?f Tennes�ee 
as prepared several manuals for the g.uidan�e of. various of�ce� m preservmg 
.fid destroying records, unde7 special leg1slat1ve authonzallon to do so. 
10:7-404) A section of the Unifonn Municipal Accounting Manual also deals 










PUBLIC INFORMATION AND CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT 
Inherent in our system of government is the concept of an informed 
citizenry, capable of making intelligent judgments. But few people will �c­
tively seek information about. their government. Becaus� lack of infor
matto� 
can result in unfavorable attitudes toward government 1n general or towa.r 
specific projects, it is important that city officials effectively communicate with 
those they represent. 
The less information a person has, the more that person is apt to distort 
what is learned and to accept misinformation. Once misconceptions are formed, 
they are extremely difficult to eliminate. The antidote is. a systematic, con­
tinuous flow of information to the public through a variety of channels. 
Why a continuing flow? Because information should be communic�ted as 
it develops. A broad public information program must go beyond the ltmited 
legal requirements to inform and beyond the occas10nal news. rel.ease or an­
nual report. People have a right to know �ow events .a'.'d acttv1ttes, as. t.hey 
occur, will affect them; people also have a nght to part1c1pate �n the dec1st0n­
making process to the extent consistent with orderly admimstrat10n. 
A well-rounded public information program need not be expen�ive, in terms 
of money. But it does require time, thought, effort, and commitment to the 
principle of full disclosure. 
Internal communication 
A city's employees should see public relations as a part or their job respon­
sibilities and something that can make their work easter. Th�y should 
\understand the aims and activities of the city and feel they are an important "part of the city operation. If they don't, money spent on external or public 
information programs largely will be wasted. 
A coordinated program of information and training is _essential to keep 
employees up-to-date on city activities, policies and decfatons and to �ake 
employees more aware of their role as public representatives of the city. 
A basic program of internal (employee) communication would include: 
1 .  An employee newsletter, issued on a semi-monthly or '.11?nthly 
basis. The newsletter should deal with city pro1ects and �cuvmes but 
always report immediately any policy changes or plans directly affec-
ting employees. 
2. An employeee handbook with a. section. specifically dealin& with 
the responsibilities of the employee m the cny' s overall publtc mfor­
mation program. This section should stress the fact that c1t12ens usu�l­
ly form impressions of city performance from what they see cny 
employees doing (or not doing). 
3. Bulletin boards, at major work locations or employee. group 
meeting areas, for posting informauon. Suggest10n boxes might be 
attached t? t,he boards .and em!Jloyees encouraged to drop in ideas for the city s pubhc mformat10n program or reports of citizen 
comments. 
4. Brief, informal meetings between department heads, supervisors 
and work�rs whenever a new city policy, change in policy, or new 
program ts adopted. 
5 . A one-page summary of major council actions to be distributed 
to deJJartment heads and supervisors and posted on the employee 
bulletm b?ards th� day after each council meeting. Emphasis should 
be on acttons . which affect emp�oy.ees directly or about which they may be questioned by the pubhc m the course of their work. 
External communication 
. Keeping the public informed is not "press agentry" for individual officials. It ts the duty of any public institution. A city exists to serve its citizens and 
providing information is just another vital service due those who pay taxes 
and cast votes. People are entitled to know what city officials are doing why 
and how it will affect them personally. 
' ' 
Much of a .ci��'s external (publi�) communication program is an outgrowth of regular a.cllvmes such as council meetings, public hearings, and personal and/or official contacts between citizens and municipal officials and employees. 
. .  Basic to any on-going public information program is a regular "link" with c1t12ens, a channel of communication which is well-established and not something to be activated only in an emergency. This "link" can be as sim­ple �s a "'.°''.�ly colu�n in the local newspaper, dealing with various phases of clly a�t.1v1ttes. Or 1t can be more comprehensive, such as a regular newslet­ter for c1t1zens. The emphasis, however, is on regula1': a source of information upon which people can depend on a continuing basis. 
A second b��ic ingredien.t is a formal method for receiving and responding promp_tly t� cmze':1 �omplamts and requests for information (such a system 1s outlmed m deta!l m an MTAS technical report). 
If the city does not have some type of handbook for its citizens, telling 
them who to contact for what, one should be prepared. 
. Open houses or other such special events can be valuable public informa­t10n "too!s." Through tours and exhibits, not only the purpose but the cost 
and fundmg sources for the facility and other city services can be explained. 
. .  Cable te!evsion offers another channel for communication. A number of c�l!es ar� 1:1smg the government access channel effectively to provide informa­
t�o!' .to c1t1zens and help develop understanding for the city government's ac­t1v1t1es. Programs range from calendars of events to half-hour "talk shows" 
done by city officials. 
Often overlooked is the day-to-day flow of information to citizens about 
w?at �ay seem minor activities but which vitally affect residents' relations with city government, such as: 
a. Telling people, in advance, when a street will be closed, why 
and what alternate routes to use. 
· ' 
. b. Putting up a simple sign when a new project, like street paving, 1s started, to tell people the cost and where the money came from. 
. c. U�ing person�l letters to residents to solicit cooperation in pro­jects d!fectly affectmg them. For example, one city's police chief wrote 
such a letter when the city began a drive to clear intersections of 
obstructing shrubbery. 
A Mayor's (or Council's) Advisory Committee can be utilized effective 
if the membership is representative of all major segments of the communi and the committee fully understands its function. Usually such groups £ 
to live up to their potential because they are not given specific jobs to p 
form. Once the group has submitted a report, the city should take some 
lion or publicly announce why it cannot. The group would then be dissolv 
or given another assignment. 
A determined effort should be made to involve citizens early in the develo 
�ent stages of city activities or policies which would affect them directly. 
1s very difficult to overcome normal citizen apathy but people will respo 
if they see a direct benefit or threat to them pers�nally. 
Initial efforts may involve no more than getting feedback, in neighborho 
meetmgs, on such activities as proposed paving projects. In spite of t 
problems encountered in trying to obtain such participation, the efforts c 
pay off handsomely. At the least, people feel better because they were co 
sulte? in advance. At the most, the city can identify and avoid some real pub 
relat10ns pnfalls that can endanger an entire project. 
One thing should be made clear at the start of any consultation with citize 
the city will give fair consideration to all views expressed, but the final de 
s10n must be made by the city's leadership on the basis of what is best 
the whole community, 
CHAPTER 10 
BUSINESS REGULATION 
Closing out sales 
A city may elect to regulate "going out of business" sales, by requiring 
licenses therefor and making investigations to verify the authenticity of such 
sales (6-55-401-6-55-413). 
Sunday closings 
If a city has an ordinance prohibiting retail sales or deliveries on Sundays, 
the governing body by resolution may request the election commission to hold 
a special or regular referendum election on ratification or rejection of the or­
dinance; a majority vote in the referendum determines the result. (ch. 592, 
1984 Acts) 
Building, alteration and maintenance contractors 
Municipalities (and counties) are empowered to license "residential, com­
mercial or assembly builders and residential, commercial and assembly 
maintenance and alteration contractors,' '  and to provide by ordinance for the 
administration of such regulation, including performance bonds and revoca­
tion/suspension of licenses after appeal to a citizens board and the municipal 
governing body (7-62-103-7-62-107). 
Junkyards 
Restrictions have been imposed on junkyards within 1,000 feet of an in­
terstate or primary highway, to be enforced and implemented by the depart­
ment of transportation. "Junkyard" includes a place where 10 or more aban­
doned motor vehicles are stored and any place that stores, buys or sells "junk" 
(defined to include a wide variety of materials), but this term does not include 
arecycling center as defined in TCA 54-20-103 (4) or a solid waste facility 
registered under TCA 68-31-106. This legislation does not apply in reference 
to city streets unless such streets are also in the state highway system. A 
municipality is empowered to enforce regulations at least as stringent as those 
established under this legislation. (54-20-103-54-20-124) 
Automobile graveyards 
A municipality is empowered by ordinance to license and regulate "any 
lot or place which is exposed to the weather" on which more than five motor 
vehicles, not economically practical to make operative, are located (7-51-701). 
Electrical work 
Incorporated cities and towns may regulate "the .business of electricians 
and electrical work" (6-54-104). A provision exempting employees of a cor­
poration doing work for the corporation was declared unconstitutional in Matill 
v. Chattanooga, 175 Tenn. 65, 132 S.W.2d 201 (1939). 
Energy conservation in new buildings 
The state legislature adopted by reference the code for energy conserva­
tion published by the National Conference of States on Building Codes and 
Standards. The law is made applicable to "new buildings and structures or 
portions thereof and additions to existing buildings that provide facilities or 
shelter for public assembly, educational, business, mercantile, institutional, 
storage, and residential occupancies, as well as those portions of factory and 
industrial occupancies designed primarily for human occupancy." The follow­
ing are exempted: nonresidential farm buildings, temporary buildings used 
exclusively for construction purposes, and other buildings specifically exempted 
by sec. 101 .3(a) and (b) of the code. (13-19-101-13-19-107) 
Measures for Pl'Otection of the public 
An old law (originating in 1 851-52), probably no longer of any practical 
effect, empowers a city to designate a place "at such distance . . .  as may be ) 
deemed safe" for building a magazine to store gunpowder and other explosives, 
and to prescribe regulations therefor (68-16-101). TCA 6-54-106, likewise 
derived from the 1851-52 acts, delegates similar regulatory authority to .cities. 
An 1879 act provides that "it shall be the duty of the corporate authorities 
of any city or town" to examine theaters and other houses open for public 
entertainment to determine whether all necessary safeguards are provided to 
avoid ' 'accident by fire or panic,'' and if deficient in any respect it is likewise 
their duty to require ' ' such alterations as will be promotive of the public safe­
ty." Plans for such buildings must be approved by the "proper municipal 
authorities" before construction begins, and failure to make any prescribed 
alterations will result in forfeiture of license and closing of the building. 
(68-16-102) 
TCA 68-16-103(a) contains detailed prescriptions for construction of a 
public garage as part of a building used for "habitational purposes" (fire walls, 
fireproof materials, sprinklers, etc.). 
Municipal fire prevention and building officials, fire chiefs, and mayors 
of cities without fire departments are given "concurrent jurisdiction" to en­
force the provisions ofTCA 68-18-101 et seq. (the basic law for the state fire 
marshal's authority); this chapter also supersedes "all less stringent provisions 
of municipal ordinances" (68-18- 106). 
The "local building inspector" is made responsible for requiring construc­
tion, enlargement, or substantial alteration of new public buildings to meet 
the minimum specifications in the 1976 edition of" An Illustrated Handbook 
of the Handicapped section of the North Carolina state building code" 
(available from the state fire marshal); this responsibility is shared with the 
state building commission for state buildings and with the state fire marshal 
for those subject to his review. These requirements apply to buildings con­
structed by local governments and other publicly-used buildings such as 
theaters restaurants, hotels, factories, office buildings, stadiums, hospitals, 
ting ;reas shopping areas, and convention centers. Provision is made for v�ivers und�r specified, limited circumstances, and local governments are ex­:mpted from fines or penalties for noncompliance. (68-18-201-68-18-205) 
TCA title 68, chapter 22, regulates the manufacture, distribution, sale and 
display of fireworks, and requires permits therefor to be issued by the state 
fire marshall. An application for a retailer's permit must be accompanied by 
a statement from the chief executive of the county or municipality wherein 
the fireworks are to be sold that the sale of fireworks within such county or 
municipality is permissible, and it is illegal to ship fireworks for sale at retail 
into or to sell any fireworks in a county where sale has been declared illegal 
by ordinance or law. (68-22-105) Public displays are permitted; if within a 
ciy the applicatio� for a permit must be�r the "signed ap,proval of the chief 
supervisory officials of the fire and pohce departments (68-22-107). The 
chapter concludes with a provi�ion th.at it "shall in no wfae.a.ffect the vaHdity 
of any private act . . .  or any city ordmance further proh1b1tmg or restnctmg 
the sale or use of fireworks" (68-22-1 16) 
Feedlots, daily fanns and egg production houses 
A 1979 act exempts such enterprises from zoning restrictions or other 
regulations effective after they commenced operations and where they were 
in operation prior to being annexed by a city. [44-18-104(c)(4)] 
Sale of intoxicating liquors 
Regulation of the liquor industry is primarily a state function, but coun­
ties and cities may adopt regulations not in conflict with those of the state; 
Package stores must be approved by referendum-an option open to all coun­
ties and any city of 925 population or more (except in four excluded counties) 
and banning such stores can likewise be accomplished by referendum. 
(57-3-106) Applicants for state licenses must first obtain a certificate signed 
by the mayor or majority of the city governing body, stating (!) that the ap­
plicant(s) to be in actual charge or the officers of a corporation (or those in 
control) have not been convicted of a felony within 10 years preceding date 
of the application, (2) that a business site has been acquired that meets all 
local requirements, and (3) that the application conforms to any limit 
established on the number of retail licenses. Failure to act in 60 days on an 
application for such certificate shall constitute approval. Cities (and counties) 
are authorized to control the location and limit the number of licenses, so long 
as they do not "unreasonably restrict the availability of alcoholic beverages" 
to their residents. An appeal from denial of a certificate can be taken to a 
chancery court within 60 days. (57-3-208) 
An elective or appointive public officer cannot hold a liquor license or have 
any interest in any wholesale or retail liquor business (57-3-210). 
The law permits a county or city to impose annual privilege taxes on places 
serving drinks for consumption on the premises ($300 for a private club, $600 
to $1 ,000 for restaurants according to seating capacity, $ 1,000 for a hotel or 
motel, and $1 ,500 for a "Premiere Type Tourist Resort," and other amounts 
for several other classifications) (57-4-301). In the case of Metropolitan Govem­
ment of Nashville and Davidson County v. Motel Systems, 525 S.W. 2d 840 
(1975), the Tennessee Supreme Court held that this means that only one local 
government (county or city) can levy such taxes; the opinion is silent on how 
to determine which one can do so (the one to make the imposition first?), 
probably because the plaintiff was a consolidated city and county. 
Cities can also levy inspection fees on retail liquor licensees, based on 
wholesale liquor prices, not exceeding 8 per cent in counties under 60,000 
in population and not exceeding 5 per cent in larger counties; population data 
are to be taken from the most recent federal census (57-3-501). 
Local option elections to authorize consumption on the premises can be 
held only in counties over 60,000 in population, in a city of more than 20,000 
in such a county, in cities over 1 10,000, and in a city of more than 28,000 
located in two or more counties wherein the federal government owns 55 per 
cent or more of the property (Oak Ridge) (57-4- 103). 
State highway patrol and alcoholic beverage commission officers and agents 
are empowered to assist local law enforcement personnel in cities that have 
not authorized the sale of liquor by local option elections [57-3-412(b)]. 
Beer* 
A city by ordinance may prohibit the sale of beer within the city, or it may 
by ordinance prescribe regulatory measures not in conflict with state laws. 
Such measures may include fixing a maximum number of permits, restricting 
beer permittees to certain zones, establishing hours of opening and closing, 
and setting other rules to protect the "public health, morals and safety." 
State law requires that a city establish a board to exercise the function of 
issuing beer permits. The governing body, as in Knoxville, may constitute 
itself as a beer board for this purpose. Applicants who meet all of the condi­
tions prescribed by state law and the city's ordinances must be issued per­
mits, and they may seek a trial de nova in a circuit or chancery court after 
a refusal by a city to do so. 
A city has the same powers as counties in this respect, which means that 
it must require applicants to meet the following conditions: (1) U.S. citizen, 
(2) only U.S. citizens can be employed by a permittee, (3) no sales at places 
which would cause traffic congestion or "interference with schools, churches, 
or other places of public gathering" (can be prohibited for up to 2,000 feet 
from such places of public gathering), (4) no sales to be made to minors, and 
(5) neither the applicant or any person employed has been convicted of a viola-




tion of any liquor law or a crime involving moral turpitude within the past 
10 years. 
A permit i:iay be re�oked by a beer board for failure to comply with any state law or city regulation; an appeal from such a decison can also be taken 
to a circuit or chancery court. (57-5-101-57-5-109) 
Antique dealers ' records 
Antique dealers are required to keep records containing specified infor­mation for any item purchased "exceeding the value of fifty dollars" (does "value" mean the price paid by the dealer or an estimated value as an antique?) and to preserve (no time period is specified, so presumably permanently) such records for inspectioi: at an.y time by any p�lice officer of the city (or county). (62-22-101) Dealers m antiques and used Jewelry must keep certain records and deliver daily to the chief of police copies of logs containing specified in­formation (38-1-201). 
Pawnbrokers 
Chapter 6 of title 45, TCA, sets out extensive state regulations for conduc­: ting a pawnbroker's business. Cities may adopt the provisions of this chapter · � ordinance ai:d a�e also empowered ''to adopt such further rules and regula­tlons as the leg1slat1ve councils . . .  may deem right and proper." (45-6-120) 
Trailer courts 
� ' 
A TCA chapter regulating trailer courts concludes with a provi�ion that in the _event of c.onflict with a local ordinance or code "the provision which establishes the higher standard for the promotion and protection of the health and safety of the people shall prevail" (68-24-120). However another section l'rovides for inspections of electrical, gas and oil systems, and �xempts systems �pprov�d �f such inspections from compliance with "any local ordinances �11 conflict. [6�-17-1�7(g)] A handicapped person may modify a trailer coach :tn any manner, 1nclud1ng permanent attachments, "to permit such person ease of access to and from the coach." [68-24-1 15(b)] 
Air pollution 
, T_C(\ ?8-25,101-68-25-203 provides for a comprehensive state program 
( •;IR �mi��e air pollution. Municipalities and counties are empowered to enact ". :J�gulat1ons not less �tringen� than the state's regulations, which shall prevail (/· .;· s� l?�g �s the state air pollution control board continues in effect a certificate �?):5�e�ptmg t�e muni�ipalit� or county from the state's regulations; periodic :/c:��v1ew �y this board 1s reqmred to determine whether such exemption should Y:{} �ontmued: Cur.rent exemptions will expire on July 1 , 1986, and all new ;S.�rtificat�s will be issued for not to exceed two-year periods. (68-25- 1 1 5) Such r .. �ollut1on regulations are inapplicable to the following: (1) "any air con­. nant source . . .  which burns wood waste solely for the disposition of such .}d waste" [68-25- 1 15(c)]; and (2) "cotton gins" (68-25-201) 
• 
CHAPTER 1 1  
PERSONNEL 
Judicial ouster 
A judicial ouster procedure applying to all officers i�cludes perso".� holdi� any municipal "office of trust or profit." Note that it must be an
_ 
office, . filled by an "officer " as distinguished from an "employee" holdmg a posi­
tion of employment ;hat does not have the attributes of an "office." The st�tute 
(8-47- 101) makes subject to such removal any officer "who. shall kno:vmgly or willfully misconduct himself in office, or who shall knowmgly or willfully 
neglect to perform any duty enjoined upon su�h officer by. any .of the laws of the state, or who shall in any public place be m a state of mtox1cat10n pro­
duced by strong drink voluntarily taken, or who .shall e1.'gag� m any form of gambling, or who shall commit any act const1tutmg a v10lat1on of any penal 
statute involving moral turpitude.' , 
The law makes it a "duty" of the local attorney-general or city attorn�y, if a written allegation that an officer has been guilt� of any of the ��regom.g offenses is received, to investigate the charges, and 1� h� fii�ds that the�e is reasonable cause for such complaint, he shall forthwith msmute proceedmgs 
in the circuit, chancery, or criminal court of t�e prop�r .c?u?ty. ''.An attorn�y­general or city attorney may likewise act on his own 1nit1at1ve w1th?ut rec�1v­ing any formal complaint. (8-47-101, 8-47-102) Removal from office 1s reqmred 
if the officer is found guilty (8-47- 120). 
Interim officers 
. For offices that can be filled by a city's legislative ?ody, ordinances �� 
' ,, resolutions may be enacted to provide for "emergency 1nter1m succ�ssors. j ·i For all other offices, subject to regulations prescribed by the "executive head l 
of the political subdivision," each offic�r may designate three to seven «.• "emergency interim successors" and their order of succession. (8-48- 1 10, j 
8-48- 1 1 1) 
Militmy service 
Municipal employees are included among those publi� employ�es ' 
guaranteed re-employment rights after active or reserve m1htary service ;, 
(8-33-101-8-33-108). Members ofresei:ve components of the U.S. a�ed forces : (including the National Guard) are entitled to leaves of absei;ce while engaged : in "duty or training in the service of this state, or of the Umted States, under 
competent orders," and they must be given such leave with pay not to exceed ·. 
1 5  working days in any one calendar year (8-33-109). 
Reports on city retirement system 
. 
If a city has liability for a retirement plan it must file an annual report on ;. or before November 1, showing year-end financial statements for the most\ recent plan year ending on or before the preceding June 30, the most recent.. 
actuarial valuation of the system made by a professionally qualified actuary, 
and publications by the plan's administrator to the members and/or other in­
terested parties. The report is to be filed with the secretary of the council on 
pensions and retirement on forms prescribed by the council. (3-9-201-3-9-204) 
Retimment system 
An option open to any city of Tennessee is to cover its employees under the state retirement system. The option to participate is exercised by a resolu­tion of the governing body (the state division of retirement will furnish a draft resolution). The resolution may exclude certain positions of employment but these can later be included-likewise by resolution. A city may withdra� by a 2h vote of its governing body and giving one year's written notice; a number of specific conditions are prescribed for such action. (8-25-218) 
The benefits and conditions for membership of the state system are outlined in a "Contributory Membership Provision Handbook" which is available from the Tennessee Consolidated Retirement System, Office of the State Treasurer, 13th Floor Andrew Jackson Building, Nashville, TN, 37219. 
Many cities have concluded, after a study of available alternatives, that this state system is the most economical and satisfactory way to provide retirement benefits for their employees. In June 1984, 90 cities, including Bristol Chat­tanooga, Cookeville, Jackson, Johnson City, Kingsport, Maryville'. Mor­ristown, and Oak Ridge, were covering substantially all of their employees; many other cities, including Nashville Metro, Knoxville and Memphis were covering school employees. ' 
Group insurance 
Supplementary authority to establish group insurance (life, hospitalization, disability, or medical) plans for municipal officials and employees is found in TCA 8-50-301-8-50-307. A procedure is outlined as follows: (I) a com­mittee of the governing body recommends a contract with an insurance com­pany authoriz�d to do business in Tennessee, (2) the governing body approves, and 1,11ay modify from time to time, by majority vote, and (3) "employees and officials shall still have the election of accepting or rejecting such coverage" (whether this is by majority vote in an election open to all eligible persons or.an individual's election, is not clear). The city may pay up to 50 per cen; ot'.the costs, and pay deductions are required to pay the remainder. Such a • .  · p),an can be discontinued only by a two-thirds vote of the governing body, !/ ,\\:1th at least three months' notice thereof to the participants. , '.'·T · The Tennessee Municipal League sponsors a group insurance plan for Ten­!i;,//p�sse.e .cities, underwritten by an insurance company, called the "Tennessee ·;':'i;:,¥.umc1pal League Insurance Pool ." Information about this plan can be ob­•:.;..:;}��ned from the Pool or the League office. 
'',�rred compensation ./;Authorization to set up deferred compensation programs, so that offici•ls 
and employees can meet IRS requirements to defer federal income taxes, is 
found in TCA 8-25-101-8-25-105. A profit sharing or salary reduction plan 
to meet requirements of sec. 401-K of the Internal Revenue Code can also 
be established by ordinance or resolution. (8-25-301-8-25-304) 
Workers' compensation 
Coverage under the state workers' compensation laws (ch. 6 of title 50, 
TCA) is optional for cities, and becomes effective 30 days after a city files with 
the commissioner of labor written notice of exercising this option. Cancella­
tion of the coverage may be accomplished at any time by giving such written 
notice. A decision can also be made to cover only designated departments or 
divisions of a city government or to cancel on such a selective basis. (50-6-106) 
A tax on self-insurors is not applicable to county and municipal governments. 
(57-4-207) 
Unemployment compensation 
Participation in this program, formerly optional for a city, was made man­
datory by a Congressional act in 1978. [50-1309(l)(B)] Information concern­
ing the application and benefits of this program can be obtained from local 
offices of the state department of employment security. 
Handicapped pmons 
Assignment of income 
A court U?ay assign th: income of a municipal employee for child and any d1sc1plmary or discharge action against th 1 c �
upport, 
is prohibited. (50-2-105) e emp oyee 1or this reason 
Automobile insumnce 
An accident by a municipal employee whil d · · · . shall not be a basis for increasing that person's �e/1vmf a cJty-obwln�d vehicle premiums. (56-7-1 1 08) sona automo 1 e msurance 
A 1976 act (ch. 457) declares a state policy to encourage and assist in employ- " 
ment of handicapped persons in the public service and prohibits discrimina-
tion against such persons in public or private employment. (8-50-103) 
Non-resident employees 
An employee cannot be dismissed or penalized "solely on the basis of • 
nonresidence' ' in a city; counties with a metro government and any county 1 •  
between 275,000 and 400,000 in population are excepted from this law. , 
(8-50-107) 
Convict labor ' 
A city may apply to the commissioner of correction for the use of convicts • 
on public works projects, which the commissioner may allow, with approval 
of the governor, if required conditions are met. (41-22-127) A city's chief ex- . 
ecutive and the sheriff may make agreements for the city to use certain · 
prisoners, under city supervision, "for such duties and manual labor as the 
municipality deems appropriate. "  (41-2-123) 
Employees right to contact elected officials 
Any disciplinary action or discrimination against a public employee for com 
municating with an elected public official is prohibited, with treble damages 
permitted for violations; however, an employer may correct or reprimand a' 
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overmng bodies of the 
�gs, then consider and act on the pl 
o 
{;
tnct s must conduct public 
the plan, a referendum is cond t
an. any one of these bodies ap­
dum is a voters' petition numb 
u� ed. Another means of calling for a 
A school board in the typical Tennessee city has exclusive control over 
school system, but school systems of cities organized under the commissi 
manager general law are placed under the city manager (49-2-404, 6-21-8, 
Municipal school buildings and property may be used, with the sch 
board's permission, for public, community or recreational purposes, ac' 
ding to rules established by the board. No school officials may be held Iii 
for damages or injury resulting from such use. ( 49-2-405) Another stat 
authorizes the state board of education to encourage such uses of sc 
facilities. (49-50-201) 
Joint operations 
If more economical administration and greater efficiency will result,': 
and county boards may enter into a contract for the county superinteli 
to supervise operation of city schools. Such a contract, however, does no 
feet the distribution of county and state funds to city schools. ( 49-2-l .. 
A city council may transfer the administration of city schools to the c. 
ty after approval by a majority of voters in a referendum. City school � 
are then used to pay a proportionate share of maintenance and operating 
In addition, state funds allocated to the city for schools may be used onl 
the benefit of those schools. Any indebtedness remains the responsibil, 
the city. (49-2-1002) 
. . · the last governor's election. 
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pte If .approved by a majority 
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.
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·. er •actors. 49-2-1301-49-2'1308) ton of fends 
'·''.funds for education are distribut d !l,Ccording to a formula establisheJ b 
m
�
nthf y to com.ny and city school !Mtructional salaries pupil tra 
y s a.te aws and mclude appropria­
Jh programs, special educatio�
sp��ta��n, textb�oks, capital outlay, 
art 3) The com h . 
, a . o er operatmg expenses (Title .
· .· extensively ch���e�n��:e �d�catifon refotirm a�t of 1984 (ch. 7, 1984 as1s o state undmg for schools. 
bo!���tr����s{�::i�f;�i:�:d1���r�!��:�::��t:��!gt�!��r���t��� 
m the city and county systems.rovided for in the bond resolution. The cl\y separat� and use them onl�i�a�ce waive its right to all or part of these funds, govermng body may� by or ' 1 . d "thin the city the city is not en. If taxes for bond reurement are nbot �v1e(4;.�-1003-49-3'.1005) titled to any proceeds from the on s. . 
CHAPTER 13 
HEALTH AND SANITATION 
Health depanments 
Local health services are primarily state and county functions. Any city 
in a county with an established health department may cooperate in the 
maintenance of that department and levy taxes to pay its proportionate share 
of the cost involved (68-2-109), and it may likewise particpate in a multi-county 
district (68-2-301); generally, this would seem to be an inequitable policy to 
adopt, because city residents pay the same county property taxes as outside­
city residents. 
Two sections ofTCA, originating in an 1877 act, which mandate a "board 
of health" in every city over 5,000 in population and extend the city's health 
jurisdiction one mile beyond its boundaries, are obsolete; no effort is made 
to require compliance with this law because of the shift to state and county 
administration of health programs (68-2-201, 68-2-202). 
!fospitals 
·' The regulation of local hospitals and other health care centers is a state 
function (68- 1 1-201 et seq.). A hospital built with private funds may be main­
tained with public funds for up to five years, provided the contract specifical­
ly States that the facility is for public use. Cities may also contribute land or 
jn�ney for public welfare hospitals. (68-11 -501-68-1 1-507) 
hi·,· ' 
: ·'Water and sewerage systems 
.,_-_;�{�P.,i i'. '%�hl".ublic water supply and sanitary sewerage systems are subject to supervi­
:\),' Qn by the state department of health and environment. Such supervision in­
\;•'· '.d�s approval of construction plans, examination of water samples, and en­
k'¢ment of regulations regarding the operation and maintenance of such 
' ms. State approval of construction or other changes is not required if the 
'has certified that local approval under local standards is sufficient to 
uard the public health. (68-13-701-68-13-719). 
he water environmental health act (ch. 812, 1984 Acts) makes it unlawful 
. rate a water supply system, waste-water system, water treatment plant, 
�water treatment plant, water distribution system, or wastewater collec­
system unless the operator(s) in direct charge has (have) been certified 
lfipetent by the commissioner of health and environment, This act is com­
,ensive in scope and replaces former legislation governing such certifica-
. A 5-member board established by the act is charged with adoption of 
.�11d regulations to govern the program, and the commissioner is to issue ncates in accordance therewith. All operators are encouraged to be cer­
:::but this is required of only one operator in charge of each system or 
::�nd one operator may supervise two or more systems in close proximi­. n his work time can reasonably be so divided. Annual renewal of cer­
. s. is required, on payment of fees and meeting any continuing educa­
"';nct/or experience requirements established by the board. A procedure ·"'· 
is provided for revocation of a certificate. 
Each day of violation subjects a city 
or other responsible agency to a fine of 
$50 to $1 ,000 and civil penalties up 
to $10,000. (68- 13-30 1  et seq.) 
CHAPTER 14 
PUBLIC SAFETY 
Authority to provide police and fire . 
general and private act charters. 
protect10n are standard features of 
Volunteer fire departments 
Volunteer fire departments are oft f . 
(18�1);, c
odified in TCA 7-38- lOJ _7_;� 1�4und m sn_iaHer ,�iti�s. An old Jaw 
Solid waste disposal 
pames to be formed by "any numb f 
, authonzmg private fire com-
The solid waste disposal act of 1969 calls for 
a coordinated statewide solid 
ty," could be used for this purpose 
e� 0 .persons. resident within a municipali-
waste disposal program administered by 
the state department of health and ' 
tion 7-38-104: members of such 
: n 1
f
interestmg provision is found in sec-
, · . . 
private ire compani d .+Ji 
environment. It is unlawful to discharge 
waste into any body of water, burn·. in i
ncorporated cltles and towns are exe f " . .  
es, an o, tre companies 
Subsurface sewage disposal systems also 
are regulated by the state, with 
enforcement of such regulations resting 
with local (county) health officials. 
No subdivision plan may be approved locally 
or at the state level until it has 
been approved by local health officials 
and no subsurface system may be 
constucted without a permit from 
the local health authority. 
(68-13-401-68-13-413) 
solid wastes or construct or alter waste pro
cessing or disposal facilities or sites ' 
and from serving on juries. ,', 
mpt rom military duty in time of peace 
except in accordance with state regulations. 
No new construction can be started· 
• ·  
or changes made in any such facility or 
site until plans have been approved · 
Emergency communications district 
by the state. Inspections may be made at an
y time by the state. Federal grants: . A city's or co 1 
, . 
or Joans to cities for construction or mod
ification of disposal facilities musti ·. election commis�n yt s �or�rnmg body by resolution may request th 
be approved by the state, and applications 
will be considered only after a local.\ purpose of establ 
�0�. 0 09 
a referendum in a defined special dist · � �oun�y 
plan for solid waste disposal has been ad
opted. (68-31-101-68-31 - 1 17). J ln favor ofsuch a
1�· mgha 1 1  em�rgency telephone system Ifa m:1•
1c .1or t e 
. 
· :• f 
c 10n t e govermng body is 1 . · . on y vote 
Refuse, garbage, etc. must be hauled m a  closed 
body truck or be secureJyj . o · a board to govern affairs of the d





omt seven to nme members 
d · h 1· (39 3 1009) 
r'i : f''municipal't ' b · 18 rict e district · d · 
covere wit tarpau m. - -
\i ' . 1 Y or pu he corporation in pe · 
. . is es1gnated a 
., . l)ut without power to I 
rpetmty under its corporate na " 
A 1974 act empowers any city to constru
ct and operate an "energy or� : . CY, telephone . evy tax�s. The board is empowered to ' 'levy me, 
resource recovery facility . . .  within its cor
porate limits or within the limit <\\t�e tariff rate
���vi�e charge m an amount not to exceed five P an e(se�gen­
of the county wherein it is located," and an
oth�r act of 1974 authorizes state ::;.;�pi)sed througho
� t�eused. to f':'nd. such a system, and this levy
e;;:��11 b ,�� 0� 
Joans (by the department of health and
 environment) for such purpos . ·->Billity with the ii b 
.�!'lure district to the greatest extent poss'bl 
. e im 
(68-31-401-68-31-416). 
\ >k\fi'te�e' f d fava a I lly of such service. ' ' The board · 
1 1 e m �onfor-
,• ,,,.,;!�! ive un s ram federal state a d I I is a so authorized to 
A 1976 act (ch. 488), with "whereas" clau
ses indicating its primary inten P{ i$,uance of bonds; the gov�rning 
�od oc� governments, private sources and 
was to permit local governments to partic
ipate in a TV A-sponsored plan fo · ,;\.�;.make 
appropriations therefor An 
Y 1 1 at ��ated the d.istrict is empo�ered 
utilizing solid wastes as fuel, empowers cities 
and counties to join in any sue /lh the comptroller's standard
's a 
;ua a':' 1 
d
ts of the district in compliance 
enterprise. The act is sufficiently general to 
permit participation in any sue " ,  
r reqmre · (ch. 867, 1984 Acts) 
plan, not necessarily sponsored by TVA, and 
would apply to any facility wit. 
,f, of duty injury or death 
a primary objective of recovering energy and 
a secondary objective ofrecoverin' •TCA 7_51_201 
. 1 . 
li 
·" . a re ar aw enforcement dep rt " " 
n u -time 






es special provisions for "regular a d f 11 • 
Contracts for the use of solid waste for resourc
e and fuel recovery, or amo · · .. t, if !he city has a plan of com ens 
1. a 1?ent or regular fire depart-
counties and cities for cooperative solid 
waste operations, cannot exceedJ 
presumption is established that� 'h 
a ion fo� !me-of-duty injuries or deaths. 
period of 40 years. (7-58-103, 7-58-104) 
ployees, and "disease of the lun /
pertensio� or heart disease" of police 
ployees, were "suffered in th 
g ' hypertension or heart disease" of fire 
Animal (rabies) control 
State law directs the department of health 
and environment to adminis 
an anti-rabies program except in counties 
and cities that have such progra. 
in conformity with the provisions of the Ja
w. Local health agencies and co� 
ty officers assist in administration of the progr
am. (68-8-101-68-8-1 14) A 19 
act (ch. 482) governs the manner of des
troying dogs and cats in municf 
animal shelters. ( 44-17-301-44-17-305) 
ome b " 
e course of employment" l . 
•n . y competent medical evidence " A 
un ess this can be 
�ptployee underwent a physical e 
: . necessary pre-condition is that 
�r,rence of the disability which dis
xfmi�ation 'Yhen employed or prior to 
zywn v. Aetna Life Insurance Co. ��g\ ; ;vidence of such disabilities. 
��we Court construed this as re '. . 
· · d 506 (1973), the Tennessee 
.. died of cancer more than a :;�
mng paym�nt to the widow of a fireman 
.. } three years of employme� bya{�erCt�e d1fsease was .detected and after 
:-.. 
e 1ty o Columbia. 
A concluding provision in section 7-Sl-201 creates some doubt as to whether 
it applies only to fire departments in cities that have a plan of compensation 
for line-of-duty injuries and deaths, by declaring a legislative intent "to per­
mit and require any municipal corporation maintaining any permanent fire 
department . . .  to be covered by its provisions" (italics added). 
Minimum retirement allowances 
A city with its own retirement system may elect to be covered by TCA 
6-S4-801-6-S4-803, prescribing minimum retirement pay for policemen and 
firemen with 2S or more years of service: 2 per cent per year and not less than 
SO per cent nor more than 60 per cent of his highest monthly salary, plus an­
nual increases not to exceed 3 per cent based on the consumer price index 
of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Any such adoption "shall be perma­
nent and such action may not be repealed." This law cannot be utilized if 
the city is under the Tennessee state retirement system or has a system "in 
which the member's or beneficiary's benefits are computed in conjunction 
with or reduced by Social Security benefits." 
Fire protection outside cities 
The revenue bond law, which requires collection of fees and charges to 
pay the full costs of any services thereunder, was amended in 197S to add 
authorization for any incorporated city or town to provide fire protection 
beyond the city limits "on an individual contractual basis whenever an agree­
ment" therefor has been entered into with the legislative body of the county 
in which the city or town is located. [7-34-104 (9)] Apparently the agreement 
with the county would be in the nature of clearance for the city to enter into 
. contracts with individuals to provide such service on a subscription basis. As 
·:�nearly as possible such subscription fees must produce sufficient revenue to ' 
the city to cover the costs of making the service available outside the city. The 
main significance of this legislation appears to be that it is general law for all 
cities to provide outside-city service, a power that some cities have obtained 
in the past through private acts. 
Incorporated cities and towns are authorized to enter into contracts with 
each other, counties, private incorporated and industrial fire departments, utili­
ty districts that provide fire protection, political subdivisions of another state, 
or ' 'an organization of residents and property owners of unincorporated com­
munities," for mutual aid or assistance in fire protection (12-9- 103, 
6-S4-60 l -6-S4-603). 
Investigation of fires-demolition of buildings 
A fire chief, fire marshal, or mayor of a city with no fire fighting force, 
is designated an assistant to the commissioner of insurance for the purpose 
of investigating fires, and a report of each snch investigation is required on 
prescribed forms. Such an assistant can order demolition and removal of struc- · 
tures not deemed to be repairable, at the expense of the person responsible 
for a structure. (68-17-108-68-17- 1 1 1) 
Firemen's training and certification 
A 1974 act (ch. 726) set up a commissio fi . and education composed of the com . .n on ire fighrn1g personnel standards m��bers appointed by the governor �lf���er o/ �duat10n ex officio and nine m1ss10n to set minimum training . . act c . 268) empowered the com­firefighting personnel, to qualify fo�e�1r�ments for the various grades of cent of regular salary but not to exce /Ps�mentary bonus yay up to S per been construed to be optional. fire e $ . 0. per year. This legislation has· receive such bonus pay, half of w';:�cnh of part1c1patmg �ities who qualify would General Assembly makes the necessar :ould b� provided by the State if the tached to the state department f y ppropnat10ns. The commission is at-( 4-3 1304) A d · 0 commerce and insura £ d . . . - . . irector and staff assists th . . nee or a m1mstrat1on thrust is a program of certifyin firefi e comm1ss1on; currently their main examinations. (4-24-101-4-24-�06) ghters, based on practical and written 
Police authority outside ciry 
. A city's police authority is extended £ . 
�ut not beyond the county line within one
or one mile beyond frs boundaries, for the suppression of all disorde 1 mile of any other city's boundary laws of the state. " (6-S4_301) 
r Y acts and practices forbidden by the generai 
Service of warrants and Process 
. Warr�nts for the arrest of persons char d . . . mmed wnhin a city may be served b . 
ge �uh mun1c1pal offenses com­county wherein the city is located. ��S���O�lhce officer at any point in the A city of more than SO 000 in 0 l · �'service of process'' by regi�teredoic!��t1on �avi?g a city court may make . m "an action of debt involving n ed mail with �eturn receipt requested for any nonmoving traffic violatio��f,a����1iff)any tlcke� ?r citation issued seek an amendment to this law ki h. (Other cities might wish to . . ma ng t is procedure available to all cities.) Cttation in lieu of arrest or wammt 
Police officers who have observed a . l . reason to believe a violation of a cit d .
v10 at1
�
n, or upon investigation have tion to appear for trial of the case ru�:e;�a�ce �� occurred, may issue a cita­person cued signs an agreement to a e o �a i�g ai: arrest, providing the If th� person refuses to sign such an ap�e::n an waives issuance of a warrant. ?ookmg and release on bail (or com�it em, t.h� usual procedure of arrest, is not to apply to nonresidents of Te ment to Jail) applies. This procedure under the influence of intoxicants o�nJssee, n(7or to a charge Of driving while A · . rugs. -63-101-7-63-107)' sm�J\ar procedure is required b TCA 4 �ut certam conditions are specified {. 0-7-1 18 for any misdemeanor t10ns (the police officer must write :n1ch �o�l� preclude the issuance of cita'. eac tic et the reason for not issuing 
*These pr · · (ch 553) ov1s1ons, although not explicitly re ealed m , . . made mandatory the provisions of Tcf A 40-7-I :r be •napphcable because a 1984 act 
a citation). This statute is somewhat detailed, and city police officials should 
carefully study its contents. A provision of doubtful constitutionality makes 
this law inapplicable in Sumner and Wilson counties. 
Citations instead of arrests for traffic violations not requiring that the of­
fender be taken before a magistate or judge under TCA 55-10-203 are made 
mandatory, with some exceptions, by a 1984 act (ch. 777). The act sets out 
a detailed procedure and should be carefully studied by police officers involved 
in traffic control. 
Police training 
The Tennessee peace officer standards and training commission, assisted 
by the director and staff of the Tennessee Law Enforcement Training 
Academy, is empowered to develop, plan and implement training programs 
for all local Jaw enforcement officers and to administer and enforce the provi­
sions of this law. Statutory minimum qualifications are established for any 
person to be employed as a police officer: ( 1) at least I 8 years of age, (2) citizen 
of U.S., (3) high school or equivalent education, (4) no conviction or nolo 
contendere plea on any felony charge or violation of laws involving force,· 
violence, theft, dishonesty, gambling, liquor or controlled substances, nor 
discharge from U.S. armed forces other than honorable, (5) fingerprints on 
file at T.B.I., (6) pass physical examination by licensed physician, (7) have 
good moral character as determined by thorough investigation by employing 
agency, and (8) be free of any apparent mental disorders as certified by a 
qualified psychiatrist or psychologist. Any person knowingly hiring or paying 
the salary of a person who fails to meet these qualifications is subject to a fine 
of up to $1 ,000. The commission is empowered to establish criteria for excep­
. \i,ons to or waiver of these qualifications, based on a person's previous law 
··enforcement experience and training. Officers who complete acceptable recruit 
training and annual training of at least 40 hours shall receive a salary supple­
ment of $600 from the commission (dependent upon annual appropriations 
by the General Assembly), which shall not diminsh any salary increments by 
the local government. (38-8- 101-38-8-1 1 1) 
Assistance from police training institute 
A 1976 act (ch. 603) authorizes the director of the state police training in­
stitute, "upon the request of the chief official of any law enforcement agency 
of . . . a municipality, . . . to designate one or more of the commissioned 
instructors at the institute to assist such agency in its law enforcement role. ' ' 
An instructor so designated is to serve under the supervision of the agency's 
chief officials and is to be paid no compensation other than that received as 
an instructor. (38-8-207) 
Suppression of nuisances 
Offenses specifically designated as "nuisances" by statute, and several other 
general offenses, including lewdness, gambling, prostitution, selling or ex­
hibiting obscene material, drunkenness, and breach of the peace, are made 
.;;inhlect to abatement in a chancery, circuit or criminal court ' 'upon petition 
in the name f th h o e state, upon relation f . t e concurrence of any s h ffi 
o . . . any city . attorney . citizens and freeholders 
'�� o . icers, upon the rel a ti�; of ten o'o�r Without ������i��;;�h such actlvitie��i.����;de����;Y;h moneys and stock 0�s�0[� fund , d e proceeds thereof are to be sh e court to be sold at public 
(29-3-�� J _t;J���r)a] fund of the city wh��:d iki:�� 1:;;atdhee sthtaete general seizure. 
Seizure of illegal liquor 
Along with sheriffs, state law make . 
�fs���t�fr:�� }0 capture iUicit stills an� i!s���i��� 0; cit1 Polic_e officers to well as "all whi!�e� manly destroy and render us!f e�:�u��naha. The� ,are cept beverages on whic�e�, f�� othler intoxicants" found at or ne��·�1ertf, as take place in th era tax has been paid S h e sue ex-
�;s�r�;�� ���e;[�����h��f���;a ��:�t fi1:0 a c������· �:!�es!��t;,u;����� 




clerk of the c�:t�\:he:!1 s����J A . . everage commi · (5 . ny intoxicating liquors .11 all SSJon. 7-9-IOI) cn
b
y police officer, must be t�r��d 
y held or being transported seized by su sequent sal b th over to the sheriff . h. fi 
, a 

















����i��;:t�e �ffi�e� �Z, ����:b�[,�e����;�j 
h sary, <Or not to exceed 15 d ( . e eems advisable [and] e may exercise any of the follo _
ays certam personnel are excepted) 
. .  
d
. 
wing powers: , an 
(
(
:) Order the closing of all retail liquor stores Order the closing of all es bl . 
. 
beverages are served. ta ishments wherein beer or alcoholic (c) Order the closing of all . the consumption of intoxicfi'f�;
a
llq���� 0��or%ons t.hereof wherein (d) Order the disconf f 
n or eer is permitted. muance o the sale of beer (e) O�der the discontinuanc f · . . · of ga�olme or other liquid fl e o Wlhng, d1stnbution, or giving contamer other than a gasolin�n:a':o p�o�e�J�gst1d"
ble products i;;�� y !Xe to a motor vehicle. 
. ions and other establishments, (f) Order the closing of ga�ol1h
ne stl� di�tribution or dispensmg of 
f . 'ty of which is t e sa , the chie acnv1 mbustible products. liquid flammable or co . distributing, dispensing or 
( ) Order the discontinuance 
of sdlmg, f any character whatsoever. g firearms or ammun1t1on o giving away any bl' hments or portions there?f, · f ny or all esta ts . · or g1v-(h) Order the closmg ?  a. h le distribution, d1spensmg . f . 't of which is t e sa , the ch1e act1v1 y d/or ammunition. . ing away of firearms an for the protection of life . I h other orders as are 
necessary 
(1) ssue sue (38-9-101-38-9- 106) and property. 
Reports to police b de to a chief of police 
on any 
The general law requires � rep�
rt w"s��e�ing from any wound or 
other 
n in or brought into a city w 
o l� 
un or other deadly weapon, or ?e.rso inflicted by means of a knife,, 
pistol, g 
th� effects of pois�n, ?r suffoca-
;:'��Zier means of violence, �r �ifermf.!fi°:Cspitals, clinics, sarntanu{"8
, doc­
tion ,, Such reports are requ1r 
rom
h macists undertakers, em
ba mers, or 
tors; physicians, surgeons, nu���J
! 
:rd" to s�ch persons. (38-1-
101) 
other persons called upon to 
Workhouse 'ng "any incorporated town" 
A Id law (from the Code of 







Annotated (41-3-101) nessee o 
She>iffs in small counties ha 40 000 in population to . d of sheriffs in counties of 
Jes� t n
l' '·n this respect by or-:!¥c: �7�tr�������ac���&i�i����!�:�:��J����:i!�:!����:;� aht�� ;�y��!; . urt of the county. e b d f the county that t e ct �����';,"/;eneral sessions and governi��ov�r;doby court costs collected,�nde� 
pay the costs o� �uch �,nforc��
nt 
a�� to the city, as distinguished 
from con 











costs"). [8-8-20 ' · 
Civil defense . . e World War n, but a gene
�al 
This term has persisted m u�ag
e smc 
asses natural disasters and maio
r 
understanding has dev�loped t�
at it ��
c
r��ed by a 1975 act (ch. 54) th
e term 
accidents as well as rn1lttary a
cuons. 
is defined as follows: . for and the carrying out 
"Civil defense" shall. mean t�e 
prl{.�rf���tions for which mi\irnry 




prevent minimize and repair m­
forces are primarily res.ponst e d' asters ;nemy attack,, sabotage 
or 
'ur and damage resulung fr�m 
ts 
b vioience power failure, ener
gy 
�ti{;,r hostile action, or from d
ot, 
�pending h;ppening of any of the 
emergency, or the threatene or i 
above. These functions include, without limitation, firefighting ser­
vices, police services, medical and health services, rescue, engineer­
ing, warning services, communications, radiological, chemical and 
other special weapons defense, evacuation of persons from stricken 
areas, emergency welfare service (civilian war aid), emergency 
transportation, existing or properly assigned functions of plant pro­
tection, temporary restoration of public utility services, and other func­
tions related to civilian protection, together with all other activities 
necessary or incidental to the preparation for and carrying out the 
foregoing functions. (58-2-101) 
A state emergency management agency is mandated, under control of the 
governor "acting through the adjutant general." Each political subdivision 
(defined to mean "any county, city or community having a civil defense agen­
cy") is "directed to establish a local organization for civil defense in accor­
dance with the state civil defense plan and program," and each such "local 
organizaton . . .  shall perform civil defense functions within the territorial limits 
of the political subdivision." (58-2- 1 17) 
The governor is empowered to establish "mobile reserve units . . .  to rein­
force civil defense organizations," and the governing body or chief ei<ecutive 
of each political subdivision is required ' 'to cooperate and to assign personnel 
of their fire departments, police departments and all other departments and 
employees of such subdivisions to the mobile reserve units formed pursuant 
to this chapter upon request by proper authority, provided such requests shall 
be consistent with the resources of local subdivisions and the demands of main­
taining minimum peace time standards of local service." (58-2-1 10) 
In this event the state is required to "reimburse a political subdivision for 
the compensation paid and actual and necessary travel, subsistence, and 
maintenance expense of employees of such political subdivision while serving 
as members of a mobile reserve unit, and for all payments for death, disabili­
ty, or injury of such employees incurred in the course of such duty, and for 
all losses of or damage to supplies and equipment of such political subdivision 
resulting from the operation of such mobile reserve unit. " 
Each political subdivision is specifically authorized to make appropriations 
for "payment of expenses of its local organization for civil defense" (58-2-122). 
State matching grants are authorized for personnel and administrative costs, 
administered by the state emergency management agency, not to exceed in 
the aggregate the amount appropriated each year to this agency. Any local 
programs must comply with federal requirements to be eligible for such grants, 
and no program can receive more than 12 ¥2 per cent of the total appropria­
tion. If an appropriation is insufficient to provide matching funds for all eligi­
ble programs, the available funds are to be prorated. 
Two or more counties may form a "multiple county organization" with 
jurisdiction over the territorial limits of the counties and beyond under mutual 
aid arrangements. It would seem that counties would be the more logical units 
for organizing local civic defense organizations, to the exclusion of cities, 
because their territorial jurisdictions include the areas within cities (58-2-130, 
58-2-131). 
Disaste" "elief h tate disaster relief commis-
The governing body of a city may �
pply
a��:at ;isasters when federal fu_nds 
sion for financial assistance to cope 
w��ha�thorized for a "declared loc�ltzed 
are not available; up to $1,0�_o,O�






disaster." Such grants are su 1ect f 
o 
civil defense and disaster re 
ie . 
contingency reserve account 
or 
(58-2-501-58-2-518) 
Ambulance serZ>ice 'ces as a governmental ac-'d ambulance serv1 fit A city (or county) may pro�! e 'ded by private oper�tors or nonrro 
I 
tivity or may regulate sue? services 
pro
:; may provide, licen�e, franchise or 
general welfare corporaUoI?s. _No 
c?u :in another county wnhout appro_
val 
contract for such service with: �clt�a':ne requirement applies to a city. 
of its governing bod_y, . �
n t e 
must be provided by insurance or 
crea­
(7-61-101-7-61-104) Liability c�v�ragf68-39-105(e)]. 
tion of a special fund to pay c aim
s 
CHAPTER IS 
STREETS AND OTHER PUBLIC WAYS 
Cities have long been liable in tort for injuries or damages sustained as a 
result of defects in streets and other public ways. Although cities formerly 
enjoyed immunity for "governmental functions," this was no help for 
maintenance of streets, a function classified as "proprietary."  TCA 7-31-101, 
drawing from the Acts of 1859-60, imposes on all incorporated municipalities 
"the duty . . .  to keep in good repair" any public highway through a city 
or to any public place therein. To bring suit against a city for damage resulting 
from a defect in a street or other public way the incident must have been 
reported to the mayor or city manager within 120 days. (7-31-103) 
Tennessee law on tort liability was substantially modified by the govern­
mental tort liability act of 1973 (ch. 345). This act, as amended in 1975, makes 
all cities, as well as counties, liable for tort actions, up to prescribed amounts 
and subject to certain conditions and limitations (see the chapter on "Tort 
Liability"). 
TCA 7-31-107-7-31-1 1 1  empower municipalities to condemn land for 
streets and outline procedural requirements therefor. 
Plans, specifications and estimates for any public works project exceeding 
$25,000 must be prepared by a registered architect or engineer (62-2-107). 
TCA 7-31-113 empowers any municipality to include in a contract for paving 
a public way a requirement that the contractor guarantee "to maintain and 
repair the same for such time as the governing body or board thereof shall 
deem proper." 
Ramps fo,. handicapped persons 
"Every incorporated city and town" is required to install ramps "at 
crosswalks, in both business and residential areas, when making new installa­
tions of sidewalks, curbs or gutters, or improving or replacing existing 
sidewalks, curbs or gutters," for the purpose of facilitating the movement of 
persons in wheelchairs or other handicapped persons. The bureau of highways 
of the state department of transportation is required to furnish design standards 
for such ramps, and construction must be in accordance with such standards. 
(7-31-1 14) 
Damage or obstruction 
Actions declared by state law to be misdemeanors include the following: 
removing or defacing a "post, or guide board erected on any public way," put­
ting up any "false post or signboard," removing or defacing a lamp or lamp­
post, throwing into streets or on sidewalks glass, metal objects "or banana 
peels," and obstructing a public way or sidewalk. If a mayor and governing 
body of a city permit any such actions they "shall be guilty of a nuisance."  
(39-6-801-39-6-803) 
State highways 
All costs of designing, constructing and maintaining a state highway through 
a city are paid by the state and cities are prohibited by law from incurring 
any expense for these purposes, but the state may contract with a city for such 
work on a reimbursable basis. The state has the sole authority to select what 
streets will be designated as highways and to determine specifications for con­
struction of highways. (S4-S-201-S4-S-20S) 
Indusuial highways 
Cities are authorized to participate, with the state and county, in the con­
struction and maintenance of highways needed to secure development of an 
industrial site or park, or to relieve traffic congestion connected therewith. 
The city will be responsible for the local share of the cost of such highways 
inside its jurisdiction. Any funds available to the city may be used for ihis 
purpose. (S4-S-401-S4-S-406) 
Interstate highway system 
Streets designated by the state as part of the interstate system must be main­
tained by the state. However, the city, not the state, has authority to maintain 
(and pay for) lighting systems on such streets; such lighting systems must meet 
state prescribed standards. (S4-S-206) 
If a city fails to enter into an agreement with the state concerning acquisi­
tion of rights-of-way for such streets or does not abide by such an agreement, 
the state may proceed on its own with the location and construction of such 
streets in a municipality. This includes the right to exercise the power of emi­
nent domain and to adjust and/or relocate utility facilities. (S4-S-207, S4-S-208) 
·,,:t')lo ordinance may be passed by a city which would cause the loss of feder­
al ald funds to such streets (S4-S-209). Cost of relocating utility facilities shall 
be borne by the state, provided the work meets state approval. 
(S4-S-801-S4-S-807) 
If interstate connector routes are required, cities and counties may enter 
into construction agreements with the state. The city (or county) must agree 
to pay SO per cent of the cost of the project and to assume all maintenance 
costs after construction is completed. The city must deposit with the state SO 
per cent of the cost of right-of-way acquisition before any land is obtained 
for the project; work will not be started until SO per cent of the remaining 
cost is deposited with the state. Road or street funds are to be used for paying 
the local share of the project cost. (S4-S-S01-S4-S-S08) 
Public bridges 
A city and county may agree to construct and to share the costs of a free 
or toll bridge over any stream in or next to a municipality. Bonds may be sold 
to finance such a project. (S4- l l -222-S4- l l-224) 
Controlled access streets 
Cities have the authority to de . . facilities and to regulate entrance 
�1gua� ce'.t�n streets as controlled access raise? .curbs, markers, etc. Const;u��one�� rom them by. construction of proh1b11ed on such streets. The same auth . any co':'1mercial enterprise is tends to local service roads d. onty to designate and regulate ex­(S4-16-I 02-S4-16-l09) a )acent to controlled access streets. 
Cooperative transportation plans 
. Cities may enter into agreements with th tlon and state planning office 'or d 1 
e state department of transporta-t . " eve opment of a co t' . ransportat10n plan to insure that . n mumg comprehensive government. (54-I 8-I 0 I -54-I 8-fo7)°cts reflect the needs and desires oflocal 
Scenic routes-height limits on buildings 
Buildings (except silos or barns) constru . may not be higher than three stories 'f .
c��d on designated scenic routes (54-17- 1 1 5) 1 WI! m 1,500 feet of the highway. 
Limitation on hot mix asphalt production 
A 1976 act (ch. 767) prohibits counties d . .  a hot mix asphalt plant or facility but 
;n .1 �ll!�s fro!" owning or operating act was passed can be continued r� 1 ad ac1 lly m existence at the time the of any such plant or facility can�ot b aceltl expanded or altered. The product away. The act is inapplicable in the ;of? � traded, bartered, loaned or given Grundy, Madison, Marion Overton odw1Snhg lcbount1es: Crockett, Davidson ' an e y. ( 12-8-10 1) . ' 
CHAPTER 16 
PLANNING AND ZONING 
Tennessee has been a pioneering state in this field. Laws enacted in the 
mid-1930's, with the drafting assistance of the TVA staff, have been national­
ly recognized as model legislation. In 1954 the Public Administration Service 
published a widely acclaimed monograph "Mr. Planning Commissioner," writ­
ten by Harold W. Miller, the executive director of the Tennessee state plan­
ning commission for some 23 years. This commission was reorganized as the 
Tennessee state planning office (TSPO) in 1972 with a local planning divi­
sion to provide technical assistance in this field to counties and cities; in 1983 
this division was transferred to the department of economic and· community 
development. 
Regional planning 
The Tennessee state planning office (TSPO), with the approval of the local 
government planning advisory comittee (LG PAC), may create and define the 
boundaries of planning regions. A regional planning commission of not less 
than five nor more than 15 members is appointed by the director of TSPO, 
with the approval of LGPAC, from nominations made by the chief elected 
official of the county and/or municipality in the planning region; members 
of the county and municipal legislative bodies shall number less than a ma­
jority and shall serve during their respective elected terms; the other (citizen) . 
members are appointed for staggered four year terms. 
Such a commission functions as a planning and advisory body for counties 
and cities within the region, and it may be designated by a municipality's· 
legislative body to act as the municipal planning commission. A prime mis­
sf6h is preparation and maintenance of a regional plan; that part of such a 
plan approved by a municipal legislative body has the same force and effect 
as a plan prepared by a municipal planning commission. TSPO, with the ap­
proval ofLGPAC, may vest such regional planning powers in a municipal plan­
ning commission with territorial jurisdiction not more than five miles from 
the boundaries of the municipality. (13-3- 101-13-3-304) 
Municipal planning commission 
. A general law authorizes munici I' . . . it does not supersede private acts 
�a 1�1�s �� establish planning commissions­to the "lega! status of the municipal ���c.� A� to such commissions except as by a mumc1pal planning commissitn n. ? such a plan has been adopted o: authorized' ' without its approval withi� f� IC works can be ''constructed m?g body extends this period)· if di days (�nless the municipal gover­sh1p of the governing body o; othe:ap���ed a maiority vote of the member-
Such a commission is to b 
P Jc body is required to override. 
by th " h' fl · e composed of five to ten b e c ie eg1slative body"; one is to b h . mem .ers, as determined manager or other officer) one is to b e lb 
e chief execunve officer (mayor selected by that body ;nd the 
e � 1:1-em er of the "chieflegislative body'� the h. f . ' remaining member b c ie execut1:ve officer for terms s h s are to e appointed by �;ch ye.ar; the chief executive officer m� tai"t one member's te�m will expire at his pleasure. " ( 13-4- IO l-13�-zsi3remove any appo1?tive member C'.3-4-301-13-4-309) sets out guideline ) !he succeeding chapter 
. 
m?g regulations; this legislation i 
s aJ°d reqmrements for municipal plan­pnvate acts. s supp emental to and does not supersede 
Subdivision regulation 
• · Except in Davidson, Hamilton and K . s1.dewalks cannot be required in a subd. . . nox counues, curbs, gutters or systems are to be made available with. 1��10n unless public water and se�age .approval of his plan. (13-7-301) m months after a subdivider requests 
Zoning 
.,.-,· . 
·1 1 .  ;, ; <. The "chi�f legislative body" of a m  . . . . 
"• �!Pe�? a zoning ordinance, after 15 da 
u?1c1pahty is em!'owered to adopt and 
... : �q�, . to regulate the location heightysb ��wpaper nol!ce and a public hear­·: 
. 
, mldings an? other structure; the 
' u ' number of stories and size of 
c·:;up1ed, the SJZes of yards, court� and �;��;ntage of the Jot which may be OC­f:: . , tlo?, and the uses of buildin s s open spaces, the density of popula-i• ·�:���;i
h













as only two lots and meets all subdivision requirements. (13-3-401, �  ·.il�Jl.lonnhto act in this capacity. Onysudcehs1ganpapte 1the muni�ipal planning confmis-. '"• armon · h [ h ea s except10n b . :1 "(.\'' . . y Wit t e] general purpose d . " s may e authonzed ·il jfi " , . an intent of the zoning ordinance 
and "to interpret the zoning maps and pass upon disputed questions of lot 
lines or district boundary lines or similar questions as they arise in the ad­
ministration of the zoning regulations. ' '  In addition to aggrieved persons, ap­
peals may be taken by an affected "officer, department, board or bureau of 
the municipality.'' 
These general law provisions are also declared to be supplemental to, and 
do not supplant or modify, any private acts for a particular city. To the extent 
not in conflict with such private acts, any city may utilize this general law. 
(13-7-201-13-7-210) 
If a municipal planning commission has been designated as a regional plan­
ning commission, the city may exercise zoning powers beyond its boundaries 
and within the region (procedural requirements of notice to the county and 
public hearings are specified) if the county is not exercising such zoning power, 
and the city zoning is nullified at such time as a county may exercise its zon­
ing powers. (13-7-302-13-7-306) 
A county or municipality may create a special five member historic zoning 
commission, composed of five to nine members, to have jurisdiction over 
historic sites and buildings (13-7-401-13-7-409). 
A 1978 act "takes precedence over any . . .  ordinance to the contrary," 
and provides that a home for up to eight mentally retarded, mentally han­
dicapped or physically handicapped persons, plus two additional persons acting 
as houseparents or guardians, may be maintained in any area zoned for "single 
family residence' '  use. Such homes ''operated on a commercial basis'' are ex­
cluded. (13-24-101-13-24-104) 
A 1980 act (ch. 747) provides that a dwelling cannot be excluded from a 
residential zone solely because it was partially or completely constructed in 
�1· .manufacturing facility; this provision does not apply to "factory­
manufactured mobile homes constructed as a single self-contained unit and 
mounted on a single chassis" and as further defined in TCA 68-36-202. · 
(13-24-201) 
"No municipal, county or regional planning commission or any municipal 
or county legislative body shall, by ordinance or otherwise, exclude the loca-. · 
tion or relocation of any facility used to provide telephone or telegraph ser· 
vices to the public. Such facilities shall include those essential to the provi-. • 
sion of telephone and telegraph services such as central office exchanges and : 
microwave towers which require a specific location in order to provide th� ' 
most efficient service to the public. The exclusion of location from local regula\( 
tion shall not preclude the exercise of reasonable municipal and county police;. 
powers including, but not limited to, permit requirements, landscaping, off{' 
street parking or setback lines as an exercise of police powers.'!:\' 
(13-24-301-13-24-303) " 
Open space lands 1.# 
Lower assessments are provided to encourage open space lands in urbiilj 
areas. Owners can petition the county assessor to classify lands as "agricultural'� 
" 








e mcluded for any person proce ure is provided for . o . o t e ownership of the 1 d :vouli be payable if the lanJ::��l !�ter�nati?n of the additional taxes�;:,.; is su �equently converted to an ot esse at Its real value, and if the land precedmg 3 years (agricultural a�d ler use such cumulative taxes for the paid �n the first assessment roll follow?rest) or 5 years. (open space) must be �ount1es are also empowered to expen�1 s�ch conversion. Municipalities and interest . . . necessary to ach . un s to acquire "the fee or any lesser (67-5-1001-67-5-1010) ieve the purposes of this A , ,  ct .  




hc works act to acquire pace. · 36-102(9)] 
CHAPTER 17 
UTILITIES 
. utilit systems under private ?cts. Many Tennessee cities are operat�ng this �rpose, and those under pnvate H Some have used general laws ior 
"f h
p 
hould be deemed desirable. 
owever, . ral Jaw i t is s 
"ll b 
acts perhaps could shift to 
_
a 
at���o all cities. These general laws w1 e sum­Some general laws a1e apphc 
marized in this chapter. 
Eminent domain 
. . ondemn land and property Several statutes empo"'.e . r "ts for utility purposes - - , 
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"b d . section 
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Ch. 63 of the 1977 Public Acts declared a minimum base rate charge payable by all sewer users to be a tax,. in an effort to qualify such charges as deductible items against an individual's Federal income tax. However, the Internal Revenue Service ruled that this tax did not change the status of such charges a
s users' fees and are not deductible. 
Waterworks and sewerage systems 
Any city may acquire, construct, extend, equip, operate and maintain a waterworks and/or sewerage system, within or without it corporate limits, under the provisions ofTCA 7-35-401-7-35-432. The governing body may retain control of the system or place it under a five-member board appointed by the governing body for staggered five-year terms (or four members for stag­gered four-year terms and one member of the governing body). An existing gas system can also be placed under this board. In lieu of creating a new board, a water and/or sewer board in existence on or before April 1 1, 1933, can be vested with the powers and responsibilities of this statute. The governing body also has the option, "by proper ordinance," to elect to perform the powers, duties and responsibilities of such a board, which would have the effect of abolishing the board. The city is required to pay "the reasonable cost and value of any service" provided to it. Contracts with other cities are specificaJ­Jy authorized. Sewer fee increases cannot take place automatically when base water charges are increased, but must be separately adjudged reasonable and justified. 
Elecuic system 
TCA 7-52-101-7-52-203, incorporating the municipal electric plant Jaw of 1935 and another 1935 act, is the law under which most municipal electric systems of the state are operated. A city that uses this statute for issuing bonds, unless it is under 2,000 in population or employs a city manager, must appoint a board of public utilities; the excepted cities may appoint such a board. , One provision is applicable to all cities: permission is granted to use "any .right-of-way, easement, or other similar property right necessary or convenient 1n connection with the acquisition, improvement, operation or maintenance of an electric Plant, held by the state or any other municipality"; consent for such use is required only from another municipality (7-52- 1 04). , , The mayor, with the consent of the governing body, appoints two or four ,members of the board of public utilities, for staggered four-year terms, and al,so a member of the governing body (optionally the city manager, if the city bas one) to serve during his term of office. The Jaw makes no provision for ,�holishing such a board, and legislative action to amend this Jaw would be .: .recessary to authorize abolition. (7-52-107, 7-52-1 08) ··n. The board has complete control of the electric system, but contracts (with :TVA to adopt rate schedules, and for other purposes) must be approved by 
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A provision added in 1973 to empower a municipality or couuty by or­
dinance to reserve to its governing body the authority to approve the transit 
budget, fares and/or contract with a management firm apparently applies only 
with respect to a transit. authority created to replace an existing authority set 
up under a private act (7-56-101). 
Additionally, a municipality or county, or combination thereof, may em­
power a transit authority to ' 'license and regulate all forms of public transpor­
tation' '  such as taxicabs and airport limousines. If an existing system is ac­
quired a municipality/county/combination thereof/transit authority is em­
powered to tnake "fair and equitable arrangements" to preserve employees' 
benefits typically included in union contracts; collective bargaining and volun­
tary arbitration are also authorized. Strikes are prohibited by section 7-56-108. 
Any municipality or county, or combination therof, may pay a reasonable 
subsidy for operation by a public or private company, "the amount thereof 
to be wholly in the discretion of the governing body" (7-56-107). A couuty 
or city governing body may call for a referendum on a gasoline tax up to one 
cent per gallon for a transit system, to be held at the next regular election 
at least 60 days later. (67-3-1001-67-3-1013) 
The regulation, control and franchising of street railways or bus lines is 
vested by TCA 65-16-101 in a municipality's governing body, which may 
delegate such power to a "municipal regulatory agency" or to the state public 
service commission. Such jurisdiction shall extend seven miles beyond a city's 
boundary for cities over 100,000 in population, four miles for those between 
50,000 and 100,000, and two miles for those under 50,000. The operating com­
pany must obtain the consent of a municipality before using any of its streets 
(65-16-105). 
State grants, up to 25 per cent for one city of 5,000 or more or a county 
containing such a city, and up to 50 per cent for more than one such city or 
couuty, are authorized for mass transportation capital projects or technical 
studies. This program is administered by the area mass transit bureau of the 
state departmeut of transportation, which is also given a legislative mandate 
of providing technial assistance to local governments. Such a city or couuty 
is empowered to acquire) operate and maintain mass transportation facilities) 
or contract with private companies for such services. (13-7-201-13-7-209) 
Relations with utility districts 
Occasionally a city will have to deal with policy questions involving utility 
districts in its suburban fringe area. At least 10 days prior to a hearing on 
a petition to create a utility district, the county executive must send by 
registered mail a notice of such hearing to the mayor or other "chief executive 
officer" of any city that has a boundary within 5 miles of the proposed district's 
boundary if the city is over S,000 in population, or within 3 miles if under 
5 ,000 in population; such notice must also be sent if any city, regardless of 
size, has "any water, sewerage or gas service facility" within 3 miles of the 
proposed district's boundary. At the hearing the city may make known its 
intention of serving the area) whereupon the countv e-vP,... ..... ;H,.. --- · 
city 60 days to file its specific plans for doing so. When such plans are filed 
the county executive must determine a reasonable time (which he may later 
extend) for the city to provide such service, a decision that can be appealed 
by either party. The utility district can then be created minus the area to be 
served by the city or without authority to duplicate the city's service. 
A similar procedure is provided with respect to extension of service facilities 
by existing utility districts, with priority given to a city within the same mileage 
limitations as above. The county executive likewise makes a determination 
of a reasonable time for the city to provide the service, which is subject to 
appeal. 
The statute also provides a procedure for consolidating two or more utility 
districts and for transferring a utility district to a city (7-82-202, 7-82-302). 
A city cannot extend its utility service within the boundaries of a utility 
district unless the county executive makes a determination that the "public 
convenience and necessity requires other or additional services" (7-82-301). 
This procedure could be used if a utility district has not become operational 
or if its services are so unsatisfactory to its customers as to cause them to prefer 
service from the city. Within 5 miles of a city over 5,000 and within 3 miles 
of a city under 5,000, the city has prior rights over a utility district, except 
within the district's boundaries and when the district is actually providing the 
service; a procedure is outlined in TCA 7-82-302 whereby a district can over­
come this presumption of prior rights. 
In the event of annexation a city is empowered to take over a utility district's 
facilities in the annexed area under agreed terms or as determined by arbitra­
tion. If so much of a utility district is annexed as to make operation of the 
remainder outside the city economically unfeasible, a city probably would have 
to choose between taking all or none of the district ( 6-51- 1 1 1) . The taking 
ot'facilities owned by an electric cooperative is subject to special rules as to 
compensation therefor (6-51 - 1 12) . Before taking all or part of a utility district, 
a city incorporated after January 1 , 1972, must hold a referendum (in the city) 
thereon (6-51-301) 
Oil and gas exploration 
Apparently induced by the energy crisis, the General Assembly in 197 4 
empowered municipalities to undertake oil and gas exploratory ventures: 
Notwithstanding any other provisions of law, a municipality, its 
agencies or divisions thereof, may within or without the state of Ten­
nessee engage in investigating, exploring, prospecting, drilling, and 
mining for and producing natural gas and oil and mineral by-products 
thereof, and to construct the appropriate facilities to produce, save, 
take care of, maintain, treat, and transport natural gas and oil and 
mineral by-products thereof, or to contract for same with any per­
son, federal agency, municipality or public or private corporation. 
No municipality, its agencies, or division thereof, is granted any ad­
ditional power of eminent domain to carry out the provisions of this 
section. ( 6-54-1 10) 
:;-
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Drivers of authorized emergency vehicles (including police cars and fire 
engines), when responding to calls or in pursuit of a suspect, may disregard 
speed limits, signs and signals, subject to certain limitations, but the law also 
declares that these "provisions shall not relieve the driver of an authorized 
emergency vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard for the safety of 
all persons, nor shall such provisions protect the driver from the consequences 
of his reckless disregard for the safety of others. "  (55-8-108) 
Traffic control signals 
The design of traffic signals is established by state law: green means "go"; 
yellow is "caution"; and red means "stop." All signals must have a unifornl 
arrangement of colored lenses: red lenses, in vertical signals above yellow and 
green lenses, and in horizontal signals to the left of yellow and green; yellow 
always between red and green lenses. Yellow lights must show for a minimum 
of three seconds, and a city is responsible for setting timers on signals it owns 
to comply with this requirement. Right turns on red lights are permitted unless 
a "NO TURNS ON RED" sign is posted. If a permissive sign is in place, 
after a full stop a left turn can be made on red onto a one-way street where 
traffic moves to the left. (55-8-1 10) Any agency oflocal govermnent may stamp, 
etch or otherwise permanently mark on the back of signs, signals, etc., in let'. 
ters of 14 to 3J.i inches in height, to indicate ownership of such items. (55-8-184) 
Pedestrian traffic 
Cities may, by ordinance, require pedestrians to comply with traffic con­
trol devices and prohibit the crossing of a street in a business district or a 
designated highway except at crosswalks (55-8-133). 
Grade crossings protection 
Cities, with approval of the state department of transportation, may erect 
stop signs at railroad crossings considered to be dangerous (55-8-146). The 
Tennessee Supreme Court has held that a general grant of police power in 
a city charter empowers the city by ordinance to require a railroad at its ex­
pense to install crossing gates or signals if these are reasonably required for 
the protection of motorists. Southem Railway Co. v. Knoxville, 223 Tenn. 90, 
442 S.W.2d 619 (1968). 
Establishing speed zones 
State law prescribes speed limits, but the department of transportation can 
set lower limits on a basis of engineering and traffic investigation when deemed 
necessary for public safety. A city by ordinance can set speed limits for 
highways and streets within the city, including federal and state highways, 
except that the state department of transportation shall have exclusive power 
to set speed limits at school entrances and exits to and from controlled access 
highways on the siate highway system. Appropriate signs and traffic signals 
may also be installed by action of a city's governing body. (55-8-152, 55-8-153) 
Parking regulations 
Parallel parking on the right is required, except that a city by ordinance 
may permit parking on the left on one-way streets and angle parking on any 
street; if on a federal or state highway the state department of transportation 
must approve angle parking (55-8-161). A disabled veteran or physically 
handicapped person, displaying a certificate or special license plate, is relieved 
"from liability for any violations with respect to parking" except parking in 
a designated fire lane or a lane required for morning and afternoon rush hour 
traffic. [SS-8-160(e)] 
Fallowing fire apparatus 
Drivers other than those on official business must stay at least SOO feet 
behind any fire apparatus answering a call and may not park in the same block 
as the fire equipment. No driver may cross an unprotected fire hose without 
permission from the fire department official in command. (S5-8-168, SS-8-169) 
Equipment on emergency vehicles 
Every police and fire department vehicle must have a bell, siren, or ex­
haust whistle approved by the state department of safety or local police 
authorities (SS-9-201). Blue flashing lights may be used only by full-time, 
salaried law enforcement officers (SS-9-414). 
Accident report 
>'; 
Any accident involving bodily injury or death, or damage to a person's 
property of more than $200, must be reported. An investigating officer must 
send a copy of the report to the state department of safety within 24 hours 
after completing the investigation (a copy is to be kept in the district highway 
patrol office). Report forms are to be made available by the department to 
any city police department on request, and reports must be made on these 
forms (SS-I0-107-S5-10- l l l ,  SS-12-104) 
Cancellation of traffic citation 
Anyone who cancels a traffic citation or seeks to have one canceled, by 
any method other than that established by law, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 
Records of citations required by TCA title SS, chs. 8 and 10, and issued by 
city police officers, must be audited by the city's fiscal officer. (SS- 10-204) 
State law and additional rngulatory power 
Cities by ordinance may adopt by reference any appropriate provisions of 
TCA SS-7-104 (operators' and chauffeurs' licenses), title 5S, ch. 8 (Rules of 
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Disposal of abandoned motol" vehicles 
TCA 55-16- 103-55-16 109 · 
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ays, y registered mail, return 
receipt requested, the last known registered owner of such vehicle and all 
lienholders of record that the vehicle has been taken into custody. The notice 
must describe the vehicle by year, make, model, and serial number; set forth 
the location of the facility where the motor vehicle is being held; and inform 
the owner and any lienholders of their right to reclaim the vehicle within three 
weeks after the date of the notice, upon payment of all applicable towing, 
preservation, and storage charges. The notice must also state that the failure 
of the owner or lienholders to exercise their right to reclaim the vehicle, within 
the time provided, shall operate as a waiver of all their rights, title, and in­
terest in the vehicle and as consent for the sale of the vehicle at a public auction. 
If the identity of the registered owner cannot be determined, if the registra­
tion contains no address for the owner, or if it is not possible to determine 
with reasonable certainty the identity and addresses of all lienholders, a notice 
by publication shall be made in a newspaper of general circulation in the area 
where the motor vehicle was abandoned. This publication notice must be made 
within the time prescribed for notice by registered mail and have the same 
contents required for a notice by registered mail. 
Regardless of how notice is given, it must set forth the effect and conse­
quences of the failure to reclaim the abandoned motor vehicle in a stated time. 
If an abandoned motor vehicle is taken into custody and is not reclaimed, the 
police department shall sell it at a public auction (or it may authorize its sale 
by a garage keeper who has taken the vehicle into custody in accordance with 
this law). The purchaser of the motor vehicle takes title free and clear of all 
liens and claims of ownership, receives a sales receipt from the police depart­
ment and, upon presentation of such sales receipt to the state department of 
revenue, receives a certificate of title for the vehicle. The sales receipt only 
is sufficient title for purposes of transferring the vehicle to a demolisher for 
demolition, wrecking, or dismantling, and in such case, no further titling of 
the vi;)iicle is necessary. 
The proceeds of the sale of an abandoned motor vehicle shall be used for 
payment of the expenses for the notice and auction and the costs of towing, 
preserving, and storing the vehicle. Any remainder shall be held for the owner 
of the vehicle and any lienholders for 90 days. If not claimed, these funds shall 
then be deposited in a special account which shall remain available for .the 
payment of expenses resulting from the impoundment and sale of other aban­
doned motor vehicles when the proceeds from such sales are insufficient to 
meet the expenses and costs. When the chief fiscal officer of the city finds 
that money in the special fund is more than the reserves likely to be needed 
for such purposes, he may transfer the excess to the general fund. However, 
if the special fund thereafter becomes temporarily exhausted, claims against 
it shall be met from the general fund to the limit of any transfers previously 
made thereto. 
This law also provides that motor vehicles left for more than. JO days in 
commercial garages, under certain circumstances, shall be deemed to. be aban­
doned and shall be reported by the garagekeeper to the police department. 
Such vehicles may then be taken into custody by the police department and 
;-.--
sold in accordance with the d . is reclaimed and the garag����e e u�es o�tlmed above, unless the motor vehicle first applied to the garagekeepe�':c�a�a��·r.The pr.oceeds of the sale shall be any surplus proceeds shall be distribu�ed a�r .services, storage, or repair and It should be · d . m the case of other sales. · pomte out that this law doe . pnvate property to remove junk v hi I . h s not authonze cities to go on ?r person in control of such prei:is:S.e�:Jt out the authorization of the owuer �ng �? cooperate, this law does provide an ";,�1e�, when such persons are will­or isposing of such vehicles by the cit �c1ent and expedient procedure of the premises. Y or t e person owning or in control 
Highway safety progi'llms 





Engineering and other technical assis
tance is available from the bureau of 
aeronautics, state department of trans
portation, to any city or group of cities 
requesting help with the planning, 
acquisition, construction, improveme
nt, 
maintenance or operation of airports 
[42-2-1 12(a)]. 
Funding assistance 
The bureau may give financial assista
nce, in the form of a loan or grant 
or both, to any city or group of cities
. Such funds are to be used for plan
ning, 
acquisition, construction, improveme
nt, maintenance or operation of an 
air­
port owned or controlled by a city 
or group of cities. [42-2-1 12(b)] 
The bureau also is authorized to act 
as agent for a city or group of cities 
in obtaining and disbursing federal 
money and other public and private 
funds 
available to finance municipal airports 
(it must act as a municipality's agent 
for certain federal funds, but this is 
optional with a municipality if its airport 
has a minimum of 25 ,000 originating empla
nements annually) . At the request 
of a city or group of cities, the bure
au may also act as agent in contracting 
and supervising airport constructio
n, improvement, and maintenance
, or 
elimination of hazards, regardless of the 
size of the facility. (42-2-1 12, 42-5-119) 
Audits 
Any city receiving state funds for its 
aviation program must allow the bureau 
to conduct audits of municipal books 
to make sure the money is being used 
properly. Refusal to permit such an 
audit or misuse of aviation program 
funds 
can result in the withholding of state 
funds. (42-2-1 34) 
Approval of project applications 
The bureau must approve any project 
application by a city for federal funds 
before the application can be submi
tted to the federal government (the 
only 
exceptions are cities maintaining larger 
than feeder, trunk line or secondary 
airports). If a project is approved, the 
funds must be received and disbursed 
by the bureau on behalf of the city. 
(42-2-135) 
Payments for use of airports 
A city or airport authority cannot 
require payment of a license fee, tax 
or 
other charge for any public use (landi
ng or taking oft) of an airport by plan
es 
weighing up to 12,500 pounds unless the 
aircraft is used by "regularly 
scheduled aeronautics."  However, a 
charge can be made for overnight stora
ge · 
of aircraft and a tax or fee can be collect
ed for sale of aviation fuel. Metropolita
n 
airport authorities are exempt from this 
law, and the department of trans
por· 
tation may exempt others "for good
 cause shown." (42-2-140) 
Pennits for structures near ahports 
Local zoning re I · . gu auons generally control th 
. 
airports, but under certain cond't' , � erection of structures near 
· d 'f 
i 10ns state permits a · d 
require i local zoning is not in effect. (42-2-141) 
re require . Permits are 
Land acquisition 
Any city may use public funds to I . 
enl�rge� improve, equip, operate re ula 
p an, establish, d�vel�p, construct, 
navigauon facilities whether or n�t tfi te, �rotect and pohce airports and air 
A city may either use land alread o 
ey
d 
a�e msid� the boundaries of the city. 
pu;chase, gift, lease or eminent do:: y the �:y or may acquire it through 
quired for aviation easements and/ t
m procee mgs. Land may also be ac­
ment of airport hazards. 
or o remove or protect against establish-
. A city ?'ay also acquire, by any of the abo 
. . 
air navigauon facilities. However if th 
£ 
T 
�e means, existmg airport or 
state or other public agency it 
, e 
b
aci lly is owned or controlled by the 
consent. (42-5-103, 42-5-104) cannot e taken over without that agency's 
Municipal airports may be established on . 
lands or reclaimed lands withi b d . 
any pubhc waters, submerged 
'city. (42-5-105) 
n or or ermg on the territorial limits of the 
Air navigation facilities established b . . . . 
tary to and conform to the des' d 
y m�mcipalmes must be supplemen-
\'· .(42-5-106) . 
ign an operatwn of state and federal facilities. 
t?·: 
:�;f(; F' ,  Right of eminent domain fl;l�_�:· If a city owns or operates an air r . . . l"1'i;' so for a public purpose (42-S- \07) l0 t, ll is legally considered to be doing 
fl . . f!;..' by eminent domain proceedings · Th
rope;ty for such a facility can be acquired 
I'·�' 'ont th I d . 
. e clly cannot be pr d f 
. 
i!i•)•• o e an m question to make su 
evente rom gomg 
,.;r, .t9 the proceedings. It may take 
r�eys a
f
nd other examinations relating 
•·ce d' h 
possess10n o the land at . f 
'. , � mgs ave been initiated and ma ab d 
any tlme a ter pro-
,tipnor to the entry of a final decree.
y
(42�5�1�� s��� �roceedings at any time 
. 
, , 5 108) 
•ipisposing of airpon property 
·, ,Unless there are specific limitations includ 
. 
-� city must sell or lease an airport or an . 
ed in _gr.ant or loan agreements, 
�"'.s or the city charter. If the facilit i
� poruon of it m accordance with state 
�plt, however, disposal is on terms 
dee���n�ferred to another governmental 
t�,
.
the best interest of the city. (42_5_ 109) Y 
the clly govern\ng body to be 
,, . . ,'Peration and use agreements 
'., Provided the public interest is rote d . 
lease for use of all or part of its
p
airp�:: f, �/1tyb may enter into a contract /rm not to exceed SO years unless oth acli. ll� � a perso? or persons for 
. 
' er im1tat1ons are included in any 
't o erates the facility, the city 
establishes 
loan or grant agree�ents. If the c1 
y 
eeinents and fixes uniform charges,_ f�es 
the terms and cond�t�ons of any. agr r uses of the buildi?gs. In deternunmg 
or rentals for the pnv1leges, servic
e\�' the cost to the city of operatmg 
the 
these charges, the city sh�uld cons1 t 
•:ct with one or more persons to operate 
facility. If the city wishes, it.may c:� 
r
eriod not exceeding SO years. (42-5-
110) 
the airport as agent for the city, fo 
P f . s or improvements the city f Y charges or repair (42 S 1 1 1) To force payment or an . h liens on the property. 
- -
makes to personal property, the 
city as 
Airport officer or board . d operating an airport may be 




resolution, to an airport officer 
transferred by the city go��rmng 
b��:� r:Sponsibility of the city, C42-5-1 12l 
or board. However, the facility re
ma1 
Regulations . . t the local governing body . tabhshes an airpor , . h f Tt When a city acquires or es . esSary for managing t e act 1 y, 
dopt ordinances and/or regulauons 
n
d
ec . and may establish penalties may a . h' h ity's boun ar1es, 1. hether or not it is wit m t e c . . t guards with full po ice powers, w Th · y also appomt airpor ' 1 f the owner­for violations. e city ma . t . under the full contra o 1 to enforce its regulations. The airpo� c�� must conform to state and fe�era 
City but regulations adopted by th.d 
y
c1'ty in Davidson, Shelby, Hamilto
n ' d d A irport outs1 e a . · d' · · n which laws and stan ar s._ � a b' t to taxation by the iuns 1ct10n ' and Sullivan counties is not su iec 
it is located. (42-5-1 13) 
. d 1 pment and operation Funding of auport eve o . t es or other funds for air-l d appropriate ax . . The city is authorized to . evyl�
n 
h amount is in excess of any charter lir
mta-
port development and operation. td 
e
b a majority of the city's voters 
unless 






s ' h t' ment o on . the levy is for t e re ire . 11 f lly from the proceeds of 
the 
Airport costs may be fun�ed partlafe�s orre�ts or other revenues pledged 
sale of bonds issued by the c�y b At� terd,s of a contract o� lea�e cannot b� 






or contract except as provided m 
that docu 
revised during the term o t e ease 
ment. (42-5- 1 14-42-5-1 16) . f the operation or sale of an airpo
rt may 
Revenues received.by the city roC42-S- 1 18) 
be used for any mumc1pal purp
ose. 
Joint operations f . . . developing or operating h 't or group o c1t1es m 'th One city may assist anot er c1 y nal property or a lease or loan w1 h . ft of land or perso an airport throug a gi . 42_5-121) 
or without a charge or mterest. : . d' 't'es) may agree, by ordinance 
Any two or more public agencies (m��;�;.t
��� of an airport facility. The 
or resolution, to joint development 
an 
ordi?ance �r resolution should specify the duration of the agreement; the pro­portionate interest each agency has In the property, facilities, etc., involved; the proportionate cost to be borne· by each agency; conditions for termination of the agreement and methods for disposing of jointly-owned property facilities· and liability for unpaid indebtedness. '
A board may be established with members appointed by the participating 
public agencies. The size of the board and the terms and compensation of 
members should be prescribed in the joint agreement. The board would have 
the power to develop, operate and police the airport facilities in the names 
of the participating agencies. The board's budget would be subject to approval 
by the cooperating governing bodies no later than 30 days prior to the first 
day of the fiscal year. The cooperating governing bodies would also have to 
approve before the board could exceed its budget, dispose of any property 
or adopt any policing regulations. Eminent domain proceedings can be in­
stituted only by authority of the cooperating governing bodies. 
To provide the board with money needed to carry out its responsibilities, 
a joint fund should be established. Each participating agency must provide 
the share of the fund outlined in the joint agreement. Any federal or state con­
tributions or loans and revenue from the operation of the airport would be 
paid into the fund. Disbursements would be made by order of the board. 
(42-5- 121-42-5-205) 
Aiiport zoning regulations 
Cities have the right to prevent or eliminate airport hazards (structures, 
trees or land uses obstructing air space) because they endanger both public 
safety and the public's investment in airport facilities. In exercising this authori­
ty a city may adopt and enforce zoning regulations for aiport hazard areas within 
city boundaries. If existing hazards cannot be eliminated under a city's police 
powers, it may do so "by purchase, grant or condemnation" as provided for 
condemning real property. (42-6-1 12, 42-6- 1 13) 
When municipally-owned airports are outside city boundaries, the city and 
county may develop joint regulations or the county may, by resolution, 
authorize the city to adopt regulations. If the city feels county regulations are 
not adequately enforced or if the county fails to adopt regulations, the city 
'inay, with state approval, adopt and enforce airport zoning regulations. If there 
. is conflict between county and city regulations, those approved by the city •will be in effect. (42-6-101-42-6-103) 
Airport zoning plans must be certified by the state aeronautics agency and 
by the city or regional planning commission before becoming effective. 
'(42-6-105) 
The procedure for adopting airport zoning regulations is much the same 
s for municipal regulations. A public hearing must be conducted before the 
rdinance is enacted or amended. Notice of the time and place must be 
tiblished in a general circulation newspaper at least 15 days before the hear­. g. The ordinance cannot be amended without approval of the agencies 
originally certifying the ordinance or, if disapproved, by a favorable vote of 
a majority of the city council. (42-6-105-42-6-107) 
A zoning board of appeals shall be established by the city council, which 
determines the method of appointing the three or five members and fixes their 
terms of office and compensation. The term of at least one member should 
expire each year. If the city already has a zoning board, this group may hear 
appeals from airport zoning regulations. 
An appeal may be brought to the board by an individual or by an official 
department or agency affected by an act or decision of the enforcing official. 
The board has the power to: 
1) Hear complaints and decide whether enforcement errors have 
been made. 
2) Hear and decide requests for special exceptions or for interpreta­
tion of the zoning map. 
3) Hear and decide requests for variances based on undue hardship 
to a property owner. 
4) Require an owner granted a hardship variance to allow the city, 
at its expense, to erect and maintain obstruction markers and lights. 
Airport authorities 
Any city may, by ordinance, establish a municipal airport authority and 
appoint five persons as commissioners. The first appointees are designated 
to serve for terms of from one to five years; thereafter each new appointee 
is named for a five-year term. Before the authority can become operative, it 
must apply for and be granted a certificate of incorporation by the secretary 
'),of state. This certificate is placed on record in the county register's office . .. 
A regional authority may be created by resolutions passed by two or more 
cities, provided a public hearing is held in each municipality. Each municipality 
appoints one member and if the authority consists of an even number of cities, 
a member is named by the governor. Terms for all members are five years. 
Procedure for obtaining and filing the certificate of incorporation is the same 
as above. 
Participation by cities in the authority can be increased or decreased, if 
the commissioners of the authority and holders of at least 60 per cent of any 
outstanding bonds consent. An amended certificate must be obtained from 
the secretary of state for any change in an authority. 
Authority commissioners can receive no compensation for service but ar� 
entitled to expenses inc.urred. A chairman and vice-chairman are elected from 
among the commissioners. An executive director and other technical and sup· ' :i 
porting personnel may be employed. For legal services the authority may either t;.1 
use the attorneys of cities or employ its own counsel. ,;;! 
An airport authority has all the powers which would be exercised by a�  
municipality operating an airport, except that of levying and collecting tax,.s;�j 
or special assessments. (42-3- 101-42-3-l i9) 
Civil air pativ/ 
. .  Civil air patrol activities are considered . Cll!es may appropriate funds for them. (42-��l��)In the public interest and 
CHAPTER 20 
TORT LIABILITY 
In 1973 the Tennessee General Asse
mbly enacted a comprehensive local 
government tort liability act (ch. 345, 
codified as TCA 29-20-101-29-20-407). 
The act was effective Jan. 1 , 1974, 
and was made applicable only to claim
s 
or actions arising after that date. It 
applies to any political subdivision of 
the 
state, including any municipality or any 
instrumentality of government created 
by a municipality. Until its repeal in 
1975, the act included a provision which 
exempted local governmental entities 
if their legislative bodies had acted 
by 
January 1 ,  1975 , to claim the exemption. 
For an understanding of the act, it is 
necesary to keep in mind the defini­
tions of certain words used in the 
act. "Governmental entity" means 
any 
political subdivision of the State of Te
nnessee including, but not limited to, 
any municipality, metropolitan govern
ment, county, utility district, or school 
district, duly created and existing pur
suant to the constitution and laws of 
Tennessee, or any instrumentality of 
government created by any one or m
ore 
of the named local governmental entiti
es or by an act of the General Assembly. 
The word "employee" means and inclu
des any official whether elected or ap­
pointed, officer, employee or servant, 
or any member of any board, agency, 
or commission (whether compensated 
or not), or any officer, employee or 
ser­
vant thereof, of a governmental entity, 
including the sheriff and his employees. 
A 1984 amendment (ch. 889) enlar
ged this definition to include regula
r 
members of volunteer and auxilia
ry firefighting, police and emerg
ency 
assistance organizations; interlocal agree
ments may also define other positions 
as employees for such purposes. The 
word "claim" means any claim brought 
against a governmental entity or its 
employee as permitted by the act. The 
word ' ' injury'' means death, injury t
o a person, damage to or loss of prope
rty 
or any other injury that a person may 
suffer to his person, or estate, that 
would 
be actionable if inflicted by a private 
person or his agent. 
The form of the legislation was "clos
ed-end," i.e., it provided that govern­
mental entities are not liable for their 
torts except as provided in the statute. 
TCA 29-20-201 provides: "Except as 
may be otherwise provided in this 
chapter, all governmental entities shall 
be immune from suit for any injury 
which may result from the activities of 
said governmental entities wherein 
said 
governmental entities are engaged in the 
exercise and discharge of any of their 
functions, governmental or proprietary. 
When immunity is removed by this 
chapter any claim for damages must be 
brought in strict compliance with the 
terms of this chapter." 
In order to determine the activities 
engaged in by governmental entitie
s 
and their exposure to liability, the act 
must be examined. The act prescrib
es 
certain procedures which a person having 
a claim for an injury must take befor
e 
the governmental entity can be held 
liable, and there are also limitations 
placed 
upon the amount which a person may 
recover under the act. 
Immunity from suit of governmental 
entities is removed for injuries 
resulting from the negligent operation b 
or other equipment while in the scope 
:r �';Y employee of a motor vehicle 
gov�rnmental entity is not inimune from 
is _emplo�n_ient. For instance, a 
negligent operation of its garbage truck j'





owever, this provision does 
��:'�c�ea�ars, or filre trucks and equip-
- - or 55-8-132, relatin h . 
a repea of TCA 59-8- 101 
vehicles, and the immunitie; ��o:i�e�p�atrnhn of authorized emergenc; 
continued 
Y t ese sections are e · 1 
· 
xpress y 
Immunity from suit of a 
c�used by a defective, unsaf!��:r��:n:al entity i� _removed for any injury 
sidewalk or highway owned and 
g 
ll
rous condition of any street alley 
cl d · 
contra ed by the 
' , 
u mg ai:y traffic control devices thereon Th
. . �overnmental entity' in-
construcuve and/or actual notice to the 
. is prov1S1on does not apply unless 
is alleged and proved in addition t th 
governmental entity of such condition 
Immunit f . 
o e procedural notice, to be noted later. 
y rom suit of a governmental e . . 
caused by the dangerous or defective c d . . 
nllty IS removed for any injury 
lure, dam, reservoir or other public i;:,n ition of any public building, struc­
t�e government�! entity. Imm unit is n
�rovement owned and controlled by 
uons, nor shall this section appl �nle removed for latent defective condi­
the governmental entity of such
y 
d.
S� co�strucuve and/or actual notice to 
to the procedural notice, to be 
:��
d
l����r'.s alleged and proved in addition 
. . T<?A 29·20-205 provides that immuni f 
. 
tmes is removed for injury proximate! 
ty ram suit of �ll governmental en-
of any employee within the scope of b caused I by a negligent act or omission 
(l) . 
is emp oyment unless the injury-
. arises out of the exercise or £ 
. 
c!se c;>r perform a discretionary 
f: per .ormance or the failure to exer-
tion is abused; 
unction, whether or not the discre-
(2) arises out of false imprisonme 
a court, false arrest, malicious ros 
nt.pur�uant .to a mittimus from 
of process, libel slander d 
p . �cunon, mtennonal trespass abuse 
infliction of men:al anguish, i�C:;!lo::'�rr;er�ncf "'.ith contr�ct ��ghts, 
(3) . 
tg t o  privacy, or civil rights· 
arises out of the issuance de . l . 
' 
or by. th� failure or refusal to 
'
issu�1a J suspension or revocation of, 
permit, hcense, certificate, approval 
';dy, susper.id or revoke, any 
(4) . 
' 0  er or similar authorization· 
. arises out of a failure to make a 
. . 
' 
makmg an inadequate or ne I' . 
n mspecuon, or by reason of 
. 
g igent mspecllon of any proper! . 
�5/ arises out of the institution o . 
y' 
mmistrative proceeding even if m 
r
l
pr_osecuuoi;i of any judicial or ad-
. 
' a icious or without probable cause· 
(6) �nses out of misrepresentation b 
'
such is negligent or intentional; 
y an employee whether or not 
(7) arises out of or results from . 
demonstrations, mob violence andrnts�ludn,lawful assemblies, public 
. 
civi isturbances; or 
(8) arises out of or in co t' . 
lection of taxes. 
nnec ion with the assessment, levy or col-
Since the removal of immunity from suit for injury caused by negligent 
acts or omissions of employees is an exception to the earlier provision in the 
act of declaring total immunity, the eight listed exceptions in section 29-20-205 
are in effect categories in which governmental entities are immune from suit. 
Except for these listed categories, governmental entities are liable for any in­
jury proximately caused by a negligent act or omission of any employee within 
the scope of his employment. 
The remainder of the act provides the procedure for making claims against 
governmental entities, for determining liability, the limitations on liability, 
and the means by which claims or judgments may be satisfied. An important 
provision relates to liability of employees. 
Under the act, any person having a claim for injury to person or property 
against a governmental entity or its employee must give written notice to the 
governmental entity as a condition precedent to any recovery from the govern­
mental entity or employee. Such notice must be given by registered or cer­
tified letter by United States mail to the chief administrative officer of the 
governmental entity within 120 days after the cause of action arises. The let­
ter must set forth with particularity the time and the place of the incident from 
which the claim arises, the nature of the injury sustained by the claimant, and 
the amount of damage the claimant seeks. This section shall not be strictly 
construed where the municipality has been reasonably apprised of the occur­
rence of the incident from which the claim results and, by such notice, with 
the exercise of proper diligence, the municipality could have apprised itself 
of the circumstances relating to the incident. Failure to comply fully with the 
notice requirements is a valid and complete defense to any liability of a govern­
mental entity. 
The next step in the procedure is action on the claim by the governmental 
entit-y, or its insurance carrier. If the claim is denied or no action taken on 
it within 60 days after its receipt, the claimant may institute an action in the 
circuit court. This action must be commenced within twelve months after the 
cause of action arises. A significant provision of the act gives circuit courts 
exclusive original jurisidiction over any action brought under the act, and the 
action is heard and decided without intervention of a jury. 
Suits filed under the act must be brought in the county in which said govern­
mental entity is located. A governmental entity operating in more than one 
county shall be deemed to be located in the county where its principal office 
is found. 
An officer or body appointed by the governing body of any governmental 
entity may, subject to such regulations and procedures as may be prescribed 
by the governing body, compromise and settle any action for damages or relief 
sought under the act. If no such appointment has been made, the chief ad­
ministrative officer of such governmental entity shall be deemed to have been 
appointed and to have such power. 
The court, before holding a governmental entity liable for damages, must 
first determine that the act(s) of employee(s) was (were) negligent and the 
proximate cause of the plaintiff's in'u h !he scope of his (their) employment ' 
ryd \at the employee(s) acted within 
m TCA 29-20-205 are applicable to 't�
n 't atb
n�ne of the exceptions listed e 1acts e1ore the court. 
Provision benefits employees 
Another significant provision of the a . � governmental entities. No claim may be b�� 
is 
h
or th� benefit of employees of ment entered against an employee fo d 
ug t against. an employee or judg­
entity is liable under the act unless t�e :���
es for which the govern�ental 
ment entered exceeds the minimu 
1 · • nt of damages sought or JUdg-
f · m 1mits set out in the a t h ? Insurance coverage actually carried b th c �r t e amount is �reater, and the governmenal entity k al
e goveJnmental entny, whichever action. Govermnental entities are also auth 
�o ma � a party defendant to the 
against all or any part of their liabil't 
£ or1'."e.d to msure any or all employees 
a negligent act or omission. 
I y or m1ury or damage resulting from 
Several sections of the act deal with a m . . governmeutal entities Any claims a 
p y J�t of claims or Judgments against entity or any final jud�ment obtainei:f'
rov� or payment by a governmental 
paid from fund; appropriated or reserv 
a��nst a governmental entity shall be 
of the governmental entity may b ·J
. or that purpose or in the discretion 
stallments commencing the next fi:c�i"I 
m n�t more than 1 0  equal annual in­
upon by the claimant and overnme 
year or i.n such other manner as is agreed bear interest at six per cenf per annu
ntaJ ent�ty. Inst.allment payments shall ment is below $5 000 a Jump 
m on t e unpaid balance. If the judg-' ' sum payment must be made. 
Joint reserve funds allowed 
Any governmental entity may c t d . . or may jointly with one or more o:�: 
e
l 
an mamtam a reserve or special fund tributions to a joint reserve or speci 
� lea� g;ver�mental entities make con­ment of claims against the coo �· un or t e purpose of making pay­?ecome payable pursuant to the tc,�ra i�g governmental entitites when they msurance to protect the cooperating' or or the pulrpo�e. of purchasing liability created by the act. govermnenta enut1es from any or all risks 
. ".1?Y governmental entity is authorized t h . liability under the act Every )' 
o pure ase msurance to cover its 
governmental entity a� authorJz��
cb;��ontract of insur.ance J?�rchased by a TCA 29-20-31 J provides that . d e act must provide mm1mum limits mental entity may exceed th�';,¥ni1:ument or award re1'.dered against a govern: death, bodily injury and ro ert um a�o??ts of msurance coverage for su.c� governmental entit: ha; se!u�:r:: rab1hty specified i1'. the act, unless minimum requirements in which eve t th ns��nce coverage in excess of the ceed the applicable limi:s provided i �h . e JU gment or award may not ex­tal entity electing to self-insure its lia�ilit e i�s¥i'�nce policy. Any governmen­ty as if insurance had been purchased. y s a ave the same limits ofliabili-
Minimum limits set overnmental entity 
Every policy or contract of insur�nce purchased by a g
 
as authorized by the act shall provide: . . $ 0 OOO £ bodily injury or death of any (a) Minin.mm hmllS of.i ' nd $so 000 for bodily injury �r death one person in any one acct e�t a on� accident. However, in c�ses of any two or more persoz:s in a��tenance and use of autornob1les, arisin� <.mt of the _ow1;:'r1�h�p,$�a�OO for p;operty damage, $10_0,000 the m1n1mum l�m1�s .s a e ' of one erson in any one accident, '­because of bodily m1uryfob ��j1�njury of death of two or more per- ·, and $300,000 beca�se o o i y i ent a overnmental entity is unable sons in any one accident. In the �t� obli:.,tions under the law, except to purchase m�urance rn cover i en for urposes ofTCA 29-20-31 1  through an as�ig��d nsk pool, th 000 fgr injury to any one person the lh_nits of habihty s�all b�Ji�o 000 for all injuries resulting fr?m resultm!I from one accl.i �nt f $10 000 for property damages resulting one accident, with a 1m1t o ' 
from any one accident. . . . 000 t as provided above, form-(b) A minimum l!mit of
f $20, 
t ' �[°;Siers in any one accident. · ury to or destruct10n o proper Y I . . d s not affect certain existing statutes. The law is comprehensive, but it o� nt domain initiated by a landowner TCA 29-20-105 exen_ipts any action m2���123 and 29-16-124, and states that (inverse condemnauon) under TCA TCA 29-20-106 makes the law there is no implied repeal of thoh
s\statute�ployee under the worker's com­inapplicable to any act10n broug t y an e 
pensation laws of Tennessee. 
Insurance · h" 1 1 1 overnmental units under t is aw . A group insurance plan to pM
rote�t . oc� {.ague· detailed information about is �iJOnsored by the Tennessee un1c1pa ' 
this plan may be obtained from TML. 
CHAPTER 21 
COUNTY FUNCTIONS RELATED TO CITIES 
Various statutes empower county governments to provide services similar 
to or the same as those provided by city governments. Municipal officials should 
be aware of such laws, as they may offer opportunities for cooperative under­
takings and consolidation of service activities. The manner of county financ­
ing of such services may also be of concern to a city, as the county property 
tax overlays a city's tax and is paid by city taxpayers and outside-city taxpayers 
alike (with some exceptions for rural school bonds and rural road levies). 
The inequity of financing outside-city services from a county-wide tax levy 
payable by city taxpayers is obvious. The sheriff's office and county roads 
fall within this area of concern; the rationale usually offered for such financ­
ing is that the sheriff's jurisdiction includes cities and county roads are used 
by city residents and providers of products to the city's markets. A more clear­
cut example of an inequitable situation is the former practice in Knox County 
of financing indigent hospitalization for outside-city residents from the coun­
ty general fund; as a result of a lawsuit the county assumed this service for 
the entire county, and the City of Knoxville terminated its program which 
had been costing about $1 .5 million annually. 
There is broad authority in the statutes for the joint exercise of powers 
by cities and counties, and for contractual agreements between the two levels 
of government (see "Intergovernmental agreements" in chapter 22). 
Public works 
The "county recovery and post war aid act of 1945" (5-1 1-101-5-11 - 124) 
empowers county governments, singly or jointly with other counties/cities/the 
state, to construct, operate and maintain a wide assortment of public works . 
Nearly as broad as the act for cities (TCA 7-36-102), the definition of "public 
works project" in 5-1 1-102 includes airports, public buildings, parks and 
recreation facilities, water and sewer systems, and industrial parks, in addi­
tion to many projects normally undertaken by counties. Bonds may be secured 
by the "unlimited taxing power of the county, or portion thereof as the case 
may be," or may be secured by revenues from projects only. General obliga­
tion bonds for certain projects, including "public buildings other than 
schools, ' '  must be retired by county-wide tax levies; if for schools outside of 
a city that maintains a city school system that tax levy cannot apply inside 
the city. If the county has a city that maintains its street system, the county 
governing body has the option of making a tax levy for county 'roads, bridges, 
etc. countywide or to apply only outside the city. (5-11 - 1 19) If revenue bonds 
are used, the county must fix and revise from time to time "rates, fees or 
charges . . .  so that such public works project shall be and always remain self­
supporting." (5- 1 1- 120) 
TCA 5-10-401-5-10-412 also empower a county government to construct, 
operate and maintain public works projects (unlike the foregoing statute joint 
undertakings with other units of government are not authorized) . The defini­
tion of "public works projects" in 5- 10-402 includes many projects typically 
undertaken by cities. The inclusion of' 'sewers, sewage disposal systems, and 
sewage treatment plants" is subject to a requirement of consent by the 
governing body of a city iflocated within three miles of the city's boundaries. 
"Water lines or mains" are authorized if connected to a city's water supply 
system with the consent of its governing body. Only general obligation bomjs 
are authorized, to be retired by a tax levy countywide or "upon the taxable 
property in a portion only of the county. " 
"Urban type public facilities" 
Such facilities are defined in TCA 5-16-101 to mean "sanitary and storm 
sewer lines and facilities, plants for the collection, treatment and disposal of 
sewage and waste matter, facilities and plants for the incineration or other 
disposal of garbage, trash, ashes and other waste matter, and/or water supply 
and distribution lines, facilities and plants, chemical pipelines and docks; and 
in counties having a population according to the 1960 federal census or any 
subsequent federal census of not less than 1 1,900 nor more than 1 1 ,925 
[Wayne] , of not less than 17,300 nor more than 17,500 [Hardin] , and of not 
less than 600,000 [Shelby] , fire protection." 
Cooperative undertakings with other governmental units, including 
"rriunicipalities, towns, utility districts and improvement districts within the 
county," are specifically authorized on such terms as may be "mutually ad­
vantageous" (5-16-107). Bonds may be issued under TCA 5- 1 1- 101-5-1 1-124, 
and may be general obligation, revenue, or a combination thereof. 
Plans for any projects must be submitted to a regional planning commis­
sion, or, in the absence of such a commission, to the planning commission 
of tQ�Jargest city in the county, and if neither of the former exist to the state 
plan"/iing commission, "for study and a written report" within 90 days or such 
extended period as the county governing body may fix. Following this, if a 
facility is to be located within five miles of any part of a city's boundary a 
resolution petitioning the city to provide the facility, together with a full report 
of the county's plans (engineering and financial feasibility reports, etc.), must 
be presented to the city; the county can proceed if within 90 days thereafter 
the city fails "to take appropriate action to provide a specified public facility 
or facilities in a specified area or areas." (5-16- 1 1 1) 
Provision for transfer of such facilities to a city in the event of annexation 
is made, including arbitration in absence of agreement; the statutory language 
is the same as that found in the annexation law (5-16-1 10). 
Fire protection 
The county governing body of any county (except a county under metro 
government) is empowered to create a "county-wide fire department" to be 
headed by a county fire chief appointed by and serving at the pleasure of such 
body (5-17- 101, 5-17-103). Fire tax districts must be established by the 
governing body, and a property tax (in addition to the regular county tax) 
must be levied in each d . t . 1s net to pay its all d expenses each year. ocate part of the department's 
In addition to such direct fir� rotect' . rat.Ute may (1) Contract With cities �O pro 1.�n serv�ces, a. county utilizing this 1m1ts, (2) contract to provide services t v1 .e .services without their corporate bulance, first aid and rescue service (4) okc!l!es, (3) provide emergency am­the "force oflaw, "  (5) give aid i� th ma e fu-e prevention regulations having (6) a�s1st local and volunteer fire d e event o� fire, flood or other disaster provide training and mainten epa�tments, mcluding "financial aid " (7), up . ance services to any fi d ' 
R fc
a com�umcations system for all fire d 
Ire epar'.ment, and (8) set e erence is made to transfers to a .
an �i;iergency units in the count annexation law. (5-17- 102) nnexmg C!l1es as provided in the gener�i 
The obvious intent of this law . be borne by the beneficiaries has be!o reqmre the costs of fire protection to to another statute (requested by the Kn co�ntermanded by a later amendment empowers a county legislative bod nox aunty �ommission in I 978) which volunteer fire department or to a y to appropriate funds to a non-profit 5-17-101 [5-9-101(24)]. fire department organized under TCA 
Refuse collection and disposal 
Counties are empowered to rovid . a _countywide or direct basis (5�9-10i"...'.'�
l\e�t1on and/or disposal services on give'!" _this function, or contracts fo - - 1!6). A county agency may be mumc1pality, any utility or other ser�· the _service may be made with "any any combination of such entities " Je. d1str1ct, any private organization or �unicipalities is also authorized The omt a�tion with other counties and t10ns >yhich shall have the fore." of la:ounty IS_ empowered to make "regula­operauons and practices " If a d. t . _governmg all collection and disposal �� be provided the full c�sts ther��;'��:t e�tabli�h�d wherein such service is !Strict and/or charges levied on . . e pai rom a tax levy within the property tax levy can be used "on! .�e��p1ents of the service. A countywide served," and this is specificall !o� ·b· pe�sons m.the county are to be equal! the county provides such ser�i�es t� �:ed if �dny c!ly or special district withi� 
Recreation 
' s  res1 ems (5-19-108). 
TCA 1 1-21-101-1 1-21-109 . bl' · 1s ena mgle · 1 · acbu
l
�e, develop, maintain, and make availab11St atJ�n �mpo:vering counties "to pu IC parks, preserves parkw e o t e mhab1tants of the count forests, wildlife areas and other c':;;• playgrounds, recreational centers couni'; the health and general welfare of th�rvat10n areas, and to promote and �reserve �ent an:J �onservation of natural res��';le, to encourag_e the orderly develop-y prov1dmg adequate programs of bcl�s, and to �ult1vate good citizenship pu 1c recreation. " 
Building codes 
Any county may adopt by referenc h " been prepared by technical trade ass
e
o
t . e . rules and regulations which have c1at1ons or modPI C"ncl,,. ,.,, ......... �:�-.. ! _ 
Zoning . . 
After a regional planning commission has submitted a z
onmg plan, m-
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1 f e body 
or withhold building permits, may be established by a coun
ty egis a iv 
to enforce its zoning regulations. (13-7-101-13-7-ll5) 
CHAPTER 22 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Private act charters usually enumerate a long list of corporate powers to 
be exercised by governing bodies and other municipal officers. Such a list of 
powers is found in TCA 6-2-201 for cities incorporated under the mayor­
aldermen general law. 
General laws granting miscellaneous powers to all cities include the 
following: 
Appropriations to safety councils.approved by the Tennessee Safe­
ty Council (7-51-501). 
"It shall be the duty of mayors, commissioners, councilmen, 
aldermen, chiefs of police, recorders, municipal judges, marshals, and 
policemen of each municipal corporation, to faithfully maintain and 
enforce . . .  the statute laws relating to lewdness, drunkenness, gam­
ing, and the sale and manufacture of intoxicating liquors . . . " 
(6-54-401). 
Contributions from general funds may be made to a "watershed 
.. development authority" if all or a portion of it is located in the coun­
. ty in which the city is located, but no special tax therefor can be levied 
(6-56-108). 
Coriflicts of interest 
Indirect interest of municipal officers in contracts with their municipality 
is allowed if the officer publicly acknowledges his.interest and recuses himself 
from any of his duties which. include the consideration of, voting on, oversee­
ing, or superintending the particular contract giving rise to the conflict. '  An 
"indirect interest" is defined as any interest which is not "direct. "  A "direct 
interest" is defined as any contract with the official himself or with any business 
in which the official is the sole proprietor, a partner, or the person who owns 
the largest number of oustanding shares owned by any individual or corpora­
tion. "Direct interests" are absolutely prohibited except for a direct interest 
in which the official or his business is the sole supplier of goods or services 
in a municipality or county. (6-2-402, 6-54-107, 6-54-108, 12-4-101, 12-4-102) 
Every candidate for an elective city office must file with the county elec­
tion commission a statutorily-prescribed report dealing with possible conflicts 
of interest. The report is due no later than 10 days after the last day for filing 
as a candidate, and annually thereafter on or before January 15; if no change 
has occurred the annual report may consist of simply a negative statement. 
(8-50-501-8-50-505) 
•A 1984 amendment (ch. 831) deletes the words "and recuses himself . . .  rise ' '.>  the con­
flict" from section 12-4-101, but these are left in 6-2-402 and 6-54-107, which ser s to make 
them applicable only in cities organized under either of these general law charters. 
Campaign financial disclosure 
Candidates for elective municipal offices must file reports required by 
ch. 
861 of the 1980 public acts, which comprehensively revised state la:" o
n this 
subject. A candidate for an office that pays less than $I?ORer.month .ts.exempt 
unless more than $500 was spent. A candidate for a city s chief adminis�
rauve 
officer" must file regardless of salary or amount of campaign expen\h
tures. 
(2- 10-101-2-IO- l l l) 
Relief of unemployment 
The local economic adjustment act of 1975 (9- 14- 101-9-14-108) c?nt�
ins 
a broad delegation of power to cities (also counties and development d
istncts) 
to accept grants and loans from the federal and state g�v�rnments
 an� to act 
jointly in "activities designed to alleviate or m�derate existing or potent
ial con­
ditions of severe economic adjustment, resulting from term1natton or
 closure 
of major industries or firms, unemployment caused therefrom, and oth
er hard­
ships . . .  and other conditions . . " 
National defense 
Funds can be appropriated and real or personal property can be leas
ed, 
loaned, sold or donated to the state and federal governments ".for pu
rpos�� 




Powers of eminent domain supplemental to powers conferred by other l
aws 
are delegated to municipal corporations by TCA 29-17-201 ,  29- 17�20.
2, and 
29-17-801-29-17'-8 14. A handbook on this subject, .Emm�nt Doma�n. 
m Ten­
·11e.ssee, by Charles E. Griffith !II and Ogd�n St?kes, is available to cltles from 
the Instltute for Pubhc Service, The Umverslty of Tennessee. 
Children, care of 
Mtinicipalities "are �uthorized and empowered to establish, erect, operate, 
and maintain homes for the care and treatment of dep�ndent and ne
glected, 
unruly, and delinquent children, and to purchase s.ervices fro� any a
gency, 
public or private, which is authorized by law to receive or provide car
e and/or 
services for children. "  (37-2-204) 
Public defender's services 
A city may be reimbursed for expenses incurred by a public defend
er's 
office up to the amount determined by the executive secretary to the Su
preme 
Court that the state would have otherwise spent to provide legal co
unsel to 
the indigent persons involved. (40-14-209) 
Open recotds 
In the absence of state law to tlie contrary, persons in charge of public 
records may not refuse access to them. A person denied access may petition 
a chancery court to allow access, and the burden of proof is placed on the 
official to justify non-access by a preponderance of the evidence. An official 
required to give access shall not be held to be liable civilly or criminally 
(10-7-503) 
Industty and towism promotion 
The attraction of new industries and tourists to a community are often the 
objects of municipal endeavors, and the expenditure of municipal funds for 
such purposes is authorized. A city may appropriate from its general fund up 
to $30,000 annually ($60,000 if a joint effort with a county-presumably 
$30,000 from each, but this is not explicitly stated). Additionally, a municipal 
governing body may levy up to a two cents tax rate to create a special fund 
for su�h. puri;oses, or citizens may call for a referendum on such a tax levy by peut10n signed by five per cent of a city's registered voters. (6-54-201 ,  
6-54-202) "Two (2) _or more counties or cities or counties and cities" may 
Jointly employ area industrial agents and "appropriate and expend funds" 
therefor [4-3-507(b)] . 
Municipalities may develop and maintain industrial parks, issuing bonds 
therefor ui;der any one of several specified other acts and exercising the powers 
delegated in TCA 7-55-101-7-55-1 16  (industrial building bond act of 1955) 
and 7-53-101-7-53-309 (industrial development corporations act of 1955). Such 
a park may be controlled by the governing body or by a board or commission 
established by ordinance or resolution. Two or more cities can act jointly 
(13-16-201-1 3-16-207). 
Municipalities are authorized to make "voluntary contributions" to the 
industrial development division, of the department of economic and community 
development, "to be known as Industrial Promotion Contributions,,, in 
amounts equal to 5 cents per capita, based on the most recent federal decen­
nial census (4-14-107). 
Libraries 
General authority for cities and counties to maintain public library systems 
and to levy taxes therefor was included in a 1963 act (ch. 370). Joint action 
by cities and counties is also authorized. If a tax levy is countywide it must 
be shared on a population basis with any city library system supported by city 
�axes. (l�-3-101-10-3-108) Participation by a city in a regional library system is authorized by TCA 10-5-101, and city appropriations therefor may be made 
under 1:CA 10-5-104. �ubject to appro.val by the local legislative body that appropriates funds to a hbrary, the state library and archives management board 
may enter into a contract for state-local matching to fund library positions 
in a local library. (10-1-102) 
Abandoned property 
The Uniform Disposition of Unclaimed Property Act of 1978 governs the 
disposition of unclaimed or abandoned personal property by public agencies, 
including municipalities (the act does not apply to real property). Tl;ie state 
treasurer is responsible for administering the act. (66-29-101-66-29Cl32). 
Recreation 
Municipal recreational programs are authorized by general law, including 
joint programs by two or more cities. The governing body of a city has the 
option of placing such a program under a recreation board or commission, 
a school board, or a park board. Such a board may promulgate rules for pro­
tection of areas under its jurisdiction, which shall be enforced by local law · 
enforcement officials; a fine up to $50 for each offense is authorized. 
( 1 1 -24-101-11-24-1 14) Technical assistance in the operation of parks and 
recreation programs is available from the department of conservation. 
(1 1-9-108) County conservation boards are empowered to enter into agreements 
with small cities and towns to provide parks and recreation services therein. 
(1 1-21- 1 1 1) 
Forests 
Cities are authorized to purchase and maintain lands for forestry purposes, 
under regulations approved by the state forester. The governing body is em­
powered to act after two weeks' public notice that such a plan is being con­
sidered. Control of the use of such lands and disposition of the income 
therefrom is vested in the governing body. (1 1-23-101-1 1-23-105). 
Public building authority 
Any city and/or county may establish a public building authority, which 
can issue revenue bonds, lease building space, and take all other necessary 
actions as owner of such a building. Only a city and/or county can create such 
an authority, but after a commitment to lease space on the part of a city and/or 
county the jurisdiction(s) must make whatever tax levies are necessary to meet 
the terms of the lease. A 1984 amendment (ch. 823) extended the powers of 
such an authority to include any undertaking that can be financed by bonds 
or other obligations of a municipality or the state, or any agency thereof, which 
has entered into an agreement with the authority. (12-10-101-12-10-123). 
Intergovernmental agrnements 
Any powers, privileges or authority of a public agency in this state may 
be exercised and enjoyed jointly with any other public agency of this state, 
of any other state, or of the United States, providing (in the case of cities) 
that this authority "shall apply only to such powers, privileges or authority 
vested in their governing bodies." (12-9-104) Governing bodies may likewise 
enter into contracts "with any one or more public agencies to perform any 
governmental service, activity or undertaking which each public agency enter­
ing into the contract is authorized by law to perform. " (12-9- 108) 
Cemeteries 
b 
C�ie� may act a� trustees. for cemeteries or burial places inside the city oun anes, or wllhm five miles of the city boundaries, when appointed to do. so by �ny person ?r court of competent jurisdiction (46-3- 101). A city ma brm� or )Om m a suit to terminate use of land as a cemetery and to have th� rell?ams of dec�ased persons removed and reburied elsewhere. Authority for :�k�ng such acllon, however, extends only to land within one mile of the city imlt� . and not beyond the boundaries of the county or within another mumc1pal.ny: (46-4-103) A cemetery company may purchase up to 200 acres of land. wllhm a city for perpetual use, with approval by a resolution of the govermng body. (46-2-101) 
Housing 
1 
Extensive and detailed laws relating to housing authorities urban renewal s um c!earance, etc: are .codified in TCA title 13, chapter 20 (these laws ar� not bemg summanzed m this publication). Permissive authority to make payments to persons relocated by public projects is granted by TCA 13-11-1 1 1  Chapter 241 of the 1973 public acts created the Tennessee housing develop: ;.nent age.ncy an� empowered it to issue bonds and otherwise raise capital funds '.'>r housmg pro1ects (13-23- 101-13-23-132). 
Weed control 
A proced�re is provided for clearance of trees, vines, grass, or underbrush that are. cons1d�red to b� detrimental to the health, safety or welfare, but the �tatute 1s effect1ve ?nly m metropolitan governments and five cities specified Y narrow populat10n brackets. (7-3-306) 
Gardening 
'd 
�ities ?'ay participate in community gardening programs, primarily by pro­Vl mg sunable vacant !and, administered by the department of agriculture through county extens10n agents. (43-24- 101-43-24-108) 
Dissolution 
A city organ�zed under any general law may be dissolved by a ma' orit �f the.votes cast m a  referendum on the question, called in response to a'pei?­twn s1gned by 10  i;er cent of the registered voters in the city. At least two y�ars must exp1re between the holding of such referendums. (6 52-201-6-52-206) Another statute provides for a special tax levy by the county t� pay ?ff any indebtedness, and also for succession if later the municipal corpo�at�on is resurrected in a new form (6-52- 101-6-52-107). The co�ss10�-�ana�er general law and the modified council-manager law specify 20 Yo of a c17 s regi�tered voters for a valid petition; whether this would prevail over the 10.� reqmrement of the other law is uncertain. (6- 18-108, 6-30-104) Formerly. cities organize� under private acts could be abolished by private acts of the legislature, but this procedure became unconstitutional with the adop-
tion of Amendment No. 7 in 1953, which includes a provision that "the General 
Assembly shall by general Jaw provide the exclusive methods by which 
municipalities may be . . .  dissolved . . .  " 
The charter of a city of JOO or fewer inhabitants by the last federal census 
can be declared forfeited by a chancery court if the city has failed to perform 
several specified functions. (6-52-301-6-52-304) 
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Handicapped persons 
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Highways . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 
In cities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 
Industrial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 
Interstate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 
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Industrial highways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 
Industrial promotion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . 99 
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